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ABSTRACT
OLIVEIRA, Fernanda Conforto de. International financial negotiations and political actors: the
breakdown in IMF-Brazilian negotiations during the Administration of Juscelino Kubitschek
(1957-1959). 2018. Master’s Thesis (Master in International Relations) – Institute of International
Relations of the University of São Paulo, São Paulo, 2018.

This Master’s thesis analyzes the relationship between the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
and the Brazilian government during the administration of Juscelino Kubitschek (1956-1961). It
focuses on the years of 1957-1959, at the time when the Brazilian government was negotiating
the country’s first and second standby agreements with the Fund. The objective is to identify the
conditions that led the Kubitschek administration to break down negotiations with the IMF in
June 1959. Relying on IMF, Brazilian and North-American official documents, Brazilian
newspapers and interviews with Brazilian officials, this study reveals that the Brazilian
government only opened negotiations with the Fund in 1958 after Washington’s intense pressure.
The American government conditioned U.S. loans to Brazil to the signature of a standby
agreement between Brazil and the Fund, instead of negotiating financial assistance directly with
Rio de Janeiro as it had been doing until then. Washington employed the IMF as a way to
advance its foreign economic policy agenda in Brazil. This harsh U.S. position remained
consistent despite increasing Soviet overtures to Latin America. Given the Fund’s stabilization
demands and Brazil’s poor stabilization performance, disagreements between the IMF and the
Brazilian government built up, leading to the breakdown in the negotiations in June 1959. As a
consequence, U.S.-Brazilian relations seriously deteriorated, encouraging President Kubitschek
to embrace a more globalist foreign policy. These conclusions are relevant because they brought
to light aspects that usually have been neglected by the literature: the crucial role played by the
U.S. as to why Kubitschek’s Brazil sought IMF financial assistance; the insufficiency of a narrow
Cold War framework to explain why Washington took a hard stance on Brazil; and the link
between the IMF-Brazilian breakdown and the roots of President Jânio Quadros’ Independent
Foreign Policy in the early 1960s.
Keywords: International Monetary Fund, Juscelino Kubitschek, United States, Standby
Agreement, Financial Assistance

RESUMO
OLIVEIRA, Fernanda Conforto de. Negociações financeiras internacionais e atores políticos: a
suspensão das negociações entre Brasil e FMI na Administração Juscelino Kubitschek (19571959). 2018. Dissertação (Mestrado em Relações Internacionais) - Instituto de Relações
Internacionais da Universidade de São Paulo, São Paulo, 2018.

Esta dissertação analisa as relações entre o Fundo Monetário Internacional (FMI) e o Brasil
durante a administração de Juscelino Kubitschek (1956-1961). A análise foca nos anos de 1957 a
1959, momento em que o governo brasileiro estava negociando o primeiro e o segundo acordo
standby do país com o FMI. O objetivo é identificar as condições que encorajaram a
administração Kubitschek a suspender negociações com o FMI em junho de 1959. Com base em
documentos oficiais brasileiros, norte-americanos e do FMI, bem como em jornais brasileiros e
em entrevista com oficiais brasileiros, esta pesquisa revela que o governo Brasileiro somente
iniciou negociações com o Fundo em 1958 após intensa pressão de Washington. O governo dos
Estados Unidos condicionou empréstimos ao Brasil à assinatura de um acordo standby entre
Brasil e Fundo, ao invés de negociar ajuda financeira diretamente com o Rio de Janeiro como até
então fazia. Washington utilizou o FMI para avançar sua agenda de política econômica externa
no Brasil. Essa posição dura dos EUA se manteve consistente mesmo diante das crescentes
ofensivas soviéticas na América Latina. Tendo em vista as demandas por estabilização do Fundo
e o precário desempenho anti-inflacionário do Brasil, os desacordos entre FMI e o governo
Brasileiro aumentaram, culminando na suspensão das negociações em junho de 1959.
Consequentemente, as relações entre EUA e Brasil se deterioraram seriamente, encorajando o
Presidente Kubitschek a adotar uma política externa mais globalista. Essas conclusões são
relevantes porque lançam luz em aspectos normalmente negligenciados pela literatura: no papel
crucial dos EUA na busca por ajuda financeira do FMI pelo Brasil de Kubitschek; na
insuficiência de uma simples análise baseada no contexto da Guerra Fria para explicar a razão
pela qual Washington assumiu uma posição dura em relação ao Brasil; e na relação entre a
suspensão das negociações entre Brasil e FMI e as raízes da Política Externa Independente do
Presidente Jânio Quadros no início da década de 1960.
Palavras-chave: Fundo Monetário Internacional, Juscelino Kubitschek, Estados Unidos, Acordo
Standby, Ajuda Financeira
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1

INTRODUCTION

In June 1959, Woodruff Wallner, official of the American Embassy in Rio de Janeiro,
sent an important telegram to the U.S. Secretary of State, Christian Herter. After months of
seemingly endless and arduous financial negotiations, the Brazilian government had just received
the final response from the International Monetary Fund (IMF) regarding a proposal for the
implementation of a stabilization program. The IMF approval was critical to Brazil. With it, the
country could obtain loans to finance its high foreign commitments, avoiding a default. The
Fund’s response, however, was not auspicious. Wallner anticipated “strong emotional reaction”
from the Brazilian President Juscelino Kubitschek. Roberto Campos, at that time President of the
National Bank for Economic Development (Banco Nacional do Desenvolvimento Econômico,
BNDE), had cautioned him that Kubitschek would probably “hit the ceiling” with the news – in
fact, a few days later, Kubitschek broke down financial negotiations with the IMF. Wallner
requested Herter to get the “fullest possible information [on] this matter [the] soonest”. Without
it, Wallner insisted, “we [the U.S. government] are seriously handicapped in dealing with a
politico-economic situation which lies at the very heart of Brazilian-U.S. relations”. 1
This Master’s thesis analyzes the relationship between the IMF and Brazil during the
period of the Juscelino Kubitschek administration (1956-1961). It focused on the years of 19571959, at the time when the Brazilian government maintained financial negotiations with the Fund
to sign the country’s first and second standby agreements. The primary goal is to identify the
conditions underpinning the Kubitschek government’s decision to unilaterally “sever relations”
(as most authors advocate) with the IMF in June 1959 in the midst of negotiations for a standby
agreement.2 Brazil is a crucial study because it is an outlier. Firstly, very few countries have
broken up relations with the IMF throughout the Fund’s history. Secondly, given the context of
the Cold War, it was not expected that countries, other than those led by left-wing governments
(Kubitschek was affiliated with the centrist Social Democratic Party, PSD), to disrupt relations
with the IMF – an organization in which Western nations played a key role, especially the United

1

Incoming telegram (hereafter Intel) 1746, American Embassy in Rio de Janeiro (hereafter Amembassy) to John
Foster Dulles, Jun. 3, 1959, National Archives and Records Administration at College Park, Maryland (hereafter
NARA), Record Group (hereafter RG) 59, General Records of the Department of State (hereafter GRDS), Central
Decimal File (hereafter CDF) 1955-59, Box 4316, Folder 832.10/5-259.
2
See for instance, Daré (2004), Malan (2007), and Young (2013, 2014).

2

States, given that the Soviet Union (USSR) decided not to join the Fund. 3 Lastly, although Brazil
has historically maintained traditional and friendly relations with the U.S., being one of its closest
allies in Latin America, Brazil was the only country that severed relations with the Fund in the
late 1950s. This was a time when the institution was pursuing negotiations for a standby
agreement with many other nations in the region, such as Argentina and Chile.
In scholarly debates about the IMF-Brazilian relationship in the late 1950s, it is not clear
why President Kubitschek sought the Fund’s financial assistance at the beginning of 1958. On the
one hand, most authors sustain that Brazil opened financial negotiations with the IMF for a
standby agreement because the Fund support was crucial for Brazil to obtain foreign credits.
From this perspective, the IMF played a crucial role in Brazil’s quest for external financial
resources when the country’s deteriorating economic situation – marked by increasing inflation, a
high external debt, and deepening deficits in the balance of payments – could have severely
impaired Kubitschek’s five-year development program, the so-called Targets Plan (Plano de
Metas).4 On the other hand, a few authors argued that Brazil sought the IMF not because the
Brazilian government saw the Fund as a guarantor to access to foreign credits, but because the
U.S. government had conditioned resources of the Export-Import Bank (Eximbank) for Brazil to
an IMF agreement. These scholars diverge on the reasons why Washington would have done so
though. Victor Young (2014, chap. 3), for instance, argued that this move was an attempt by
Washington to defer credit requests so that to limit U.S. financial assistance to Latin American
countries. Bevan Sewell (2010), in turn, asserts that the long-standing concerns about the
Brazilian economy encouraged Washington to look for IMF assistance, as the Fund’s
stabilization demands were attuned with the U.S. perspective as to what was considered best for
the Brazilian economy.
Another controversial issue in the literature is why Kubitschek “severed relations” with
the IMF in June 1959 at all. Most scholars are convinced that Kubitschek made this decision
because the so-called Monetary Stabilization Plan (Programa de Estabilização Monetária, PEM)
– based on IMF requirements to cut down public spending and curtail the credit supply – was not
compatible with the Targets Plan, and that it could have seriously compromised the latter’s goals
3

For a further account as to why the USSR did not join the IMF see Chishti (1992).
For this viewpoint see Bojunga (2001, p. 525-533), Campos (2007, p. 44-45), Daré (2004, chap. 3), Fassy (2000, p.
88-93), Leopoldi (1991), Maranhão (1994, p. 56-61), Lima (2006, p. 44), Oliveira (1993, chap. 2), Oliveira (2005,
chap. 4), Pires (2006, p. 107-131), Silva (2000, p. 84), Skidmore (2000, p. 218-219), and Vizentini (2006).
4
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hadn’t it been dropped down. Aware of the severity of such a stern exercise, and the opposition of
various economic sectors, particularly leaders of the manufacturing sector, Kubitschek chose to
move forward with his development program. 5
Although some authors recognize that the reasons for the breakup with the Fund rested on
economic matters, they assert that Kubitschek turned it into a political act when the President
noticed that IMF recommendations would cause him loss of popularity and lack of support from
political parties and domestic interest groups. The breakup was then a deliberate attempt by
Kubitschek to turn the Fund into a kind of scapegoat for economic problems and to surf on the
nationalist tide. By making this move, Kubitschek was trying to divert the public opinion away
from the country’s serious economic problems, and to obtain the political support from
nationalists, thus transferring the country’s financial plight to his political successor.6 Paulo
Vizentini (2006) and Sewell (2010) also indicate that the disruption was a way to push
Washington against the wall, forcing the U.S. to assist Brazil’s economic development by
relieving its financial external burden. Other researches, on the other hand, ascertain that
Kubitschek’s move rested mostly on political grounds (e.g., the breakup was not mainly driven
by disagreements between Brazil and the Funds in terms of economic issues), as the President
hoped to conquer popular support and to win a second mandate to lead the country in 1965 – at
that time, reelection was not allowed according to the 1946 Constitution.7 Rodrigo Lima (2006)
and Gesner Oliveira (1993, chap. 2) do not even recognize that Kubitschek “severed relations”
with the Fund as he sought to conclude negotiations afterward.
Despite their important contributions, the conclusions of the scholarly literature are still
unsatisfactory. Most studies examine the IMF-Brazilian relations only as part of broader issues,
such as the U.S.-Brazilian postwar relations, or the history of the Kubitschek government in a
larger sense, which means that the IMF is not analyzed in a profound way, appearing just as a
supporting actor on the scene. 8 Milton Daré (2004) and Lima (2006) are two exceptions who
5

For this perspective see Benevides (1979, chap. 5), Leopoldi, (1991), Leopoldi (2000, chap. 8), Maranhão (1994, p.
56-61), Oliveira (2005, chap. 4), Pires (2006, p. 107-131), Silva (2000), Skidmore (2000, chap. 5), Villela (2011),
and Young (2013, 2014).
6
See Daré (2004, chap. 3), Fassy (2000, p. 88-93), Malan (2007), and Oliveira (1993, chap. 2).
7
For this point of view see Bojunga (2001, p. 525-533), Lopes (2006, chap. 9), Hensel et al. (1998), and Maran
(1992).
8
See, for example, Benevides (1979), Bojunga (2001), Campos (2007), Fassy (2000), Hensel et al. (1998), Leopoldi
(1991), Malan (2007), Maran (1992), Maranhão (1994), Lopes (2006), Oliveira (2005), Pires (2006), Silva (2000),
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devoted efforts to identify the reasons as to why Kubitschek “broke up relations” with the IMF in
June 1959. However, these studies, as the literature in general, have a fragile empirical basis.
They do not rely on IMF and U.S. official documents, thereby limiting their capacity to
understand the issue from the perspective of key actors. Maria Victoria Benevides (1979), Maria
Aparecida Campos (2007), Maria Antonieta Leopoldi (1991), Pedro Malan (2007), Thomas
Skidmore (2000), Daré (2004), Lima (2006), and Oliveira (1993), for instance, base their
arguments mostly on secondary sources, national newspapers and Brazilian official and public
sources. A few exceptions in this sense are Sewell (2010), and Young (2014), who have
employed only U.S. sources. Although these two last contributions have brought new and
interesting evidence, Sewell’s work has a broader focus, surveying postwar U.S.-Brazilian
relations, and Young basically assumes that the IMF follows the U.S. government command in
financial negotiations. There are no studies that have employed IMF archive materials to look
into IMF-Brazilian relations in the late 1950s. As far as we were able to find, this Master’s thesis
will be the first to do it. As Fund negotiations with member countries are essentially conducted
through confidential channels, it is extremely difficult to identify core decisions based on public
documents, especially when taking into consideration Brazilian sources only. Therefore, there is
an acute need for an in-depth analysis of the subject.
Although to reach conclusions on the reasons as to why Kubitschek chose to “disrupt
relations” with the IMF is ambitious (and even maybe impossible), this Master’s thesis seeks to
explain the conditions that led to this outcome. For this purpose, I conducted extensive archival
research in U.S. and Brazilian archives and analyzed recently declassified IMF confidential
sources. Not only did I have the fortune to access comprehensive series of materials from the
IMF Executive Board and staff archives, some of which had never been seen before, but I also
collected, and later cross-checked, more than one thousand U.S. and Brazilian documents related
to IMF-Brazilian negotiations in the late 1950s. Regarding U.S. sources, I delved into official and
confidential records of the State Department and the Foreign Service Posts of the State
Department at the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA), in College Park,
Maryland, and had access to a range of private collections and unpublished government
documents available at the Dwight Eisenhower Presidential Library, in Abilene, Kansas. These
archives provided me with substantial materials that show how U.S. officials exerted their
influence upon Brazilian officials and what their intentions behind their actions were. I also dug
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into Brazilian official sources and private collections at the Brazilian National Archive (Arquivo
Nacional), the Archive of the Brazilian Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Arquivo Histórico do
Itamaraty), and at CPDOC of the Getúlio Vargas Foundation (Centro de Pesquisa e
Documentação de História Contemporânea do Brasil da Fundação Getúlio Vargas) in Rio de
Janeiro.
Despite this extensive archival research, heavily based on written records, there are still
important empirical gaps. Modern communication systems have facilitated personal meetings and
direct telephone calls, leaving some discussions among policymakers undocumented. In an
attempt to overcome these gaps, I also employed interviews with crucial Brazilian officials of the
period, such as the Finance Minister Lucas Lopes, the BNDE President Roberto Campos and the
personal assessor to the Finance Minister, Casimiro Ribeiro. These interviews are available at
CPDOC-FGV, through the archive’s oral history project. Also, I analyzed two of the major
Brazilian newspapers of the postwar era – O Estado de São Paulo and Jornal do Brasil.
Journalistic sources sometimes allow researchers to compare contrasting narratives, as journalists
have access (off and on the record) to information that is not available in official and confidential
documents. Moreover, newspapers are a channel through which policymakers and political and
economic sectors voice their opinions. Tapping into such primary sources was essential to
formulate my main argument.
Relying on this extensive archival research, this Master’s thesis argues that the main
condition that led to the breakup between Juscelino Kubitschek’s Brazil and the IMF was the
change in the U.S. foreign financial assistance policy towards Brazil, which took place between
1956 and the beginning of 1958. In other words, had it not been for this transformation in the
U.S. policy, Brazil would not have opened negotiations with the IMF in early 1958 in the first
place. Therefore, in contrast to what most studies have stated so far (such as Daré, 2004; Lima,
2006; and Skidmore, 2000), I argue that Brazil did not deliberately seek the Fund’s financial
assistance – through the signing of a standby agreement – in order to obtain further foreign aid.
Instead, Brazil reached out to the Fund hesitantly and just after a severe pressure from
Washington. In fact, in the words of Howard Cottam, Minister for Economic Affairs of the U.S.
Embassy in Rio de Janeiro (1957-1960), the U.S. employed the IMF as a “mantle of multilateral
anonymity” – in the Washington’s perspective thus, the U.S. used the IMF – and not the State
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Department – to advance U.S. economic policy requirements to Brazil on its behalf. 9 Instead of
negotiating foreign financial assistance directly with Brazil as it had been doing until then,
Washington conditioned loans to Brazil to a prior agreement between the Kubitschek government
and the Fund. By doing this, the U.S. government was putting the responsibility for stringent
stabilization policies on the Fund’s back. This harsh U.S. position remained stable throughout the
years of 1958 and 1959.
In the face of the IMF’s increasing stabilization demands, particularly requests to unify
Brazil’s multiple exchange rates system, Kubitschek broke down negotiations with the Fund in
June 1959. Similar to Lima (2006) and Oliveira (1993), I also argue that Kubitschek did not
“disrupt relations” with the IMF as most studies assert (such as Daré, 2004; Malan, 2007; and
Young, 2014) since he sought to resume financial negotiations with the Fund promptly after the
breakup. Moreover, here it becomes evident that Kubitschek turned disagreements with the IMF
into a political act, as some authors suggest.10 Throughout the IMF-Brazilian negotiation process,
due to what was considered by Brazilian officials as a U.S. intransigent position, Brazil’s poor
stabilization performance and the breakdown in negotiations with the Fund, U.S.-Brazilian
relations reached a low, encouraging the Kubitschek administration to carry out a more globalist
foreign policy, including overtures to the Soviet Union and to other communist countries. 11 In
other words, I argue there that the roots of the so-called Brazil’s Independent Foreign Policy have
to be find in the deterioration of the U.S.-Brazilian relations that took place in the Kubitschek
period.
Our case study suggests then that we must look into U.S. economic interests, U.S.
influence over the IMF, and how it employed the Fund to carry out its foreign economic policy
agenda in order to explain why Washington tenaciously forced Kubitschek to sign an IMF
agreement in 1958 and 1959 even in face of the danger of ruining bilateral relations. A Cold War
framework is not able to do the job by itself then. Researchers usually frame Washington’s
resistance to giving loans to Brazil and to Latin American countries in the postwar period under
the context of the Cold War (the U.S.-Soviet strain, the political orientation of Latin American
9
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governments, the fight against communism, etc.).12 For instance, Stephen Rabe (1988), an
eminent scholar of postwar U.S.-Latin American relations, claims that the Eisenhower
administration hesitated to concede loans to Latin America in the late 1950s because the U.S. was
winning the Cold War in the region, given that there were no Soviet menaces to the hemispheric
stability. Only the discontentment showed after Vice-President Richard Nixon’s visit to Latin
America in mid-1958 and the deterioration of U.S.-Cuban relations following the Cuban
Revolution in January 1959, says Rabe, encouraged U.S. officials to look to Latin American
financial needs more attentively. However, the findings presented here reveals that the
Eisenhower administration maintained a tough stance towards Kubitschek’s Brazil even after the
Cuban Revolution and even during a period when Soviet Union offensives seemed increasingly
rampant in the hemisphere. Therefore, economic matters overrode political concerns for
Washington.
Moreover, analyzing IMF-Brazilian relations in the Kubitschek years helps us understand
the Brazilian foreign policy in a broader sense. Authors acknowledge that increasing resentments
in postwar U.S.-Brazilian relations stimulated Brazil to diversify international ties. However,
researchers overlook the impact of IMF-Brazilian negotiations in the late 1950s as to the
deterioration of the U.S.-Brazilian relations, which encouraged the Kubitschek administration to
embrace a more globalist approach in foreign affairs. 13 Tracking this process of bilateral
deterioration also brings to light dissonant voices among IMF, U.S. and Brazilian officials
regarding foreign and domestic economic policies, which may help us to understand how debates
shaped relations between the Fund, the U.S. and Brazil in the period. These discussions add
weight to Rafael Ioris’ argument (2013, 2017) that there was not a consensual definition of what
economic policies Brazil should pursue to secure long-term economic growth during the socalled Populist Republic (1946-1964).
Furthermore, a clear understanding as to why Kubitschek sought to diversify Brazil’s
international links is essential to identifying the foundations of the so-called Independent Foreign
Policy (PEI), considered one of the greatest turns in the history of the country’s foreign policy.
The PEI was launched by the Jânio Quadros administration (1961) and kept under the João
Goulart presidency (1961-1964), having two primal objectives: to attain economic growth and a
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more independent role in foreign affairs. One of its key guidelines was that Brazil could maintain
economic relations with communist countries while preserving historical ties with the West. 14
Given that some scholars argue that the PEI accounted for the change in Washington’s position
towards João Goulart, our study may also shed light on the conditions that led to the 1964 civilmilitary coup in Brazil and the 21-year military dictatorship that ensued it. At that time, the U.S.
took a harsh stance by conditioning loans to Brazil to an IMF agreement after Goulart threated to
turn Brazil to the Soviets if U.S. credit was not forthcoming. 15 Analyzing the factors that led
Kubitschek to expand commercial ties with the Soviet bloc in 1959 may help us ascertain Brazil’s
economic, political and social outlook in the late 1950s, which contributed to the socio-economic
instabilities at the beginning of the 1960s that ultimately culminated in the 1964 coup.
More broadly, IMF-Kubitschek negotiations may contribute to the scholarship on U.S.Latin American relations in the post-World War II period. In the late 1950s, the IMF was
carrying out negotiations with others Latin American countries while Washington hesitated to
providing financial assistance in support of the region’s economic development. The Brazilian
case helps us grasp then the nature of the U.S.-Latin American relations in the postwar era.
Particularly since, despite being the closest U.S. ally in the hemisphere, Brazil was the only
country that suspended negotiations with the IMF in the period.16 In addition, a case study of
IMF-Brazilian negotiations in the late 1950s may contribute to understanding broader issues
concerning relations between Latin America and the IMF, as well as Latin American
development in a larger sense. Given the long history by Latin American countries of high
inflation rates, macroeconomic disequilibria, and successive attempts at monetary and fiscal
stabilization, these countries have frequently resorted to IMF assistance. 17 Therefore, the
Brazilian case provides a window for us to understand this creditor-debtor relation involving
Latin American countries, developed countries, and the IMF at a crucial period in the regional
Cold War.
As few studies have looked into IMF relations with borrower countries using archival
research, this thesis may also add to the understanding of what Claudia Kedar (2013, p. 3) calls
14
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the “routine of dependence”, which comprises “cyclical interactions that have been taking place
routinely between the IMF and a borrower country”. In other words, Kedar asserts that the Fund
maintains long-term relations with member countries even when no IMF agreement is in place.
The extent to which the IMF preserves close relations or not with borrowers may vary over time,
i.e., involving cyclical interactions. As the analysis of IMF and U.S. confidential documents
allowed me to assess the inner relations between them and Kubitschek’s Brazil, this research may
contribute to the scholarship on the insertion of developing countries in the global multilateral
financial system and their interactions with developed countries through international financial
institutions. Therefore, the present study may add to a more nuanced understanding of the
foundations of the global financial system after World War II. In sum, the findings presented here
have important implications not only for IMF-Brazilian relations in the late 1950s but also for the
broader domain of Brazilian foreign policy, postwar U.S.-Latin American relations, Latin
American development, and IMF-borrowing countries relations.
This Master’s thesis is organized in three chapters. Chapter one looks at U.S.-Brazilian
relations from the beginning of Juscelino Kubitschek’s presidential term in 1956 to the beginning
of IMF-Brazilian negotiations for a standby agreement in 1958, analyzing how and why the U.S.
government changed its financial assistance policy towards Brazil and what the initial
implications for U.S.-Brazilian relations of this decision were. Chapter two focuses on IMFBrazilian relations in 1958, analyzing how and why the U.S. employed the IMF as its “mantle of
multilateral anonymity”. I also look into the IMF’s stabilization demands to Brazil, the country’s
responses to them, and the consequences of these IMF-Brazilian difficult negotiations for the
U.S.-Brazilian relationship. Finally, chapter three analyzes the relationship between the IMF, the
U.S., and Brazil in 1959, explaining why the U.S. maintained its harsh policy towards Brazil, and
tracking the deterioration process of the relations between these three actors and the short-term
outcomes deriving from the suspension of financial negotiations between Brazil and the IMF. At
the end, I present the main conclusions.
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Chapter one – U.S.-Brazilian economic relations, 1956-1958
The U.S. emerged from the 2nd World War as a world power with global responsibilities.
In opposition to President Franklin Roosevelt’s (1933-1945) focus on Inter-American relations,
in the 1950s the U.S. internal and foreign policies were targeted to fighting communism and
preventing the Soviet Union from spreading its influence worldwide. President Harry Truman
(1945-1953) laid down the basis of this policy. The reconstruction of Western Europe and Asia
was in the U.S. front line of defense against communism, taking precedence over regional
matters. A Marshall Plan was unfeasible for Latin America then, whose role was confined to
being a U.S. ally in world affairs. Instead of providing direct economic assistance, Truman
encouraged liberal trade practices and the creation of favorable environments for private
investments and enterprises, and launched the so-called “Point Four”, a program to foster U.S.
technical cooperation to the Third World. The aim was to develop stable and self-sustainable
economies in Latin America which did not require continuous U.S. economic assistance. 18
President Dwight D. Eisenhower (1953-1961) maintained Truman’s foreign policy
guidelines for Latin America even though his tactics diverged in degree. He decided to stimulate
capitalist endeavors actively, in particular, with the purpose of countering arguments of the
Economic Commission for Latin America and for the Caribbean (ECLA). At that time, Latin
American countries were facing serious economic difficulties due to a drop in commodities prices
(their major exportable goods). The ECLA sustained then that foreign financial assistance was
critical to fostering economic development and overcoming underdevelopment through rapid,
state-supported, import-substitution industrialization. In contrast, the Eisenhower administration
decided to employ Export-Import Bank (Eximbank) loans to counter state intervention in the
economy by refusing credits to state companies – such as the Brazilian oil state-monopoly
Petrobrás –, and encouraging private investors to request U.S. loans for state-supported
development areas. By influencing governments’ and businesses’ mindset, Washington expected
to accomplish its goals with minimum financial direct costs.19
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Latin American countries reacted wrathfully to postwar U.S. foreign economic policy,
notably since American receptiveness to assisting Latin America’s economic development during
the wartime fostered optimism about U.S. collaboration in the postwar.20 As in other Latin
American countries, official and unofficial circles in Brazil were eagerly debating the need for
rapid industrialization to conquer economic and political autonomy. However, all postwar
Brazilian presidents, Eurico Gaspar Dutra (1946-1951), Getúlio Vargas (1951-1954), and João
Café Filho (1954-1955), were disappointed with Washington’s resistance to conceding loans to
Brazil. After all, the country had been a close U.S. ally and traditional friend. 21 In Brazil’s eyes,
U.S. generous Marshall Plan to Europe, in contrast to Washington’s negligence towards Latin
America, symbolized a way of keeping Latin Americans as colonial suppliers of raw materials to
the developed world. Although the Joint Brazil-United States Economic Development
Commission (JBUSEDC) lighted up hopes for U.S. economic cooperation during Truman’s
years, Brazil’s disillusion deepened when Eisenhower unilaterally terminated it in 1953. 22 In this
context of increasing U.S.-Brazilian resentment, the recent-elected Brazilian President Juscelino
Kubitschek (1956-1961), like his predecessors, engaged in economic negotiations with the U.S.
government to request Eximbank assistance in support of the national development.
This chapter surveys U.S.-Brazilian economic relations from 1956 to the beginning of
1958, analyzing why the Brazilian government opened negotiations with the IMF in early-1958
for a standby agreement and what was the U.S. government’s role in this story. The chapter
argues that IMF-Brazilian relations in the late 1950s have to be interpreted within the framework
of U.S.-Brazilian economic relations, particularly when it comes to the provision of Eximbank
loans to Brazil. In 1956, U.S.-Brazilian negotiations for economic cooperation concluded with
the Eximbank accepting to analyze the provision of funds to Kubitschek’s development program
in exchange of Brazil’s commitment to control inflation in order to create a favorable
environment for foreign private capital. However, the Kubitschek administration’s anti-inflation
performance in 1956 and 1957 was poor – most likely due to internal difficulties. Although aware
of growing USSR menaces and escalating anti-U.S. sentiment in Brazil, in early 1958
Washington changed its foreign financial assistance policy towards Kubitschek’s Brazil.
20
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Economic factors played a pivotal role in Washington’s decision to condition new Eximbank
loans to an IMF standby agreement instead of negotiating financial assistance directly with the
Brazilian government as it had been doing. Under the pressure of need, the Kubitschek
administration opened discussions with the Fund in March 1958.
U.S.-Brazilian economic relations throughout the years of 1956-1958 allow us to put
IMF-Brazilian negotiations in proper context. Most scholars assert that Kubitschek sought a Fund
standby agreement in 1958 because the IMF’s approval of Brazil’s economic policy was critical
to accessing foreign loans at a time when increasing economic difficulties could have impaired
the progress of the national development. 23 However, here it becomes evident that Washington
forced Brazil to come to an agreement with the IMF in order to secure access to U.S. credits.
This chapter comprises four sections. Section one contextualizes U.S.-Brazilian
discussions in 1956 for economic cooperation. Section two analyzes Brazil’s anti-inflation
performance throughout the years of 1956-1957, Washington’s negative responses to it and how
U.S.-Brazilian initial resentments built up. Section three observes why and how the U.S. changed
its foreign financial assistance policy towards Kubitschek’s Brazil, transferring financial
negotiations from the Eximbank to the IMF. The last section presents a conclusion.

1.1 The 1956 Anti-Inflation Program and the Targets Plan
The years preceding Kubitschek’s presidential term were characterized by severe
economic, political and social difficulties. There was an increasing inflationary trend, a growing
external imbalance in the balance of payments, and a rising foreign debt. Moreover, the Brazilian
population and economic sectors, including businesspeople, coffee growers, military and
workers, were increasingly discontent about economic conditions and certain governmental
policies. For instance, coffee growers criticized the valued exchange rate for exports and
businesspeople complained about the 100% minimum wage increase in 1954. During his
campaign, Kubitschek proposed a “National Development Plan” (Plano Nacional de
Desenvolvimento) aimed at increasing the national investment rate in order to address
macroeconomic
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alliance between Brazil’s two major parties at the time, the leftist Brazilian Labor Party (Partido
Trabalhista Brasileiro, PTB), and the centrist Social Democratic Party (Partido Social
Democrático, PSD). Kubitschek assumed the Brazilian presidency in January 1956 in a context
of growing political polarization and economic difficulties. 24
In February 1956, President Kubitschek set up a Development Council (Conselho de
Desenvolvimento), Brazil’s first permanent central planning agency, whose purpose was to lay
down thirty goals related to five key economic sectors: energy (targets 1-5), transport (targets 612), agriculture (targets 13-18), heavy industry (targets 19-29), and education (target 30). A 31st
goal was added later: the construction of the new national capital, Brasília. These goals became
the so-called Targets Plan (Plano de Metas), a five-year, state-led development program which
promised results compatible with fifty years of economic growth. Previous studies of the former
JBUSEDC, the ECLAC, and the National Bank for Economic Development (BNDE, a state
bank), composed the basis of Kubitschek’s program devised to expand national industry,
particularly in fields of intermediary and durable consumer goods. External and domestic
resources were meant to be applied to overcome bottlenecks in the national economy by investing
in priority development sectors so that to increase economic growth. Foreign capital was then
considered critical to offsetting Brazil’s low savings and reducing deficits in the balance of
payments due to rising imports for this fast-paced industrialization. Kubitschek pursued foreign
investments for his plan tenaciously. 25
In light of Vice-President João Goulart’s leftist links (he was affiliated with PTB), the
U.S. government invited the recently-elected Brazilian President to the U.S. before his
inauguration in January 1956 to explore his positions further (HILTON, 1981, p. 617-618).
Acknowledging that Kubitschek could express wishes for U.S. financial assistance during his
visit, Eximbank and State Department officials agreed that U.S. lending power had to be used as
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to encourage “the Brazilian housekeeping necessary to give that country the status of a good
credit risk”. 26
Officials of the Office of South America Affairs of the State Department suggested that
Assistant Secretary of State for Inter-American Affairs Henry Holland emphasize to Kubitschek
the need for “prompt and firm measures” to contain inflation and correct deficits in the balance of
payments. Since in past occasions, such as in 1953 and 1955, Brazil had failed to tackle its
economic and financial difficulties in return of U.S. financial assistance, this time “special U.S.
assistance is necessarily contingent upon real progress […] in achieving economic stabilization
through such corrective measures”. Three policy areas deserved attention: a balanced budget,
limits to credit expansion, and a reform of the country’s multiple exchange rates system. U.S.
officials suggested that Holland gave special emphasis to the need for simplifying the exchange
rates system in order to encourage long-term exports (especially coffee, Brazil’s most exportable
good), and to ease the burden of imports such as oil and oil derivatives (which represented a
significant share of the country’s energy supply). 27
In order to improve prospects for increased U.S. financial assistance, BNDE Director
Roberto Campos elaborated an “Action Plan” for Kubitschek’s trip, whose main strategy was to
fit Brazil’s national development within the U.S. foreign policy towards Latin America. As Latin
America was a focus area for exporting U.S. private capital, the Brazilian government would
have to pursue Washington’s economic cooperation by compromising to encourage private
capital inflow and to curb inflation as a precondition for the country’s development. In particular,
Kubitschek would have to commit to an anti-inflation program that foresaw a reform of Brazil’s
multiple exchange system so that to control external deficits and encourage long-term exports.
Moreover, Kubitschek would have to, at least, present intentions to review the oil policy that
placed Petrobrás as an oil state-monopoly in order to allow foreign private capital participation in
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the oil field. Otherwise, the Action Plan argued, U.S.-Brazilian relations would never reach a
stronger level of cooperation (CAMPOS, 2004, chap. 9).28
In January 1956, Kubitschek went to Key West, United States, to meet President
Eisenhower with the purpose, among others, of obtaining U.S. economic cooperation in support
of the Targets Plan. Kubitschek made it clear to Eisenhower that the success of his development
program relied on “the friendship of the United States”.29 He also emphasized to Secretary of
State John Foster Dulles that his primal aim was to make Brazil attractive for foreign private
investments (SEWELL, 2010 p. 1469). To reiterate this point, Finance Minister José Maria
Alkmim reassured Vice-President Richard Nixon and Assistant Secretary Henry Holland of
Kubitschek’s primary focus: to curb inflation, to contain deficits in the balance of payments, and
to obtain national and foreign resources for the Targets Plan. Kubitschek also stressed to Holland
that his highest priority was a program for economic development as a way of fighting
communism. Holland suggested that approval of U.S. financial assistance would be easier if
proposals outlined in Kubitschek’s development program “were part of a global, coordinated
program designed to attack Brazil’s economic problems on a broad scale”. Kubitschek agreed
with Holland that Brazil should review its multiple exchange rates system for encouraging
exports.30 These findings contradict Malan’s (2007, p. 100) presumptions that Kubitschek’s sole
purpose during the trip to Key West was to call the world’s attention to his development program,
the Targets Plan, and not for “prescribed medicines whose unique goal is that of monetary
stability”.
Authors argue that meetings in Key West widened political and economic divergences
between Rio de Janeiro and Washington as U.S. officials insisted on the need for economic
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stabilization as to encourage free trade, refusing Kubitschek’s requests for official loans.31
However, evidence has it that U.S. officials were enthusiastic with the new Brazilian
administration. Eisenhower considered that his meeting with Kubitschek had been “absolutely
perfect”.32 Holland was satisfied with Kubitschek’s willingness to “attack” Brazil’s economic
problems and felt encouraged by conversations. 33 Referring to Kubitschek’s first address to the
nation as President of Brazil, U.S. Embassy official Gerald Smith found his speech “politically
courageous” and thought that perhaps never before the Brazilian people had heard their President
speak so firmly on inflation.34
Upon returning to Brazil, Finance Minister José Alkmim authorized the Development
Council to set up a work group to follow up on topics discussed in Washington. In April 1956,
official João Pinheiro of the Development Council was designated to initiate negotiations with
the U.S. government for economic cooperation in support of Brazil’s development program, the
Targets Plan. Vice-President João Goulart joined him with the purpose of reassuring the Brazilian
government’s anti-communist approach. Pinheiro and Goulart presented to U.S. officials the
main guidelines of the new administration. Kubitschek was going to implement an “AntiInflation Program” to address Brazil’s macroeconomic challenges, and to create an appropriate
environment for foreign investors by curbing inflation, balancing the national economy and
overcoming deficits in the balance of payments. In return, Rio de Janeiro hoped for U.S.
assistance in negotiations for postponing the country’s debt service with the Eximbank, the IMF
and U.S. private bankers, as well as by providing Eximbank loans to projects in infrastructure
areas not deemed attractive to private investments, such as transports (railroads, ports, and roads)
and power outlets.35
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The Anti-Inflation Program was going to be implemented alongside the Targets Plan to
promote economic development with price stability. There were two policy areas to limit the
expansion of the money supply: budget and credit. The Kubitschek administration compromised
to lower public deficits through a “Savings Plan” and by controlling expenses of federal-owned
enterprises, improving the tax collection and creating a customs tariff to increase public revenues.
The government was going to limit the credit supply by imposing credit ceilings upon the Bank
of Brazil’s operations with the public and private sectors and by raising rediscount ceilings and
reserve requirements of commercial banks. Lastly, increases of the minimum wage would be
moderate. The Anti-Inflation Program did not prescribe policies to reform the country’s multiple
exchange rates system although recognizing that it was problematic.36
Although the majority of scholars assert that the problem of rising inflation rates and
increasing external deficits received little or no attention in the various scratches of the Targets
Plan, what follows is that Kubitschek compromised before the U.S. government to implement a
stabilization program alongside the Targets Plan as part of his government’s main guidelines.37
These findings oppose earlier researches who argued that Kubitschek ended up with no particular
domestic policy strategy to meet Washington’s desires for monetary containment since the inflow
of foreign private capital to Brazil throughout the years of 1956-1957 was favorable. 38 Although
the inflow of foreign private capital was indeed expressive in this period – particularly due to
Kubitschek’s boosterish policies, such as by allowing foreign capital entrance without exchange
coverage – the fact remains that the Kubitschek administration devised a specific domestic policy
strategy to please U.S. interests by promising to curb inflation. 39
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However, Brazil’s Anti-Inflation Program did not foresee policies to abolish exchange
controls. Discussions about the need for simplifying the country’s multiple exchange rates system
and pegging exchange transactions at the free world market rate gave rise to heated debates
within the Kubitschek administration. The Brazilian President acknowledged the complexity of
the situation at stake. On the one hand, Brazilian technicians who occupied central positions in
the administration, such as BNDE President Lucas Lopes and BNDE Director Roberto Campos,
and foreign technicians, such as those from the U.S. and the IMF, favored reforming the system.
On the other hand, Kubitscheck’s highly competent assessors, such as the industrialist Augusto
Frederico Schmidt, found the existing system necessary (CAMPOS, 2004, p. 309-312; LOPES,
1991, p. 231-234).40
At that time, the Superintendence of Money and Credit’s (Superintendência da Moeda e
do Crédito, SUMOC) Instruction 70 of 1953 defined the format of Brazil’s multiple exchange
rates system. There was a free market for invisible and non-registered capital transactions and a
second sector for official payments, trade transactions, invisibles related to trade, and most of the
registered capital (table 1.1). In the second sector, exports were divided into three categories, and
their effective exchange rates comprised the official buying rate (Cr$ 18.36 per US$ 1) plus
established bonuses. Traditional exports (coffee and cocoa and cocoa derivatives) received lower
bonuses and less exported goods (the majority of exports), higher. On the import side, there were
three main effective rates: official selling rate (Cr$ 18.82 per US$1) for special imports such as
newsprint, fixed surcharges added to the official rate for government imports including oil and oil
derivatives and wheat, and variable surcharges added to the official rate for the remaining imports
(private imports). Private imports were purchased in public auctions and divided into five
categories to which the SUMOC allocated currency availability according to the essentiality of
products: essential goods had lower exchange rates and products deemed superfluous, higher.
The differential between effective exports and imports rates composed the Exchange Profits
account (Conta de Ágios e Bonificações).41
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Table 1.1 The structure of the Brazilian multiple exchange rates system at the beginning of 1956
1st Sector

nd

Free market

Invisibles and non-registered capital transactions

Preferential imports

Newsprint, oil and oil derivatives, wheat and
consumption and capital goods considered essential
for economic development and national security

Private imports

Five categories

Remaining imports ranging from
essential to superfluous

1st Category

Coffee

2nd Category

Cocoa and cocoa derivatives

3rd Category

Majority of exports

2 Sector

Exports

Source: Letter EBS/55/40, Acting Secretary to Members of the Executive Board, “Exchange System – Brazil”, Aug.
31, 1955, CPDOC-FGV, ARC, Folder RC e bnde 1955.05.26.

Discussions about whether to reform the exchange rate system centered on the so-called
“Whitaker Plan”. Former Finance Minister José Whitaker proposed this Plan in 1955, at the end
of the Café Filho government (1954-1955), to establish a more realistic parity for the Cruzeiro by
gradually eliminating subsidies for preferential imports and selling all exports (except coffee) at a
fluctuating rate (CAMPOS, 2004, p. 248-254).42 Kubitschek called up a meeting with SUMOC’s
Council (Brazil’s central monetary authority) on March 17, 1956, to get over the impasse. BNDE
President Lucas Lopes and BNDE Director Roberto Campos voted in favor of the reform. For
them, encouraging exports was critical to ending Brazil’s external deficits – Campos later
confessed in an interview that his primal goal at that time was to turn Brazil into a major export
country. Bank of Brazil President Sebastião Almeida and Brazilian Executive Director to the IMF
Octávio Paranaguá, in turn, voted against the reform. Finance Minister José Alkmim gave the
final word, deciding not to reform the multiple exchange rates system on the grounds that the
time was not politically convenient. He feared social and political repercussions that increases in
the cost of living and industrial production could cause, as subsidies for imports would lower
with the aforementioned reform. Kubitschek agreed with Alkmim, particularly in light of major
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military upsurges at the beginning of 1956 which had almost prevented him from taking office. 43
Those favoring a reform then pushed for a “second-best solution”: a tariff reform that
implemented a customs tariff, which was later incorporated as part of the Anti-Inflation Program
to increase public revenues (CAMPOS, 2004, p. 248-312; LOPES, 1991, p. 238-239).44
In fact, reforming Brazil’s multiple exchange rates system in the 1950s was intricate.
Institutional constraints precluded active credit, monetary and fiscal policies, leaving the
exchange system as the Brazilian government’s sole instrument for implementing changes in the
country’s economic policy. Moreover, higher exchange rates for imports considered non-essential
protected the national industry. The differential between more valued rates for traditional export
and subsidized rates for preferential import also composed a powerful source of capital
accumulation for private and public industries, as it transferred resources from export to
manufacturing sectors.45 SUMOC’s Instruction 70 indeed yielded important resources for
Kubitschek’s Targets Plan. Likewise, Instruction 113 was essential to attracting foreign private
capital to Brazil by guaranteeing that equipment imported as direct foreign investment received
public subsidies in order to enter the country without exchange coverage. 46 According to
Leopoldi (2000, chap. 8), the Whitaker Plan sparked much concern among industrialists, which
only calmed down after Kubitschek officially announced that no reform would occur.
After analyzing Brazil’s Anti-Inflation Program presented in April, U.S. Embassy
officials found it appropriate, although considering that Kubitschek had “incurred the wrath of
various political and business forces by refusing to proceed with the much-discussed ‘exchange
reform’ on the grounds that it would be inflationary”. State Department and U.S. National
Security Council officials were equally satisfied. Even so, U.S. Embassy officials remained
skeptical. They informed the State Department that only a small group of technocrats around
BNDE Director Roberto Campos were pressing for anti-inflation policies in Brazil, inferring that
Kubitschek and Finance Minister José Alkmim had only supported these policies because they
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knew that U.S. and IMF experts considered such measures key to economic development and
stabilization. 47
President Eisenhower, Secretary of State John Dulles and Assistant Secretary Henry
Holland were very receptive with Kubitschek’s loan requests. Brazilian officials were optimistic
as Eisenhower had authorized discussions to initiate negotiations for economic cooperation
between the American and Brazilian governments. Official João Pinheiro then began
conversations with State Department and Eximbank officials about Brazil’s economic problems,
debt refunding, and resources for the development program (LOPES, 1991, p. 178-180).48
However, Eximbank Vice-President Walter Sauer was not as receptive. He told Pinheiro on a
personal basis that Brazil would be better off paying its foreign debts as it would strengthen the
Brazilian position with foreign creditors. For Sauer, the relief to Brazil would do no good as it
was low, only permitting imports of a few more consumer goods. Pinheiro was dismayed at
Sauer’s statements in light of Eisenhower’s receptiveness. 49
Holland and Director Maurice M. Bernbaum of the Bureau of Inter-American Affairs of
the State Department opposed Sauer’s viewpoint vehemently. Regardless of any economic
advantages of not refunding debts – such as forcing the Brazilian government to realize the need
for foreign private capital participation in the oil state-monopoly Petrobrás) –, for them, political
risks involving Soviet menaces in the Latin America justified financial concessions to Brazil.
Pinheiro had advised Bernbaum that the “best way to cause chaos and the downfall of Kubitschek
is to press too rapidly on the petroleum situation”. Pressing Kubitschek could, therefore, open
doors to a USSR “Economic Assistance” offensive. According to Holland, at that time Moscow
was “engaged in an astute and aggressive campaign to expand diplomatic and commercial
relations in Latin America”, having as primary targets Argentina and Brazil and as main weapon
Soviet willingness to supply oil equipment to national oil monopolies in contrast to U.S.
47
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unwillingness to do so.50 In fact, in the late 1950s, American-Soviet tensions were growing in the
underdeveloped world mostly because the U.S.’ and the USSR’s room for maneuvering in
Europe, which had been their primary area of struggle until then, was diminishing.51
Recent studies have showed that in mid-June 1956, while U.S.-Brazilian economic
negotiations were taking place, a Brazilian delegation went to Russia and some of its members
shared wishes to restore trade and diplomatic relations with the Soviet Bloc. The delegation was
impressed by USSR oil refineries as Petrobrás lacked equipment and technicians. 52 For Holland,
if Argentina and Brazil remained firm in combating communism and encouraging free enterprise,
USSR overtures to the hemisphere would fail. However, if they weakened, “our [U.S.] position
throughout Latin America will be calamitously impaired”. By refusing to assist Rio de Janeiro,
“the sure and certain result would be [the] acceptance of Soviet aid” as it would fuel resentments,
cool relations with the Kubitschek administration, undo the goodwill shared during Kubitschek
and Vice-President João Goulart’s visits to Key West, and ultimately lead to a USSR economic
offensive. Therefore, political matters outweighed the economic advantages of refusing credits to
Kubitschek.53
Despite their efforts, Holland and Bernbaum were unsuccessful in changing Eximbank
officials’ views. The Bank persisted that refunding Brazilian debts would only postpone
economic instabilities and jeopardize future loan requests. Nonetheless, State Department and
Eximbank officials embraced a middle ground solution. They would request that a Brazilian
mission came to the U.S. to discuss how Washington could best assist Brazil’s development
program. Therefore, instead of communicating a final decision on debt refunding and analyzing
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funds for single projects, as usual, the Eximbank would commit itself to consider global
financings to Kubitschek’s Targets Plan.54
In July 1956, BNDE President Lucas Lopes headed the Brazilian mission to the U.S.
According to Lopes, throughout the whole negotiation process, Brazilian officials restressed
commitments to implement the Anti-Inflation Program alongside the Targets Plan so that to end
inflation and, eventually, also reform the multiple exchange rates system (LOPES, 1991, chap. 6).
The negotiations concluded with the Eximbank compromising to finance development projects in
public and private sectors and authorizing, for the time being, a long-term credit line of US$
151.4 million as an initial step in supporting the Targets Plan. However, financing was strictly
contingent upon the Kubitschek administration’s capacity to controlling inflation, mainly through
the Anti-Inflation Program, in order to place the national economy in a sound and strong financial
position. 55 The U.S. National Security Council then defined that Washington was going to
“encourage, through the Export-Import Bank, the financing of sound economic governmental
development projects or private commercial projects” to Brazil so that to maintain close and
friendly ties with Kubitschek as a key component of the U.S. foreign policy in Latin America.
However, positive support was going to be given only “during the period in which it [the
Kubitschek administration] is striving to place Brazil’s economy on an even keel” in order to
create a favorable environment for foreign private investments and enterprises, and to encourage
free trade practices. 56
The Brazilian press, local politicians and Brazilian officials reported their feelings that
U.S.-Brazilian economic cooperation was heading to a new direction. They expressed what
seemed to be a new orientation in the Eximbank’s loan policy: the Bank was now willing to
cooperate by investing in projects which had not received credits at the time of the Joint Brazil-
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United States Economic Development Commission.57 The Brazilian Ambassador to the U.S.,
Ernani Peixoto, thought that this possibly meant a new U.S. foreign policy to Latin America. For
him, “never before we [Brazil] had had such a propitious opportunity to conquer the objectives of
our economic policy through bilateral relations with the United States”. He strongly believed that
at this time Washington was willing to participate in the Brazilian development.58
1.2 Brazil’s performance under the 1956 Anti-Inflation Program
The 1956 Anti-Inflation Program slowly became real. In April 1956, Kubitschek’s
Development Council approved an eight-point program that included policies to limit budget
deficits and constrain credit expansion. Accordingly, Kubitschek issued a circular instruction to
implement a “Savings Plan” and increased service rates charged by federal-owned enterprises.59
The government also approved SUMOC’s Instruction 135, increasing the reserve requirements of
commercial banks to the maximum level permissible by law. 60 Despite these efforts, public
deficits and credit supply continued to rise.61
Evidence suggests that the government seemed to lack the power to rein in ministries and
autarchies in containing their expenses. 62 Growing public investments and congressional approval
of a 70% salaries increase for public employees also enlarged the expenditures. Moreover,
Brazilian authorities felt that further increases in rates of federal-owned enterprises were no
longer feasible. 63 According to SUMOC Director Casimiro Ribeiro, Kubitschek preferred to
finance deficits of public enterprises by issuing fiat paper money as he regarded this maneuver as
politically beneficial. Although inflationary, Kubitschek argued, issuing money represented a
good thing for the public in general. When prices increased, the population would blame the
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private sector, not the government.64 In the credit arena, Kubitschek and Finance Minister José
Alkmim remained firm in maintaining higher reserve requirements for commercial banks
regardless of protest from the banking and business sectors for a loosen credit policy. 65 However,
credits from the Bank of Brazil to the public and private sectors continued to grow. Bank of
Brazil President Sebastião Almeida preferred to work with non-explicit ceilings by channeling
resources into productive investments, basing loan decisions on the merit of individual
applications.66 At that time, the imposition of credit ceilings was the only instrument available to
control the expansion of credit from the Bank of Brazil. With no ceilings, Brazil’s credit policy
continued to be loose.67
U.S. Embassy officials considered Brazil’s net public savings “negligible” and inferred
that the Bank of Brazil’s increased loans nullified the effects of higher reserve requirements to
private banking institutions. As a result, increased money supply made inflation grow even more.
On top of this, instead of simplifying the multiple exchange rates system as Washington wanted,
the Brazilian government approved adjustments that added further complexities to it by extending
the so-called “symbolic purchase system” to more exportable commodities.68 Through the
symbolic purchase system, the government paid exporters the difference between the world
market prices of exportable commodities and their respective domestic prices. By including more
exports into the system, Kubitschek and Alkmim aimed at easing pressures of commercial and
rural sectors for more depreciated exchange rates while maintaining appreciated exchange rates
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to lower the cost of living and of industrial production. In practice, the symbolic purchase system
established different exchange rates for each exported commodity and, sometimes, to each
transaction, making the multiple exchange rates system even more complex..69 Overall, aside
from allowing entry of foreign capital without exchange coverage through Instruction 113, U.S.
Embassy officials believed that Kubitschek was not making new inducements to encourage these
investments.70
In the hope for further development loans in support of the Targets Plan, Finance Minister
José Alkmim insistently asked U.S. Embassy officials to report to Washington “the strong and
successful measures which the Brazilian Government has been applying to ‘put its house in
order’ and in particular to curb inflation”.71 However, upon Brazil’s poor anti-inflation
performance in 1956, the U.S. Embassy Economic staff proposed that Washington adequately set
forth the conditions under which Rio de Janeiro could draw upon Eximbank credits. For the
Embassy, U.S. officials who negotiated economic cooperation with Brazilians in mid-1956 had
not made these conditions adequately clear. In their absence, Washington would likely come
under political pressure to approve loans even if no anti-inflation policies were in place. The
Embassy suggested then that no loan contract or additional commitments should be assumed for
financing long-term development projects of public utility until “reasonable” monetary stability
was accomplished.72
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In April 1957, BNDE President Lucas Lopes sent a letter to Eximbank Director
Hawthorne Arey notifying him of Kubitschek’s intention to request Eximbank participation in
Brazilian hydroelectric projects Furnas and Três Marias.73 The Eximbank’s stance was entirely
consistent with the U.S. Embassy’s recommendations.74 Arey told State Department officials that
the “participation in either project at this juncture is most unlikely in view of the lack of progress
of the Kubitschek Administration in attacking the problem of inflation, the control of which had
been an oft-declared [its] prime objective”. He was particularly troubled by Alkmim’s attempts to
argue that inflation was under control. The Eximbank was willing to provide new loans only
upon evidence of the Brazilian government’s intent to stabilize the economy and reduce the
inflation rate.75 U.S. Embassy official Hebert May then informed Alkmim, Lopes and BNDE
Director Roberto Campos of the Eximbank’s decision: the general economic situation “was not
now such as to warrant the belief that such loans would serve a very good purpose”. Alkmim
insisted that the Eximbank was “obviously badly informed” and “thoroughly mistaken in its
belief that inflation continues to be a serious problem in Brazil”. 76
In May 1957, official João Pinheiro of the Development Council went to the U.S. on a
mission to request Eximbank loans. Alkmim instructed Pinheiro to sustain that inflation would
have been much worse had it not been for Kubitschek’s stabilization policies in 1956, as well as
to compromise, on behalf of the Brazilian government, to implement budget and credit measures
so that to limit monetary expansion in 1957. 77 Alkmim also cautioned U.S. Ambassador Ellis
Briggs that Washington should consider political matters in analyzing the loan request, as
“communists might make very effective use of any information that Export-Import Bank [was]
refusing [to] grant additional loans to Brazil on [the] grounds of continuing inflation”.78
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U.S. Embassy officials acknowledged that there was not an easy solution for problems
between Rio de Janeiro and the Eximbank, maintaining that the “carrot and stick” approach
(Eximbank loans and anti-inflation policies, respectively) had to prevail. On the other hand,
following Finance Minister José Alkmim’s warnings, the Embassy adverted State Department
officials that political difficulties were likely to arise due to the Eximbank’s refusal to grant
loans, possibly culminating in charges that the Bank had turned “unfriendly or is interfering in
Brazil’s domestic affairs”. Such statements could become “politically explosive” as extreme
nationalists could distort such evidence, seriously embarrassing the Kubitschek administration
and U.S.-Brazilian relations. 79
Regardless of possible economic and political difficulties, the Eximbank dismissed the
Brazilian government’s loan request, deciding to keep track of Brazil’s anti-inflation performance
in 1957 to determine whether there was being actual progress in containing inflation. 80 Pinheiro
was disturbed by the impasse. The Brazilian Embassy Counselor, Henrique Rodrigues Valle,
notified Roy Rubottom, who had replaced Herry Holland as Assistant Secretary of State for InterAmerican Affairs, of the “total impression” created among Brazilian officials that the Eximbank,
and perhaps Washington, “have changed their policy toward Brazil and are no longer prepared to
assist in its economic development”. Rubottom and Eximbank Director Hawthorne Arey
reiterated that large-scale development financing was unwise under increased inflation. 81
In 1957, budget deficits and credit supply continued to grow despite policies to limit
monetary expansion, such as higher reserve requirements for private banking institutions and the
Tariff Reform of August 1957. Although scholars usually focus on the impact of the Tariff
Reform on Brazil’s multiple exchange rates system, 82 the primal purpose of establishing a
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customs tariff as defined in the 1956 Anti-Inflation Program was to increase public revenues. 83
However, the Tariff Reform indeed allowed simplifications in the multiple exchange rates system
as the new ad valorem tariffs partly substituted the system’s role in protecting the national
industry. Import categories prevailing in the auction market were then simplified from five to
two: a “general”, for essential products, and a “special” for goods considered nonessentials (table
1.1). Subsidies for preferential imports, including oil and oil derivatives, wheat, and newsprint,
all Petrobrás’ imports, and equipment deemed essential for national development, reduced as
well. 84 Despite these measures, the national press reported what seemed to be the prevailing
feeling among the population that the government had forsaken its 1956 Anti-Inflation
Program. 85 Moreover, the Brazilian Coffee Institute (Instituto Brasileiro do Café, IBC)
introduced an extra bonus for coffee exports, implying further public expenditures.86
At the end of 1957, the Brazilian government again approached the Eximbank to request
loans for hydroelectric projects. As inflation persisted, the Eximbank’s stance remained
consistent: “such large scale development projects are not suitable for financing at this time”. 87
U.S. Embassy officials considered that Rio de Janeiro once again had failed to control inflation,
vigorously criticizing the “lunatic, if not suicidal” coffee policy due to higher expenditures for
extra bonuses. They foresaw serious difficulties for the next two-four years that could hamper
Brazil’s growth. Internally, a persistent inflationary trend and high foreign commitments could
exacerbate imbalances in the economy. Externally, the situation of the balance of payments was
critical. There were no foreseen significant improvements in exports and little could be done to
compress imports since all luxury items had already been excluded from imports. Based on the
expectations of depleted dollar reserves, unbalanced economic growth, and inflation for 1958, the
83
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Embassy expected that the “Uncle Sam will again be invited to tidy up the chicken-house and
supply a new nest egg”.88

1.3 From the Eximbank to the IMF
Although the Kubitschek administration failed to control inflation in 1956 and 1957, U.S.
Embassy officials sustained that the Eximbank should continue to extend loans to the Brazilian
government in light of political matters at stake involving a possible USSR offensive. 89 At the
end of 1957 and the beginning of 1958, political and civil circles were eagerly debating whether
Brazil should renew trade and diplomatic relations (which had been broken since 1947) with the
Soviets. At the launch of Sputnik I (the first artificial Earth satellite) in late 1957, Nikita
Khrushchev, First Secretary of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, declared to Brazilian
journalists that Moscow would be glad to commercialize with Brazil provided diplomatic
relations be first restored, emphasizing the benefits of USSR-Brazilian relations. Kubitschek
promised to publicly announce whether his government would restore relations with the Soviet
Bloc on January 31, 1958.90 U.S. Embassy and State Department officials were paying close
attention to developments, keeping in constant contact with the Brazilian Ministry of Foreign
Affairs and the Armed Forces. Initially, U.S. Ambassador Ellis Briggs believed that USSRBrazilian trade relations were unlikely at that time. However, when Kubitschek delayed his
announcement about a definite decision regarding relations with Moscow from January to the end
of February in order to first consult Congress, Briggs and State Departments officials saw in it a
worrisome move. For them, Kubitschek was changing scores in “deliberately holding off a
decision in order to observe the tenor of Congress in which, more than likely, there is [a]
considerable sentiment in favor of renewal”. 91
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For U.S. Embassy officials, it was of U.S. national interest to keep on assisting Rio de
Janeiro, particularly given the forthcoming economic difficulties due to continued inflation,
strained foreign reserves and increased gaps in the balance of payments. Substantial additional
Eximbank loans combined with “a continuation of the carrot-stick technique” were necessary to
assist the Brazilian government in going through difficulties in the balance of payments and to
foster balanced economic growth. The Embassy based its suggestion on political grounds.
Internally, nationalism continued to rise. The political and psychological climate pointed to weak
executive control, with “irresponsible partisan bickering” and a “disruptive effect of ultranationalism with its basically anti-foreign and anti-U.S. bias”. This critical situation could set in
motion political developments against American interests. Externally, the Embassy was aware
that Rio de Janeiro had been “ardently curried by Russia, with ‘Soviet Trade’ advertised as a
solution for [the] overproduction of coffee”, and believed that if Washington did not reassess its
policy towards Brazil’s oil state-monopoly Petrobrás, gaps would be open for a USSR approach
to assist oil development.92 President Eisenhower shared Briggs’ beliefs that it remained the U.S.
national interest to keep Brazil in “an even keel” particularly since a USSR drive in Latin
America was a “distinct possibility and threat”.93
In mid-February 1958, Finance Minister José Alkmim advised Brazilian Ambassador
Ernani Peixoto to officially request an Eximbank three-month standby credit agreement of US$
100 million to cover imports from the U.S.94 The loan would serve for “psychological purposes”,
since New York buyers, aware of Brazil’s poor dollar reserves, were holding off coffee
purchases, betting on a drop in coffee prices deriving from expected massive amounts of
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Brazilian coffee in the market.95 At that time, a weakening in the coffee market (Brazil’s most
exportable good), particularly from 1957 onwards, alongside massive imports in 1956 and 1957
were causing increasing deficits in the balance of payments and draining Brazil’s foreign reserves
fast.96 U.S. Embassy and State Department officials were aware of the country’s external burden.
Coffee shipment was low, and dollar reserves were almost drained out, totaling US$ 2.5 million
in January and US$ 13.5 million in February (Brazil’s imports totaled US$ 1,179 billion in 1958).
Credit lines with New York Banks were also lowering at a fast pace due to high borrowing
interest rates.97
Officials of the Office of South America Affairs held tentative discussions with Eximbank
Director Hawthorne Arey about Peixoto’s loan request. Arey informed that Eximbank officials
found José Alkmim “a disaster”, “the worst Finance Minister Brazil has ever had”. The Bank was
“probably unwilling to do anything for Brazil as long as Alkmim is around”. Eximbank officials
advised Assistance Secretary Roy Rubottom to elucidate to Peixoto that it was contrary to the
general policy of the Eximbank to grant standby credits, thus encouraging Brazil to open
discussions with the International Monetary Fund, which had been created for this purpose.98
Rubottom’s initial response to Peixoto was in line with these suggestions: since deficits in the
balance of payments were not considered temporary, more efficient policies other than providing
short-term loans were necessary. Therefore, an approach to the IMF was advisable. Peixoto was
reluctant, pondering that the Fund could not assist Brazil. However, he agreed to consult the
Brazilian Executive Director to the IMF, Octávio Paranaguá. 99
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In light of Eximbank official’s views, Assistance Secretary Roy Rubottom held
conversations with Undersecretary of State for Economic Affairs Douglas Dillon, Treasury
Secretary Robert Anderson and the U.S. Executive Director to the IMF, Frank Southard, to
discuss the Brazilian economic situation. They felt that the general feeling prevailing among the
North-American financial community, and in the IMF in particular, was that Brazil had arrived at
an extremely difficult macroeconomic situation due to bad fiscal policies and over-spending in
1957. On the one hand, they deliberated that to become involved in standby negotiations with the
consequent implementation of severe disciplinary measures would be “impolitic”, ultimately
straining the traditional friendship between the two countries. Surrendering to Rio de Janeiro’s
request would also encourage a chain of similar requests from other countries of the so-called
Free World. On the other hand, Brazil was not to anticipate a U.S. bailout.100
Based on these assumptions, Rubottom, Dillon, Anderson, and Southard agreed to
encourage the initiation of IMF-Brazilian negotiations for a standby credit agreement as soon as
it was possible. In case the discussions did not develop well, the U.S. Embassy would emphasize
“that only if Brazil agrees to IMF procedure and accepts probably stern corrective measures
could [the] U.S. give consideration to participation in a stabilization program”. Washington
would not make commitments but would remain open-minded to provide further assistance
towards making effective stabilization measures agreed between Brazil and the Fund. From their
perspective, this seemed to be the only solution for the Brazilian situation, as an operation like
Finance Minister José Alkmim had requested (an Eximbank standby agreement) would only
postpone the day of reckoning, thus possibly straining long-term U.S.-Brazilian relations. 101
U.S. Ambassador Ellis Briggs agreed that an Eximbank standby agreement had to be
examined within the framework of long-term U.S.-Brazilian relations and Brazilian economic
difficulties. In particular, considering best exchange policies in accordance with American
interests that the Brazilian government should implement to deal with problems in the balance of
payments. On the other hand, Briggs advised that Washington should, at least, request Brazilian
economic data in order not to give the impression that the U.S. was suggesting an IMF approach
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without examining Brazil’s economic outlook.102 However, Secretary of State John Dulles was
adamant. Although Brigg’s suggested the procedure was reasonable and indicated in most cases,
any delay in giving Alkmim “strong recommendation [that] Brazil [should] consult [the] IMF
might encourage him [to] believe or pressure us by acting as though he believed [that] our request
for data implied possible unilateral U.S. action which [is] not […] in cards”. Dulles instructed
Briggs to make this position clear to Alkmim personally. 103
On February 24, U.S. Embassy official Hebert May notified Alkmim that Brazil should
seek assistance from the IMF, which had been created precisely to provide standby credits.
Alkmim wondered whether this meant that Washington was unwilling to assist Brazil. May
clarified that his government had made no decision related to helping Brazil, only recommending
it to approach the Fund. Alkmim expressed concerns that negotiations with the IMF were going
to delay meeting Brazil’s urgent economic problems, but he would, accordingly, inform Brazilian
Ambassador Ernani Peixoto to approach the Fund.104
Facing U.S. pressures for opening negotiations with the IMF, for the first time after World
War II (as far as we know and as far as the documents allow us to say), a Brazilian President
directly threatened Washington to reestablish relations with the Soviet Union in the absence of
U.S. economic assistance. On February 26, before publicly announcing his decision regarding the
renewal of USSR-Brazilian relations , President Kubitschek affirmed to U.S. Ambassador Ellis
Briggs that due to Brazil’s difficult economic situation, his “administration [was] under great and
growing pressure to deal with [the] Soviet Bloc”. His “government’s ability to resist that pressure
might be affected by [the] extent to which [the] U.S. [was] able to assist Brazil to meet [its]
current economic crisis”.105 Kubitschek’s threats contradict Loureiro’s (2017b) claims that João
Goulart (1961-1964) was the first President to make use of such intimidations in the postwar
period with the purpose of forcing Washington to assist Rio de Janeiro financially.
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Secretary of State John Dulles was astonished, interpreting Kubitschek’s threats as not
only confined to reestablishing trade relations but also possibly diplomatic ties. Even still, he did
not retreat from his position. Economic matters were ahead of political concerns regardless of
Kubitschek’s threats. Dulles requested Briggs to emphasize to Kubitschek the unanimous
conclusion upon which U.S. officials had arrived: Eximbank loans did not involve standby
credits, thus extending such credits to Brazil at that point would increase indebtedness, not
providing a proper solution to problems. Although sympathetic of the difficulties besetting the
Brazilian government and desiring to help it, given U.S. traditional and friendly relations with
Brazil and personally with Kubitschek, Washington “earnestly” recommended consultations with
the IMF. Advice from an international multilateral organization was considered politically more
palatable than American interference in Brazilian domestic affairs. In case Kubitschek wished to
exploit the opportunity to displace its coffee surplus through trade ties with the USSR, the U.S.
government would understand it. However, given Brazil’s strong nationalistic sentiment, which
Kubitschek had advised that communists could exploit it to press for USSR interests, caution was
necessary not to reestablish diplomatic relations. “To open doors to Soviet agents through a
mission in Rio this time would [...] maximize [the] problems Kubitschek [would] face [...] and
would make more difficult his constructive cooperation with [the] U.S.”, Dulles adverted.106
Briggs did not it find appropriate to convey Dulles’ message to Kubitschek until the
subject on trade and diplomatic relations with the USSR on was brought up again because the
Brazilian President had followed the U.S. advice. 107 In fact, it seems that there was no option left
for Rio de Janeiro to obtain balance of payments loans other than to approach the IMF. Brazil’s
gold holdings in the Federal Reserve Bank of New York were not sufficient to meet its credit
needs with a loan secured by gold. Moreover, after holding preliminary discussions with Fund
officials as Finance Minister Alkmim had instructed him, Brazilian Ambassador Ernani Peixoto
felt that an official approach to the IMF was inevitable. Any foreign loan to Brazil would be
contingent upon an agreement with the Fund and implementation of monetary, fiscal and
exchange policies given that IMF officials did not consider Brazil’s foreign exchange crisis
temporary. Peixoto and IMF Executive Director Octávio Paranaguá also acknowledged that
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Washington could not request such a stern economic exercise to Brazil as U.S.-Brazilian relations
would deteriorate. Although the IMF was not considered an appropriate first-option solution
given the urgent need for loans and the Fund’s usually long process to concede credits, on
February 27 Peixoto received official instructions to continue financial negotiations with the
IMF.108

Concluding remarks
By analyzing U.S.-Brazilian economic relations from 1956 to early 1958, it becomes clear
that Washington forced Rio de Janeiro to open negotiations with the IMF for the signature of a
standby agreement. In 1956, Kubitschek reached out to the U.S. government to request U.S.
economic cooperation in support of his five-year, state-led development program, the Targets
Plan. His administration compromised before the U.S. government to curb inflation through an
Anti-Inflation Program with the purpose of creating a favorable environment for foreign private
investors in return of Washington’s financial aid. U.S. officials seemed enthusiastic about the
new Brazilian administration and agreed to initiate negotiations. For State Department officials,
political risks at stake regarding Soviet overtures to Latin America justified financial concessions.
Denying assistance would cool off cordial relations with the Kubitschek administration, opening
doors to Moscow’s offensives. The Eisenhower administration then decided to extend economic
assistance to Brazil in order to maintain close and friendly ties. Loans would be given only while
the Brazilian government was progressing in curbing inflation though.
U.S.-Brazilian initial resentments began when the Eximbank denied new loans to the
Brazilian government in early 1957 due to the country’s poor anti-inflation performance in 1956
and 1957. In early 1958, U.S. officials considered that Brazil had arrived at a challenging
macroeconomic situation due to increasing inflation rates and deepening foreign gaps. They
deliberated that putting off the implementation of necessary disciplinary measures could strain
long-term U.S.-Brazilian relations. Instead of negotiating foreign financial assistance directly
with the Kubitschek administration as it had been doing until then, Washington changed its
foreign financial assistance policy by conditioning access to U.S. loans to the signature of a
standby agreement between Rio de Janeiro and the IMF. By doing this, Washington was putting
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the responsibility of requesting harsh stabilization policies on the IMF’s back – hiding its own
foreign economic policy agenda then. Brazilian officials resisted vehemently. Kubitschek even
threatened to renew relations with the Communist Bloc. However, U.S. officials remained firm.
U.S. economic interests took precedence over political concerns related to USSR threats. Given
the country’s difficult financial situation, the Brazilian government was obliged to approach the
Fund. Hence, to understand IMF-Brazilian relations in the late 1950s, we must look into U.S.Brazilian economic relations in the period, notably when it comes to the provision of Eximbank
loans. The next chapter addresses IMF-Brazilian negotiations in 1958.
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Chapter two – IMF-Brazilian relations, 1958: the “mantle of multilateral anonymity”

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) is a Bretton Woods institution created in 1944,
during the 2nd World War. By the time when it was conceived, the IMF’s leading role was to
further international economic cooperation among nations, to expand a balanced growth in
international trade and to guarantee exchange rate stability. To this end, the Fund mostly
concentrated on short-term aspects of economic problems of member countries, notably on the
balance of payments and related financial, monetary and exchange policies. Aside from keeping
constant and close contact with its members, the IMF’s most tangible form of assistance was
making its resources available to members facing temporary imbalance in foreign accounts while
they took corrective steps to restore equilibrium. These loans came from the IMF’s financial
reserves, which are constituted by members’ deposits and divided into five tranches. Up to the
second tranche, withdrawals are allowed with no strings attached. From the third on, members
have to apply for a standby agreement, during which they have foreign currencies for their
disposal even though withdrawals depend on compliance with a stabilization program agreed
with the Fund. The IMF staff is responsible for negotiating and surveilling borrowers’
performance under the standby, while the Executive Board, composed of representatives of few
member countries, effectively deliberates over such arrangements. The IMF Managing Director is
a key component as he/she heads the staff and chairs the Executive Board.109
Although the original design of the Fund did not give the U.S. government full control
over it, authors recognize that Washington’s dominant economic, political and military role in the
postwar period shaped the IMF’s economic principles and institutional outline almost entirely.
The Fund became a pivotal mechanism to foster economic cooperation, and to stave off a new
financial crisis by encouraging free trade and economic stabilization. U.S. industrialists and
Congress members were enthusiastic about accessing external markets as a way of prospering in
postwar years. Encouraging member countries to free their exchange rates was particularly
critical to avoiding international monetary instabilities that could hinder the new commercial
system. The Fund then became an efficient apparatus for lowering exchange restrictions that
limited the access of U.S. goods to foreign markets. Washington used IMF funds and the
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withholding of Fund membership to push countries to support U.S. economic policies, thus
integrating them into the North-American economy. 110 In March 1959, Undersecretary of State
for Economic Affairs Douglas Dillon highlighted before the U.S. House Committee on Banking
and Currency that the Fund’s “objectives have been similar to those of our [U.S.] own foreign
financial policy” and fundamental to “the achievement of the objectives of our overall foreign
economic policy” (KOFAS, 1995, p. 214). In May of that same year, members of the U.S.
Council on Foreign Relations stressed that the IMF “can cope with situations that are difficult for
the United States acting alone, especially in providing means to insist on conditions ensuring
effective use of aid without the whole onus being on the United States”.111
Although Brazil is a founding member of the IMF, the country’s interactions with the
Fund only intensified in the mid-1950s. Similar to what happened to other peripheral countries,
mainly in Latin America, the IMF became central for the debate on economic development. At
that time, the Fund was pushing a range of Latin American countries, including Argentina and
Brazil, for almost identical stabilization programs both in objectives and modality. It employed a
universal formula to curb inflation and reduce external deficits by curtailing public spending,
tightening credit, and devaluing exchange rates. However, bringing Latin American countries’
multiple exchange rates systems to a halt was particularly difficult. The format of multiple
exchange rates systems was essential to protecting the nascent national industry and generating
resources for the import-substitution industrialization process. IMF-Brazilian negotiations in
1958 are part of a broader scenario of international negotiations in which several Latin American
countries, with similar constraints, were also engaged with. 112
This chapter addresses IMF-Brazilian negotiations in 1958 for the signature of the first
standby agreement between the Brazilian government and the Fund. The aim is to understand the
conditions that led the Brazilian President Juscelino Kubitschek to suspend negotiations with the
IMF for a second standby agreement in June 1959. More specifically, to analyze the
consequences for U.S.-Brazilian relations of Kubitschek’s bold move. Chapter one showed that
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the Kubitschek administration would not have opened discussions with the IMF had not it been
for the change in Washington’s financial assistance policy towards Brazil. Here, in chapter two, it
is clearer how and why the U.S. employed the IMF as its “mantle of multilateral anonymity”: by
transferring to the Fund the responsibility for requesting stringent stabilization policies, which
were part of Washington’s foreign policy agenda in Latin America. I also look into IMF
stabilization demands to Brazil and, mainly from the standpoint of policymakers involved,
analyze the political, economic, social, and, at times, bureaucratic constraints that precluded
Brazil’s stabilization performance, notably when it came to devaluing the multiple exchange
rates. As approaching its longtime friend was no longer an option for the Kubitschek government
to meet Brazil’s precarious financial situation, here it becomes evident how U.S.-Brazilian
resentments evolved in 1958. The evidence gathered here shows that U.S. economic interests
continued to outweigh political concerns for Washington’s decision to maintain a tough stance on
Rio de Janeiro.
Kubitschek’s decision to suspend negotiations with the IMF in June 1959 opens a window
for understanding the Brazilian foreign policy in a larger sense. Andrew Hurrell (2013) supports
that postwar U.S.-Brazilian relations and Brazil’s quest for diversifying its international ties are
critical to understanding the Brazilian foreign policy. However, the literature on postwar U.S.Brazilian relations often overlooks the role that IMF-Brazilian negotiations in the late 1950s
played as to deepening U.S.-Brazilian resentments, encouraging the Brazilian government to
pursue a more globalist foreign policy. 113 Moreover, assessing IMF-Brazilian relations may add
to a more nuanced understanding of creditor-debtor power relations in the postwar era. Only a
few studies have addressed the relationship between the IMF and borrower countries in the 1950s
through archival research.114 Hence, this (and the next) chapter allows us to grasp the nature of
the American influence upon the IMF at a crucial period during the Cold War, and the routine
interactions that Kedar (2013) professes to take place between Fund and borrowing countries
officials.
This chapter is divided into seven subsections. Section one briefly contextualizes IMFBrazilian relations from 1944 to 1958. Section two analyzes IMF-Brazilian negotiations for the
country’s first standby agreement in 1958. Section three analyzes difficulties that the Brazilian
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government encountered to implement stabilization policies, and the pursuit of new U.S. loans.
Section four discusses the Brazilian performance under the IMF agreement until the elaboration
of the Monetary Stabilization Plan (Programa de Estabilização Monetária, PEM), which will be
analyzed in section five. Section six observes IMF and U.S. views on the Brazilian stabilization
performance in 1958. Section seven offers a conclusion.

2.1 IMF-Brazilian relations, 1944-1957
IMF staff officials visited Brazil on several occasions throughout the years of 1946-1950
and became well acquainted with the country's economic difficulties. By the 1950s, Brazilian
officials began inviting Fund officials for receiving recommendations on how to deal with
inflation. The IMF was particularly interested in Brazil’s multiple exchange rates system, which
had been approved it on a “temporary” basis. Fund officials constantly urged the Brazilian
government to adopt anti-inflationary measures so that a reform of the multiple exchange rates
system could eventually take place. They even participated in the elaboration of one of these
reform proposals – the so-called “Whitaker Plan” of 1955.115
IMF-Brazilian interactions continued when President Kubitschek took office in 1956.
IMF Executive Director Octávio Paranaguá requested a Fund visit to "bring its [IMF] expert
administrative machinery where policy is translated into practice [Brazilian Finance
Ministry]". 116 Accordingly, Gesualdo Costanzo, Chief of the Latin American Division and
Deputy Director of the IMF Western Hemisphere Department, came in April 1956 to “get
acquainted with the local authorities and technicians” and to make Kubitschek “more conscious
of the need for anti-inflationary measures”. 117 Aside from meeting with governmental officials,
Costanzo also approached the business and banking communities “to strengthen the position of
those elements pushing for anti-inflation measures”. Costanzo was satisfied with what he had
seen in Brazil and notified Jorge Del Canto, Head of the IMF Western Hemisphere Department,
of his progress in “making many contacts and friends which will expedite future [IMF] work
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here”. 118 Together with the IMF Managing Director Per Jacobsson, Del Canto also came in mid1957 to meet Kubitschek, Finance Minister José Alkmim, and other Brazilian officials. They had
fruitful discussions and, afterward, Jacobsson sent personal and warm letters to them thanking the
reception.119
In 1956 and 1957, the IMF staff kept track of economic developments in Brazil, including
adjustments in the multiple exchange rates system and Brazil’s performance under the 1956 AntiInflation Program, about which Fund officials were critical of the Kubitschek administration’s
failure to keep budget and credit ceilings within its limits. 120 The sharp downturn in Brazilian
foreign reserves at the end of 1957 led Alkmim to submit a request to draw upon Brazil’s second
tranche of US$ 37.5 million from the IMF. 121 Alkmim stated before the IMF Executive Board his
intentions of gradually depreciating the country’s exchange rate, aiming at a reform of the
multiple exchange rates system. He also committed to lowering public deficits and limiting
public and private credit supply. As Alkmim seemed vigorously compromised with stabilization
policies, the Board approved his request, releasing the second tranche.122 By the time when
Kubitschek opened discussions to withdraw from Brazil’s third tranche and, thus, to apply for a
standby agreement in March 1958, Fund officials were well informed of the country’s economic
difficulties and very much acquainted with Brazilian officials as a consequence of their constant
interactions since 1944.
2.2 Brazil’s first IMF standby agreement
An IMF mission came to Brazil in mid-March 1958. This was the first step for assessing
whether there would be a possibility of signing a standby agreement with Brazil. The mission’s
goal was to obtain the most recent information about the Brazilian economy and ascertain which
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measures the Kubitschek administration would have to undertake to achieve monetary
stability. 123 In particular, the mission’s objective was to look into the causes of the country's
inflation and external deficit, identifying whether the difficulties derived from “temporary”
causes, such as the low in coffee prices in the world market, or from “structural” causes, such as
inappropriate budget, credit, and exchange policies. 124 However, being acquainted with Brazil’s
economic difficulties augmented IMF officials’ leeway to negotiate. They already came with a
preconceived idea of the causes of the Brazilian inflation and with a draft stabilization program.
According to IMF staff officials, because the Brazilian economy was “extremely precarious”, 125
the mission had to elucidate that the difficulties were “only a symptom of a far more serious
imbalance in the Brazilian economy”. 126
For IMF staff officials, Brazil’s postwar economic growth had been sustained in a climate
of inflation and credit expansion, considered the leading causes of the country’s frequent
economic problems. Four main elements were contributing to this trend. First, official and
academic circles were nurturing principles that inflation led to economic growth. This thinking
allowed for credit expansion and appreciated exchange rates with the purpose of obtaining
resources for development and consumption. Kubitschek’s Target Plan, in particular, had an
“ambitious” investment rate. Second, further minimum wage increases seemed inevitable in light
of previous increases, such as in 1956. Higher salaries would raise pressures for increased prices.
Third, there was a structural weakness in the balance of payments deriving from a heavy
dependence on preferential imports alongside a heavy schedule for debt service and an exchange
rate structure that did not encourage exports. This exchange rate structure also led to lower coffee
sales as appreciated export rates priced Brazilian coffee out of the world market – however, Fund
officials recognized that the Mexico Agreement, through which Latin American coffee producing
countries had agreed to withhold from export part of their coffee production, inhibited Brazil to
make a drastic change in its coffee policy. Last, the policy of financing coffee surplus was
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Brazil's major inflationary factor in the economy, as the government had to issue large amounts
of fiat paper money for this purpose. 127
The IMF staff prepared a draft stabilization program allegedly recognizing that enormous
political courage would be necessary to implement it. The program had four main points: budget,
credit, coffee financing, and exchange policies. Brazil would have to reduce public spending
sharply, and the Bank of Brazil would have to restrain from financing most of the public deficit.
The Bank of Brazil would have to establish credit ceilings, and the government should implement
new policies to absorb the excess of reserves from commercial banks. Rio de Janeiro would have
to finance coffee stockpiling only with earmarked exchange profits. The remaining exchange
balance should be sterilized to offset unexpected inflationary pressures. Lastly, if the Fund was to
assist Brazil through this process crisis, an exchange system reform would be “earnestly
desirable”.128
IMF Director Gesualdo Costanzo headed the IMF mission to Brazil in March 1958. Fund
officials held several meetings with Brazilian authorities for understanding characteristics of the
Brazilian economy and what the country’s budget, credit and exchange policies in 1958 would
be. The mission emphasized that Rio de Janeiro would have to commit to a stabilization program;
otherwise, new credits would only provide a "short breath spell” for economic problems. They
also stressed that IMF assistance would most likely combine with other sources, such as from the
U.S. Treasury and the Eximbank. 129
During these meetings with IMF officials, the Brazilians did not show an intention to
change ongoing policies. Finance Minister José Alkmim insisted that Brazil’s foreign crisis was
temporary, not structural: it stemmed from speculations of coffee exporters and a drop in coffee’s
world prices. Although expressing the desire to cut public deficits down to minimum levels,
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Alkmim explained that only after Congressional elections at the end of 1958 such line of action
would be possible as political pressures for higher budget expenditures would ease after the
elections. Alkmim and Bank of Brazil Director Tosta Filho were also reluctant to end the
symbolic purchase system (which equalized domestic prices of Brazilian exportable commodities
with their respective world prices so that to give exporters better export terms). They sustained
that the symbolic purchase system already provided sufficient incentives for exporters; there was
no need for depreciating export rates through an exchange reform then.130 Bank of Brazil
President Sebastião Almeida rejected all suggestions of establishing credit ceilings in operations
of the Bank. According to him, credit requesters went to the Bank when commercial banks turned
them down, thus refusing credits to agriculture and industry would make production to suffer.
Besides, he already was eliminating speculative credits by channeling resources only to “real and
productive” transactions. 131 IMF Director Gesualdo Costanzo cautioned Alkmim that the IMF
Managing Director Per Jacobsson would most likely refuse Brazil’s request for a standby
agreement since the government was unwilling to commit to any program based on assumptions
that budgetary and credit curtails were politically unfeasible. 132
When discussions ended, the IMF mission handled its conclusions to Alkmim. According
to the Fund, Brazil’s foreign crisis was structural, and not temporary: difficulties would continue
to exist even if there were higher revenues from coffee exports. On top of this, the internal and
external situation for 1958 was not promising. Public spending and credit expansion would cause
large budget gaps and coffee financing would likely cost twice as much as it had cost in 1957.
Inflation would raise exchange rates in auction markets, making it difficult to reduce
governmental subsidies for preferential imports. This situation would lead to higher domestic
prices or even scarcity of basic goods; besides, Brazil would run out of foreign reserves. If the
Brazilian government used all immediate exchange earnings for not defaulting on foreign
commitments, the country would be defenseless against external fluctuations. Therefore, a
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program to secure internal and external economic stability was the only solution. If the IMF
approved Rio de Janeiro’s program proposal, then a standby agreement could be signed. 133
Fund officials inferred that the Finance Minister José Alkmim’s reluctance to change
economic policy stemmed from his belief that the Brazilian government could obtain U.S.
financial assistance without an IMF-based program. Alkmim stressed that he had already asked
Bank of Brazil President Sebastião Almeida to “pursue a highly restrictive credit policy” and was
going to request Congress to raise the legal reserve requirements from commercial banks. The
most he could do for the time being was to postpone some budget expenditures though. He
insisted that there were political difficulties involved in cutting down public spending and
reforming the exchange system. Fund officials found Alkmim anxious to obtain a final reply from
the IMF, even if it was a refusal. For them, he would most likely renew requests for U.S.
assistance letting Washington know that the Fund had turned the Brazilian government down.
However, IMF Managing Director Per Jacobsson also was intransigent: no stabilization program,
no standby agreement.134
At the same time when IMF-Brazilian negotiations were taking place, Alkmim once again
approached Washington together with SUMOC Director Casimiro Ribeiro and Brazilian
Ambassador Ernani Peixoto. He sent a direct letter to Treasury Secretary Robert Anderson and
resorted to U.S. Embassy and State Department officials desperately requesting an urgent loan of
US$ 50 million on a temporary basis. Brazil expected to reach the peak of its financial crisis with
no foreign reserves within four to five months. Alkmim instructed Peixoto to emphasize that
difficulties were temporary, and not structural, as the IMF had concluded. They were also going
to stress that the IMF’s slow working pace would exhaust dollar supplies by the time Brazil and
the Fund reached an agreement. Hence, U.S. assistance was politically and economically of
utmost importance as refusing credits to Brazil was against the goodwill shared between Rio de
Janeiro and Washington.135
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The State Department’s response to Alkmim’s request remained the same: first, an IMF
agreement and, later, talks with Washington. Assistant Secretary Roy Rubottom knew about
Alkmim’s unwillingness to commit to an IMF program and of the bad shape of Brazil's foreign
reserves and coffee exports.136 U.S. Ambassador Ellis Briggs thought that Brazilian officials’
resistance to complying with an IMF agreement derived from their "hallucinations" that the
country was considered a pivotal country in Latin America and that its financial crisis could be
overcome by "injecting dollars" in the economy. 137 From the U.S. political standpoint, it was
more advisable that Rio de Janeiro agreed to a stern program with an “impartial” international
organization, such as the IMF. Like other Latin American countries, such as Chile and Peru,
Brazil would have to sign a Fund arrangement before accessing U.S. economic assistance then.
Furthermore, Washington did not want to undermine the effectiveness of the IMF by
surrendering to Rio de Janeiro’s requests.138 Treasury Secretary Robert Anderson restated that
Brazil’s difficulties were structural, following the same line of reasoning as that of the IMF. To
show U.S. good intentions, Anderson hinted that Brazilian officials should obtain a loan from the
American financial community secured by Brazilian gold for the country’s immediate needs. 139
With only US$ 13.6 million in dollar balances in March 1958 (Brazilian imports
amounted to US$ 1,179 billion in 1958), Kubitschek and Brazilian officials went for talks at the
end of that month with the U.S. Ambassador Ellis Briggs. Briggs reported that Finance Minister
José Alkmim “belabored” for four hours about the need for an immediate short-term loan,
arguing that Brazil’s dollar crisis could not wait for a long-range IMF program.140 Kubitschek
and Alkmim showed great distress about the U.S. Treasury Secretary’s suggestion for applying
for a secured loan backed by the country’s gold reserves to the U.S. financial community. Doing
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so would “trigger [a] devastating and perhaps mortal attack on his [Kubitschek] government”,
harming U.S.-Brazilian relations since Kubitschek's fragility would provide a "heaven-sent
opportunity for ‘enemies of the United States'". 141 The Brazilian President declared himself
“prepared to take any ‘reasonable steps’ including sacrifices in terms [of] his development
program (but not abandonment thereof) and belt-tightening” in the case Washington decided to
assist Rio de Janeiro.142
Briggs alerted State Department officials that, contrary to what they had initially thought,
IMF-Brazilian negotiations were possibly heading against U.S. interests. Alkmim had first
approached Washington and was told to go to the IMF. As he had reached no agreement there,
Alkmim requested U.S. assistance and was again “brushed off”. Briggs’ fears rested on political
grounds. As the financial crisis was getting worse each day, Kubitschek would most likely use
Washington as a scapegoat for the country’s problems. Brazilian politicians and national press
had already been making statements against Washington. As the crisis developed, doors would
open for the Soviets to step in. 143 However, Secretary of state John Dulles remained firm
regardless of the political matters brought up by Ambassador Briggs. According to Dulles,
American assistance had to contribute for Brazil's lasting benefit, not to support the maintenance
of current (and inadvisable) economic policies. Moreover, proving loans without a
comprehensive IMF-based program was against U.S. policy and could generate domestic
criticism regarding the misuse of limited U.S. financial resources. Therefore, without an IMFbacked program, the U.S. government would not get congressional approval to aid Brazil. 144
Brazilian Embassy officials were hopeless. U.S. and IMF officials seemed convinced that
Brazil's foreign crisis was structural, not temporary. In fact, Brazilian Embassy officials
concurred with American and Fund views: Rio de Janeiro would be better off accepting an IMF
program as accessing new credit would minimize the effects of the foreign crisis and allow
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Kubitschek’s development program to continue. 145 After hearing Washington’s position from
Briggs (instructed by Dulles), Finance Minister José Alkmim immediately requested SUMOC
Director Casimiro Ribeiro to put together a stabilization program. In case the IMF approved the
Brazilian program, Washington would then be ready to discuss the long-term balance of
payments problems.146
By mid-April 1958, the Brazilian stabilization program proposal was ready for
submission. The plan had three main goals: a balanced budget, a restrained credit supply, and an
equilibrated balance of payments. Public spending would decrease to limit budget deficits to Cr$
25 billion in 1958. In the credit arena, the Bank of Brazil would increase its rediscount rate, and
Kubitschek would ask Congress to increase the legal limits of obligatory reserves requirements
from private banks. There would be ceilings on credit supply from the Bank of Brazil to the
private and public sectors. The financing of coffee stocks would not be inflationary as resources
of the Exchange Profits account would be earmarked specifically for this purpose. Moreover, the
government would no longer bear the whole burden for financing coffee stocks: coffee growers
would have to retain 40% (approximately 8 million bags) of their production without public
compensations. The government would only purchase unsold coffee stocks out of the export
target of 15 million bags (60% of the 1958-1959 harvest). Lastly, preferential imports would have
their exchange rates increased from Cr$ 22, Cr$ 51.32 and Cr$ 53.82 (depending on the product –
table 2.1 below) to Cr$ 60 per 1 US$. Imports of oil and oil derivatives, wheat and newsprint
materials would then receive lower governmental subsidies. Imports of consumption and capital
goods essential to economic development and national security, which also included suppliers’
credits (industrial products and equipment that foreign private investors conceded as credit)
would receive less public subsidies as well. 147
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Table 2.1 Exchange rates as of April 1958 – before the proposed reform (per 1 US$)
Official rates
Private imports

Preferential imports

Exports

Free market

Selling
Buying

Cr$ 18.36
Cr$ 18.82

General category

Cr$170

Special category

Cr$ 380

Consumption and capital goods considered as
essential to economic development and national Cr$ 51.32
security
Oil and oil derivatives

Cr$ 53.82

Newsprint

Cr$ 22

Coffee (effective rate of Cr$ 37.5 plus bonuses)

Cr$ 50

Cocoa and cocoa products

Cr$ 43.06

All other products
(symbolic purchase system)

Cr$ 67 to Cr$ 90

Invisible and capital

Cr$ 120

Source: Offmemo, Western Hemisphere, Exchange Restrictions and Legal Departments to The Managing Director,
“Brazil-Proposed Basis for Negotiations on Use of Fund Resources”, Apr. 24, 1958, IMF, Central Files, Country
Files, Brazil Files, Box 19, File 6, Folder C/Brazil/1760 Stand-by Arrangements.

The IMF working group on Brazil found that the Brazilian government was finally
showing greater awareness of the seriousness of the financial plight as it seemed more prepared
to take measures than it had been the case during the IMF mission. Even so, it considered that
weaknesses of the Brazilian program regarding budget and exchange policies were amenable to
negotiation. The IMF would not make concessions too early in the negotiations since the Chase
Manhattan Bank had just granted Rio de Janeiro a US$ 30 million credit line pledged to the
Brazilian coffee. The final agreement could then wait as long as it was necessary until the
Kubitschek government showed firm assurances of commitment. 148
The IMF staff found the proposed credit and coffee policies satisfactory. However, Rio de
Janeiro would only get an IMF standby agreement credit after officially announcing the new
coffee program, as coffee financing was considered “the most serious, single inflationary
problem in the Brazilian economy”. On the other hand, fiscal and exchange policies fell short of
148
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expectations. Budget deficits could not exceed Cr$ 20 billion in 1958 (not Cr$ 25 billion as in the
Brazilian proposal) and this was not subject to negotiation. Discussions would mostly center on
the exchange rate policy. The symbolic purchase system had to end so that export categories
could be reduced to two (instead of three): one for coffee and cocoa and cocoa products at Cr$ 70
per 1 US$, and another for all other products at Cr$ 100 per 1 US$ (tables 2.1 above and 2.2
below). Moreover, the exchange rates for preferential imports would have to increase to Cr$ 100
per 1 US$. Last, surplus from the Exchange Profits account not used for coffee financing would
have to be sterilized for offsetting inflationary pressures. The IMF staff presented these
exigencies to Brazilian officials at the end of April 1958.149
Secretary of State John Dulles concurred with IMF’s views and planned to maintain
“intimate confidential contact with [the] IMF via [the] U.S. [Executive] Director in [an] attempt
[to] assure [the] IMF presses Brazil [to the] maximum extent feasible to deal adequately with
payments problem and adopt [the] most constructive program possible”. Dulles was confident
that Rio de Janeiro had to acknowledge that the stabilization program was not just necessary to
meet financial problems and obtain IMF approval, but also to convince the U.S. that the Brazilian
government was making the most effort towards curbing inflation. 150
However, the Kubitschek administration refuted all IMF requests, arguing that its top
priority was to increase the investment rate for strengthening economic development. The
government saw no point in promoting exports by depreciating the exchange rates as this could
induce inconvenient changes in investments – the multiple exchange rates system with
appreciated rates for exports and depreciated rates for imports was a source of capital
accumulation for the national industry. Therefore, according to Brazilian officials, reaching an
exchange rate of Cr$ 100 per 1 US$ for preferential imports was very unlikely. Doing so would
double the cost of production and the cost of living, resulting in significant social and economic
disturbances with inflationary effects and pressures for higher wages. Moreover, depreciating
coffee export rates would only decrease the prices of the Brazilian coffee, potentially causing a
price war between coffee producing countries. Sterilizing the Exchange Profits account was also
unacceptable: 10% of total money supply for 1958 (Cr$ 200 billion) was being expected to come
149
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from this source. Also, a budget deficit of Cr$ 25 billion for 1958 would be more acceptable than
Cr$ 20 billion. Lastly, the government rejected the idea of issuing a decree on the coffee policy as
it would disturb the coffee market.151

Table 2.2 Main points of discussion during IMF-Brazilian negotiations of 1958 for a standby
agreement
Brazilian proposal
presented in mid-April

IMF demands expressed at the end
of April

Brazilian
response

Budget deficit of Cr$20 billion
Fiscal
policy

Budget deficit of Cr$25
billion

Sterilize resources of the Exchange Not possible
Profits account not used for coffee
financing
Increase
preferential
imports
exchange rates to Cr$100 per 1US$

Exchange
policy

Increase preferential
imports exchange rates
to Cr$60 per 1US$

End the symbolic purchase system
and reduce export categories from Not possible
three to two: one for coffee and cocoa
and cocoa products at Cr$70 per
1US$, and another for the remaining
exports at Cr$100 per 1US$

Source: Offmemo, Western Hemisphere, Exchange Restrictions and Legal Departments to The Managing Director,
“Brazil-Proposed Basis for Negotiations on Use of Fund Resources”, Apr. 24, 1958; Aide Memoire”, Apr. 30, 1958;
“Remarks on the Aide Memoire of April 30, 1958”, IMF, Central Files, Country Files, Brazil Files, Box 19, File 6,
Folder C/Brazil/1760 Stand-by Arrangements.

Finance Minister José Alkmim called U.S. Ambassador Ellis Briggs and asked for State
Department officials to urge the IMF not to lose sight of important political considerations while
interpreting Brazil's economic proposals. Alkmim claimed to be under "ferocious attack and
political enemies are screaming for his head". 152 He needed foreign loans urgently to calm down
critics. At that time, various groups, such as the commercial sector and the Economic Committee
in Congress, were criticizing Alkmim for resisting an exchange rate system reform and putting
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aside stabilization policies. 153 Despite pressures, Alkmim continued to profess that he was
“irrevocably against [an] exchange reform”. For him, only the rich who wished to have more
would benefit from a reform “at the cost of the many [middle and working class] who have little
and will end up having nothing”.154
Briggs acknowledged that the IMF’s intransigent attitude indeed affected the stability of
Kubitschek administration.155 U.S. Embassy officials only hoped that, by the time when Rio de
Janeiro and the Fund reached an agreement, Washington would be finally able to discuss
substantial and long-term loans to fend off Brazil’s foreign accounts in “a better atmosphere, with
the onus for most of the unpalatable conditions having already been placed upon an international
body”. They also expected that such an IMF program would substitute the “kind of personal,
improvising operation” way Finance Minister José Alkmim was used to run the economy. On the
other hand, the Embassy inferred that, despite criticisms, Alkimim was “a power within the
present Administration and commands the confidence of President Kubitschek”. 156
Alkmim informed the U.S. Embassy that negotiations with the IMF were going “very
badly”. According to him, although Brazilian and IMF officials had arrived in virtual agreement
on the internal finances, IMF Managing Director Per Jacobsson was making “impossible”
exigencies as to the exchange rate policy. Alkmim was incensed by Jacobsson’s “intransigent,
impatient [and] irritable” attitude as he “won’t listen and doesn’t understand political problems
confronting Brazil”. Alkmim appraised U.S. officials that he would present another counterproposal to the Fund even though Brazilian officials were pessimistic about the likelihood of
signing an IMF agreement. He urged the U.S. Embassy to persuade Jacobsson into being “less
intransigent and recognize Brazil political difficulties”. 157
After this, Briggs sent several telegrams to Secretary of State John Dulles. He claimed
that it was “wrong to dismiss Alkmim’s fears of social, political and economic disturbances
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resulting from [the] large and abrupt increase of costs [of] several import and service
payments". 158 Although it was difficult to assess the political impact of unpopular measures, the
sudden announcement of increased exchange rates for preferential imports would “at the very
least severely strain [the] existing government and could conceivably have more serious results”
as the Brazilian government had been vigorously focusing on economic growth.159 The U.S.
Embassy advised that “to accept [Managing Director Per] Jacobsson’s exigencies would be worse
for Brazil than not receiving IMF and U.S. aid” and stressed the “political importance of
favorable resolution [of] these matters for Brazil-U.S. relations”.160
While waiting for Fund views on his counter-proposal, in mid-May 1958 Finance
Minister José Alkmim approached the U.S. Embassy for the second time during financial
negotiations with the IMF for the signature of Brazil’s first standby agreement to request a
“small” American financial assistance. Alkmim explained that Kubitschek had been trying to
temporize by obtaining short-term credits from the Chase Manhattan Bank. However, Rio de
Janeiro had run out of options for avoiding an upcoming financial “catastrophe”. This situation
was also dangerous to Washington, Alkmim cautioned, as it would be far more difficult to deal
with Brazil’s and the U.S.’ “common enemy”. 161 However, after learning from Alkmim’s
assistants, including SUMOC Director Casimiro Ribeiro and Bank of Brazil Director Paulo
Poock, that the Brazilian government could move closer to IMF demands, U.S. Ambassador Ellis
Briggs advised the State Department not to provide emergency assistance. On the other hand,
Briggs inferred that the Managing Director Per Jacobsson should unbend to some extent at least
to demonstrate a preoccupation with Brazilian political concerns. 162
The IMF staff considered that the Brazilian counter-proposal did very little to advance the
negotiations: Rio de Janeiro had just accepted to limit budget deficits to Cr$ 20 billion and to end
the symbolic purchase system (which equalized domestic prices of exportable commodities with
their respective export prices). For the IMF staff, the Kubitschek administration appeared
158
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unwilling to make binding promises regarding exchange policies as it resisted acknowledging the
need for fundamental changes in economic policy. 163 In mid-May, IMF Managing Director Per
Jacobsson informed Brazilian officials that he would approve the program counter-proposal
provided that new registrations of suppliers’ credit not exceeded the levels of December 1957 and
that export and import rates depreciated a bit more. On the export side, coffee and cocoa and
cocoa derivatives should commercialize at Cr$ 43 per 1 US$. The remaining exports should split
into two categories: one with exchange rate of Cr$ 70 and a second of Cr$ 92 per 1 US$.
Preferential transactions would have their exchange rate increased to Cr$ 70 per 1 US$ (table
2.1).164
As no U.S. loan was forthcoming and no other financing sources were available, Finance
Minister José Alkmim accepted Jacobsson’s demands in the exchange arena. On May 26, 1958,
he sent an official standby agreement request to the IMF. As Argentina’s, Brazil’s stabilization
program was, by no means, written by Brazilian authorities only then. Instead, it was a direct
result of seemingly lengthy and challenging discussions with highly professional and very well
informed IMF staff officials. 165 Rio de Janeiro would compromise with a stabilization program to
contain the monetary expansion in 1958 through fiscal, credit and coffee policies. At a second
stage, Brazilians would revise the country’s multiple exchange rates system. Moreover, Brazil’s
external deficits would not exceed US$ 200 million in 1958. For this purpose, the government
compromised to cut off currency availabilities in the auction market and to simplify the multiple
exchange rates system according to Jacobsson’s requests. Also, Brazilian officials would
maintain close consultations with the IMF staff to implement a unitary exchange rate policy in
the future. On June 3, 1958, the Kubitschek administration signed Brazil’s first IMF standby
agreement of US$ 75 million. The government would have one year to purchase other IMF
member's currencies in exchange of Cruzeiros.166 During this period, the government would keep
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the IMF staff aware of developments in the fiscal, credit and exchange field at intervals following
the Fund's demands. 167
As in others Latin American countries, including Argentina, the signature of Brazil’s first
standby agreement opened a window for a range of IMF monitoring and surveillance procedures.
According to Kedar (2013, chap. 3), these activities would pave the way to long-term interactions
between IMF and borrowing countries officials, giving rise to a non-coercive socialization
process and creating an epistemic community of experts through which local officials
internalized the Fund’s working norms and economic ideas. Later, says Kedar, they would defend
and promote the liberalization of national economies. This process is a key component of the socalled “routine of dependency” – routine and cyclical interactions that take place between IMF
and borrowing countries officials – and, thus, of the postwar global financial system. 168
Although Rio de Janeiro signed an IMF standby agreement, Kubitschek did not give up
on hopes of obtaining direct U.S. financial assistance. On May 27, 1958, one day after Alkmim
sent the standby request to the IMF, Brazilian Ambassador Ernani Peixoto solicited an
appointment with President Eisenhower to deliver a letter from Kubitschek in which he expressed
his desire for a greater effort in Pan-American cooperation.169 Kubitschek officially announced
the so-called Pan-American Operation (Operação Pan-Americana, OPA) on June 20, 1958, in
response to the growing anti-U.S. sentiment in Latin America showed after U.S. Vice-President
Richard Nixon visited the continent in mid-1958. The OPA asked for a change in the U.S. foreign
policy. Washington should increase aid substantially to Latin America as a way of overcoming
underdevelopment and revolutionary threats in the hemisphere. OPA pushed for development
promotion in inter-American affairs. However, Washington’s reluctant responses to OPA
deepened U.S.-Brazilian resentments. Despite continuously emphasizing its goodwill towards
Latin American difficulties, the U.S. shut down prospects for potential economic cooperation.
U.S. responses to OPA ended up being one of the main reasons behind Rio de Janeiro’s
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initiatives towards a more globalist foreign policy, encouraging Brazil to strengthen relations
with Latin American countries. 170
U.S. officials' reactions when IMF-Brazilian negotiations terminated, in fact, elucidate
U.S. intentions not to change its foreign financial assistance policy towards Kubitschek’s Brazil
even though Washington tried to assuage anti-U.S. sentiments. To illustrate the attempts to
overcome critics, the U.S. Embassy advised that Washington should emphasize the difference
between American and IMF loans. While Eximbank loans would be to the “entire Brazilian
nation and people, in pursuance [of] traditional American policy of extending [a] helping hand to
good friends like Brazil who experience [a] period [of] temporary difficulties”; the IMF’s had
been “granted on assurance of modifications [of] Brazilian internal [and] external financial
policies”.171 Furthermore, at the time of the meeting between President Eisenhower and Brazilian
Ambassador Ernani Peixoto in early-June 1958, Eisenhower urged Peixoto to reaffirm his
goodwill in U.S.-Latin American relations. He also argued that IMF-Brazilian misunderstandings
stemmed from the lack of knowledge of the Brazilian population about the country's economic
difficulties.172 At that time, Treasury Secretary Robert Anderson also reassured Peixoto that
“financial collaborations Brazil-U.S. ‘will now be easier in view of Brazil-IMF agreement’”.173
Even still, U.S. officials remained unwilling to aid Rio de Janeiro in the absence of
binding stabilization commitments despite Kubitschek’s Pan-America Operation. Secretary of
State John Dulles found OPA’s official announcement inappropriate. For him, Kubitschek had
failed to refer to the need for "self-help through marshaling domestic and foreign private
resources and through effective fiscal measures”. 174 However, the U.S. Embassy acknowledged
that, although U.S.-Brazilian relations had been of friendship, the plea for financial assistance,
the national financial plight, and the growing anti-Americanism in Latin America were causing
frustration. This situation had driven U.S.-Brazilian relations to a critical paradox. On the one
170
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hand, while Brazil desperately needed U.S. financial assistance, the growing anti-U.S. sentiment
was evident in the country. On the other hand, the U.S. government had worldwide
responsibilities. Still according to the Embassy, Washington could not have the "monogamous
relationship that Brazil professes to want". For this reason, to maintain a continuous dialogue
with Brazil, Washington had to insist on exchange and anti-inflation policies as a way for Brazil
to better use its internal resources. 175

2.3 Initial difficulties in implementing stabilization policies and the pursuit of Eximbank loans
Kubitschek and Finance Minister José Alkmim officially requested Eximbank loans as
soon as IMF-Brazilian negotiations concluded. They were desperate. Brazil's credit lines with
U.S. banking institutions were exhausted, and dollar balance was close to zero. Kubitschek
promised to undertake the IMF-based program even though it would be politically difficult, and
Alkmim asked the Eximbank to surmount all administrative hurdles in order to provide loans
urgently. 176 However, the Eximbank would need some time to consider all aspects of Brazil’s
economic situation before entering into major commitments. On top of this, some U.S. officials,
such as Ambassador Ellis Briggs, were of the opinion that the exchange policy as agreed with the
IMF would not have a positive impact on the Brazilian economy. For him, Washington should
request additional belt-tightening.177
On June 26, 1958, Lucas Lopes replaced José Alkmim as Finance Minister, leaving the
BNDE presidency and his position as Secretary-General of the Development Council to former
BNDE Director Roberto Campos. The U.S. Embassy understood that Lopes had taken office to
“enlist greater help from the U.S.”. 178 According to SUMOC Director Casimiro Ribeiro, Lopes’
and Campos' prominent roles in the negotiations for U.S. economic cooperation in 1956 had
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given Rio de Janeiro greater prestige before the IMF. 179 Officially, José Alkmim resigned to run
for deputy in the 1958 Congressional elections. 180 However, evidence has it that Kubitschek
asked him to leave. Brazilian officials, including Campos, Ribeiro and the federal deputy Renato
Archer, claimed that Kubitschek was not able to resist the political opposition coming from
coffee growers against Alkmim, who was deemed as incompetent in dealing with the foreign
crisis due to lower coffee exports (CAMPOS, 2004, p.339).181
In opposition to José Alkmim, Lopes favored reforming Brazil’s multiple exchange rates
system. In fact, he only accepted to become Finance Minister because Kubitschek had committed
to support him on unifying all multiple exchange rates except the rates of preferential imports of
oil and oil derivatives, wheat and newsprint (LOPES, 1991, p. 230-233). According to Carlos
Lessa (1983, p. 28-85), the government wanted to maintain the preferential treatment for oil and
oil derivatives and wheat in attempts to lower the cost of living. These subsidies reduced prices of
goods, such as gas, diesel, and bread, which composed an important share of the population’s
living expenses. Newsprint importers, says Lessa, also received subsidies as they constituted
influential groups in public opinion, including national newspapers. Technocrats that worked
with Lopes hoped that the 1956 Anti-Inflation Program and exchange unification would finally
receive space in the national economy (CAMPOS, 2004, p.343). Moreover, Brazilian newspapers
indicated that the nomination of Garrido Torres, who supported reforming the multiple exchange
rates system, as SUMOC's Executive Director also meant that the national economic policy was
heading to a new direction: that of stabilization. 182
The U.S. Embassy recognized that Lopes had taken office in a difficult situation. Lopes
would have to face up economic compromises before the IMF, implementing policies that could
engender social unrest.183 On top of this, Brazilian officials appeared unaware of former Finance
Minister José Alkmim’s promises to the Fund. It seems that Alkmim held little discussions about
the negotiations with the IMF in official circles. 184 During negotiations with the Eximbank, it
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became evident to U.S. officials that “no one, including [the] present finance Minister Lopes, has
heretofore been acquainted with provisions [of] Alkmim[‘s] letter to [the] IMF”. They found this
situation “especially serious”, particularly because Rio de Janeiro had already drawn upon Fund
resources. The Eximbank demanded a new round of negotiations so that a “clear and
unambiguous agreement between [the] Brazilian government and [the] IMF as [a] condition for
initiation [of] detailed consideration [for] Eximbank assistance”.185
According to Lourdes Sola (1982, p. 153-154), both José Alkmim’s poor technical
expertise and the acute foreign exchange restraint made him compromise with measures that
would have unbearable consequences to the Brazilian economy. However, to judge from the
misinformation about the IMF-based program, what seems is that Alkmim possibly did not intend
to implement some policies promised to the Fund at all. During his statement to the nation about
the signature of the standby arrangement, Alkmim claimed that the Fund had granted credits upon
the belief that the Kubitschek administration would continue with prevailing internal and external
policies, not changing them. 186 Moreover, SUMOC Director Casimiro Ribeiro had allegedly
informed the U.S. Embassy that Alkmim did not have intentions of announcing a more restrictive
coffee policy as agreed with the Fund. 187
In order to lay the basis for further loan requests, Finance Minister Lucas Lopes
approached the IMF as soon as he assumed the Ministry to explain that many policies under the
standby were “impracticable”. There were difficulties regarding the timing and manner in which
these measures should be implemented. Lopes' misgivings related to three areas: suppliers' credit
(credits as industrial equipment that foreign private investors granted), external deficits, and the
coffee policy. First, suspending new registrations of suppliers’ credit for Kubitschek’s
development program would bring his Five years’ Plan to a halt. More flexibility would be
utterly necessary then. Second, deficits in the balance of payments would certainly surpass US$
200 million in 1958. By July 1958, all foreign reserves had already drained out, and the
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perspectives for the second semester were not optimistic (CAMPOS, 2004, p. 340; LOPES, 1991,
p. 248-249).188 Last, in the wake of coffee growers’ pressures, Lopes did not find feasible to
implement a more austere coffee policy. Producers demanded governmental purchases of all
coffee surpluses, and not just some part of them, as it had been promised to the Fund. Lopes had
invoked the army to counter coffee growers’ attempts to perform a "March for Production"
(Marcha da Produção) – a motorized protest encompassing about 200,000 vehicles that would
leave from Paraná state, marching through São Paulo and Minas Gerais states towards the
presidential Catete Palace in Rio de Janeiro.189 Lopes acknowledged the strong lobby that coffee
producers had in Congress even though he did not support the financing of coffee stocks
(LOPES, 1991, p.239-247).
In mid-July 1958, Brazilian representatives notified the IMF staff that circumstances had
compelled them to change agreed policies. They clarified that deficits in the balance of payments
would potentially be higher and that the coffee policy would also have to change since the
previous policy did not provide incentives for coffee growers. Coffee growers would no longer
bear alone with almost the whole burden of coffee financing as former Finance Minister José
Alkmim had promised before the Fund. The government would then purchase coffee surplus
that before would not receive any public compensations at values below market prices. Also, the
effective exchange rate for coffee would depreciate from Cr$ 43 to Cr$ 54 per 1 US$ to increase
the receipt of coffee producers. Lopes reiterated compromises on the fiscal and credit fields and
promised to remain active in bringing the balance of payments into line in 1959. 190
The IMF staff was not at ease about these revised policies. The Head of the Western
Hemisphere Department, Jorge Del Canto, stressed to Brazilian officials the importance of the
Brazilian standby agreement for IMF relations with other countries, such as Argentina. The new
188
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coffee policy had "destroyed this [Brazil’s standby] agreement” as it would require exchange
profits that should have been sterilized to offset inflationary pressures. Del Canto suggested that
if Rio de Janeiro wished to increase coffee producers’ receipt and was requesting U.S. assistance,
then the exchange rate for preferential imports would have to rise to Cr$ 80 instead of Cr$ 70 per
1 US$ as the standby had determined. The additional exchange profits due to higher preferential
rates would offset the financial effects of the revised coffee policy, thus reestablishing stability.191
Brazilian officials diverged in opinions, discussing whether a sudden or a gradual
adjustment of the exchange rates would be more feasible. 192 In the end, Finance Minister Lucas
Lopes agreed with the IMF staff’s requests. He addressed a letter to Managing Director Per
Jacobsson stating that a “comprehensive exchange reform is in the best interest of Brazil, and
[he] welcome the efforts of the Fund in helping to achieve this objective”. 193 On behalf of the
Brazilian government, Lopes committed himself before the IMF Executive Board "to make a
complete review of the exchange system later in the year [1958]". Accordingly, the IMF
Executive Board approved the revised policies. 194
With the IMF standby agreement on track again, U.S.-Brazilian negotiations for new
Eximbank loans could then resume. The Brazilian government requested a US$ 150 million loan
and expressed wishes to obtain US$ 50 million from U.S. private banks to satisfy deficits in
European currencies. The Eximbank refused to refinance Brazil’s debts with European countries
or commercial banks though. 195 Despite Kubitschek’s insistence on a higher loan, Secretary of
State John Dulles and U.S. Embassy officials maintained that US$ 100 million would be
sufficient to meet deficits in the balance of payments for 1958.196 U.S. commercial banks also
191
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conceded US$ 58 million to Brazil. 197 The Eximbank granted the credit after “successful
conclusion of discussions with the International Monetary Fund concerning measures to improve
the financial and economic position of Brazil”. 198 The Eximbank-Brazilian agreement strictly
stressed that Rio de Janeiro would have to carry out the IMF-based stabilization program. 199 In
1958, the Kubitschek administration financed Brazil’s convertible currency deficit of US$ 195
million with IMF, Eximbank, and U.S. private banks sources.200 IMF-Brazilian negotiations of
1958 show that Eximbank and U.S. banks loans did not come in response to the OPA’s plea for
financial assistance as Vizentini (2006) assumes.

Table 2.3 Balance of payments loans granted to Brazil in 1957 and 1958 (millions US$)
Period
Grantee
Value
October 1957

IMF

37.5

May 1958

Chase Manhattan Bank

June 1958

IMF

37.5

August 1958

Eximbank

100

August 1958

U.S. private banks

58

30

Sources: "Minutes of Executive Board Meeting 57/49", Oct. 2, 1957, IMF, EBDC. Available at:
http://archivescatalog.imf.org/detail.aspx. Access in: Feb. 2018; Intel, Amembassy to Secretary of State, May 17,
1958 NARA, RG 59, GRDS, CDF 1955-1959, Box 4314, Folder 832.10/5-258; EBS/58/25 Supplement 3, The
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“Export-Import Bank of Washington. REpublic 7-7890. For saturday a.m.’s release at 5:30 p.m., E.S.T.”, Ago. 8,
1958, CPDOC-FGV, AEAP, Folder EAP emb 1958.03.06.

2.4 The Brazilian standby status of performance
The U.S. Embassy believed in Finance Minister Lucas Lopes’ command to meeting
Brazil’s promises before the IMF. Lopes had already fulfilled two major steps he was supposed
to when getting in office: to pursue financial stability, and to reduce primary inflationary
pressures. U.S. officials expected that his “Savings Plan” would likely slow down Kubitschek’s
Targets Plan to a pace more adequate for Brazil's economic situation. On the other hand,
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Embassy officials acknowledged that the Congressional elections in October 1958 would be a
hurdle for blocking minimum wage increases and financing coffee stockpiling with exchange
profits only. 201 Despite Lopes' efforts, SUMOC officials had low expectations that budget deficits
would be kept within limits agreed with the IMF. In the first half of 1958, debts had already
outpaced ceilings and chances were to continue to rise. 202
Albeit Lopes had been active in holding down budgetary expenditures, BNDE President
Roberto Campos believed that his biggest problem was countering domestic credit. Bank of
Brazil President Sebastião Almeida, who was also a member of the São Paulo Federation of
Industries (Federação das Indústrias do Estado de São Paulo, FIESP), continued to hesitate in
controlling credit supply. Despite initial disagreements, Bank of Brazil Director Paulo Poock
reported to U.S. Embassy officials that Almeida appeared more cooperative. He had allowed the
SUMOC's Council to help the Bank better allocate limited credit facilities.203 Even so, credit
expansion to the public and private non-banking sector and financing to banking institutions
continued to grow.204 Moreover, although Lopes had been in close contact with influential
deputies, Congress had not yet approved the bill to increase reserve requirements from
commercial banks. 205
Despite difficulties in the budget and credit fields, Lopes was optimistic about
overcoming political attacks due to his coffee policy and anti-inflation proposals. He enlightened
U.S. Embassy officials of Kubitschek’s increased interest in economic and political problems and
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willingness to assist him surmounting such critics. 206 Coffee growers, in particular, were pushing
the government to purchase coffee surplus at higher prices. Lopes’ negative responses to
producers' requests led the President of the Brazilian Coffee Institute, Paulo Guzzo, to resign in
September 1958. Lopes claimed that he could not change the coffee policy as any revision would
influence the confidence of foreign creditors (LOPES, 1991, p. 242). 207 Even though a sudden
drop in Brazilian coffee prices due to Guzzo’s resignation caused more profound exchange
deficits in September, until then, exchange profits were meeting legal financing requirements,
including the financing of coffee stocks.208
Difficulties also arose in the exchange field. Bank of Brazil Director Tosta Filho blamed
the U.S. government for preventing Brazil from increasing its exports. He did not want the
symbolic purchase system to be terminated and planned to increase the proportion of exports to
be commercialized at more appreciated rates.209 However, the SUMOC's Council extinguished
the symbolic purchases system and continued to depreciate export rates. 210 Although satisfied
with SUMOC's actions, representatives of the commercial sector kept demanding for the
government to dismantle the multiple exchange rates system entirely. In June 1958, BNDE
President Roberto Campos held a conference promoted by the Brazilian Federal Trade
Association (Federação das Associações Comerciais do Brasil). Critics spoke up against
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SUMOC’s Instruction 70 for benefiting industries with preferential import rates whereas there
were almost no incentives for encouraging primary exports other than coffee. 211
Changes were also occurring on the import side of the exchange system. In early June
1958, while José Alkmim was still Finance Minister, the SUMOC rose exchange rates of
preferential imports of oil and oil derivatives, wheat and newsprint from Cr$ 53.82 and Cr$ 22 to
Cr$ 58.82, and for equipment and goods considered essential for economic development and
national security from Cr$ 51.32 to Cr$70 per 1 US$ (table 2.1), as Rio de Janeiro had agreed
with the IMF.212 However, when it came to lowering subsidies for imports of the Brazilian oil
state-monopoly Petrobrás, pressures apparently increased against the government. Nationalists
and nationalist sectors of the Armed Forces demanded lower exchange rates for Petrobrás'
imports. The government then had to appreciate these rates from Cr$70 to Cr$ 58.82 per 1
US$.213 Alkmim "felt that the political pressure was so great that he could not avoid the action
which he took”. U.S. Embassy official Hebert May was particularly frustrated as Alkmim's action
incrusted doubts on the extent to which the Brazilian government intended to take its
commitments seriously. 214
Finance Minister Lucas Lopes continued to adjust the exchange rates for imports as
agreed with the Fund. Lopes reduced the supply of foreign exchange in the auction market and
rose all preferential exchange rates (including Petrobrás’ imports) from Cr$ 58.82 and Cr$ 70 to
Cr$ 80 per 1 US$. Although Lopes managed to move closer to IMF demands despite political
pressures, he no longer would attempt to do an overarching reform of Brazil’s multiple exchange
rates system as he had promised to the Fund Executive Board at the time when the assumed as
Finance Minister. He testified in a public statement that an exchange revision was neither
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possible nor desirable until there was not monetary stability and enough international reserves to
correct excessive exchange rate fluctuations. 215
In November 1958, the IMF staff showed disappointment with Brazil's performance under
the standby agreement. The fiscal deficit would exceed the agreed limits, as well as the credit
supply from the Bank of Brazil and commercial banks. Moreover, the IMF staff still expected the
coffee policy to be inflationary. Fund officials were particularly distraught that Lopes would not
reform the multiple exchange rates system, inferring that this attitude was bound to thwart the
IMF Executive Board as the reform was “one of the key points for discussions with the Minister
[Lopes]".216 The SUMOC’s Council (Brazil’s central monetary body) acknowledged that the
country’s economic plight and ongoing poor stabilization performance precluded any prospects
for requesting further Eximbank and IMF loans. 217

2.5 The Monetary Stabilization Plan
In November 1958, Brazilian officials presented the Monetary Stabilization Plan (PEM)
to the IMF staff. The PEM was an attempt to achieve stabilization gradually. It resembled the
1956 Anti-Inflation Program, as it also aimed at promoting economic development with price
stability by controlling monetary expansion. There were two phases to attain monetary stability.
The first was a stage of “transition and readjustment”, from mid-1958 to end-1959, to slow down
inflation while allowing a certain degree of monetary expansion so that the national economy
could absorb wage adjustments without unemployment. The second phase was “stabilization” per
se, from 1960 on, aimed at achieving stability and equilibrium in the balance of payments. The
Program focused on four policy areas: public finance, currency and credit, wages, and balance of
payments. There were multiple targets and limits to budget deficits and credit expansion,
including cuts in public expenditures, tax reform, and ceilings upon global expansion of money
supply and bank credit. Furthermore, minimum wage increases in 1959 would be sufficient to
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reestablish the purchasing power of wages prevailing in 1956. The government would devalue
the Cruzeiro gradually, and the exchange rates of preferential imports progressively end to
restore equilibrium in the balance of payments.218
IMF staff officials analyzed the PEM thoroughly. 219 They concluded that Finance
Minister Lucas Lopes’ Program was not an emergency plan to deal with the overall Brazilian
economic plight. Instead, it was a step toward global economic planning of the national
economy. 220 They concluded that the PEM differed from the IMF standby agreement in
fundamental ways. In particular, by allowing for greater budget deficits and credit expansion and
not foreseeing a comprehensive exchange reform. Moreover, the IMF staff disbelieved Rio de
Janeiro’s ability to fulfill the PEM’s monetary ceilings. By early December, currency issue
already stood higher than established limits. Fund officials inferred that the Executive Board
would be unlike to approve further drawings in case the Brazilian government did not live up to
its standby compromises. Allowing Rio de Janeiro to withdraw from the IMF without compliance
would increase difficulties that the Fund faced to enforce IMF-based programs in other countries,
implying that such programs were only a matter of formality. 221
Indeed, the PEM had a more gradualist approach to stabilization than the IMF standby
agreement. Authors claim that the Argentinian and Chilean painful experiences with IMF-backed
programs at that time drove Brazilian policymakers to this gradualist line of reasoning. 222
Although evidence suggests that Lopes and BNDE President Roberto Campos were observing the
Argentinian case closely, 223 the PEM also reflects debates that had been present in the Brazilian
policymaking since the formulation of the Targets Plan. In fact, Brazilian officials testified that
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the PEM was a mere continuation of the 1956 Anti-Inflation Program.224 Hence, although some
authors sustain that the PEM did not fit within the Brazilian economic context at that time – as it
foresaw stabilization while the country was tenaciously pursuing industrialization –, what follows
is that the debate about monetary stability alongside economic development had been present in
the Brazilian policymaking since the 1956 Anti-Inflation Program. 225 These findings also suggest
that the PEM was not proposed solely due to the increasing inflationary rate and IMF pressures in
1958, as scholars usually assume. 226
U.S. Embassy officials considered the PEM “a broad attack on important elements of the
inflationary problem” in comparison to the 1956 Anti-Inflation Program. However, as IMF
officials, they remained skeptical about the Kubitschek administration’s ability to accomplish it.
For them, the Brazilian government was bound to continue with its past behavior of surrendering
to pressures of opposing influential groups and classes. Moreover, ignoring the coffee policy and
dealing superficially with the deficits in the balance of payment could "destroy the plan
completely". The Embassy found "it difficult to believe that the Government will carry [the
PEM] through with the necessary determination to lay the basis for long-term stabilization".227
Finance Minister Lucas Lopes indeed faced a range of difficulties to get the PEM through.
He devised a cunning strategy to circumvent factors that could block its approval, including not
mentioning a coffee policy nor referring to specific exchange policies. He considered those to be
difficult matters to announce for Congress approval (LOPES, 1991, p. 234-238). Despite his
strategies, Congress voted expenditures above those previously planned, enacted the tax reform
only partly, and approved a minimum wage increase way above the limits that the PEM had
fixed.228 The only option left to Lopes then was to elaborate a new "Saving Plan" that foresaw
higher budget deficits for 1959. 229 The PEM also tipped the scales against the credit policy and
the tax reform. Business, commercial, and rural groups across the country were nervous that a
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more restrictive credit policy would affect production. 230 Bank of Brazil President Sebastião
Almeida backed such claims of the business community, encouraging protests against credit
restriction.231 A representative of the São Paulo Federation of Industries (FIESP), of which
Almeida was also a member, publicly stressed that the PEM was doomed to failure if the
government did not come up with an alternative financing source for the national industry. 232
Brazilian officials were apprehensive as to whether the Kubitschek administration would
remain in power given the social and political unrest. SUMOC Director Garrido Torres and the
international press reported the growing menacing of social uproar and riots in major cities, such
as Rio de Janeiro, against worsening economic conditions. Brazilian newspapers, business
circles, private banks, and the labor resisted higher taxes and fares of public utilities and the
particularly unpopular credit policy. For Torres, there was little hope to overcome the general
dissatisfaction as the PEM called for severe measures to which very few people had sympathy. 233
Apparently, not even the President nurtured much affection for the Program, as Lopes himself
and other Brazilian officials latter recognized. 234 According to Maran (1992), following the
IMF’s and Lopes’ economic counsel to cut public spending could bring Kubitschek’s greatest
project to a halt: the building of the new national capital Brasília in a remote, uninhabited area.
Brasília could be a symbol of modernity and a monument that represented Kubitschek’s legacy.
Therefore, says Maran, a more restrictive monetary policy was not of the President’s liking.
Despite difficulties, Finance Minister Lucas Lopes assured U.S. Embassy officials that he
would move forward with the credit policy. Bank of Brazil President Sebastião Almeida would
not have an alternative. Lopes had personally taken charge of the Bank's activities, and Almeida
would remain in the Bank presidency only if he agreed with the credit policy regardless of his
excellent reputation with São Paulo businesspeople and bankers that opposed the government.
230
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However, in the exchange field, things seemed more difficult: an exchange system reform was
unlikely. Although Lopes wanted to pass all products to the free market; the unrest had been such
that he could not take the risk. Lopes was confident that if he reformed the exchange system, he
would leave the Finance Ministry: only with a dictatorship a reform like that could be enacted. 235

2.6 The Brazilian performance under the IMF standby agreement
IMF staff officials were deeply upset with Brazil's stabilization performance in 1958.
There was evidence of excessive bank credit and high deficits. From all monetary and credit
targets, Rio de Janeiro had only complied with the Bank of Brazil lending levels to states and
municipalities. All other budget and credit goals had exceeded limits. Congress also had failed to
approve the bill to increase legal reserve requirements for commercial banks. Moreover, the IMF
expected that coffee financing would be higher than estimates. 236
Fund officials warned SUMOC Director Garrido Torres and IMF Executive Director
Octávio Paranaguá that in the absence of a policy justification as to why the Brazilian
government was not living up to its promises, the staff would write a very critical report to the
Executive Board. Torres and Paranaguá tried to assuage critics, claiming that the new financial
administration “would not have subscribed to such rigid ceilings as promised in the standby” by
the former Finance Minister José Alkmim. They stressed that Finance Minister Lucas Lopes
believed in a gradual approach to stop inflation and inferred that no IMF program should “kill the
patient”. IMF officials continued frustrated, particularly because Lopes would not reform the
exchange system as he had promised to the Executive Board in July 1958 after assuming the
Ministry. Torres and Paranaguá claimed not to know on what basis the IMF had assumed that Rio
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de Janeiro would review Brazil’s multiple exchange rates system. In response, the Fund staff
required Lopes to justify what had gone wrong officially. 237
Lopes went to Washington in early December 1958 to discuss with IMF and U.S. officials
matters related to Brazilian financial and development problems. 238 BNDE President Roberto
Campos and he explained in-depth to Fund officials Brazil’s difficulties and perspectives. They
assured IMF Managing Director Per Jacobsson that they had not had enough time to implement
the IMF-based program entirely and blamed the Bank of Brazil for the excessive monetary
expansion. IMF Executive Director Octávio Paranaguá elucidated to the Fund Executive Board
that it was “hard to enforce [credit ceilings] from an administrative standpoint because of the
autonomous nature of the Bank [of Brazil]”. Although the Executive Directors were frustrated
with Rio de Janeiro’s failure, they agreed to postpone the IMF official consultations under the
standby agreement from December 1958 to April 1959 in order to give Lopes the opportunity of
showing effective results.239
U.S. Ambassador Ellis Briggs inferred from Lopes’ explanations that it had not been his
fault that the government was facing substantial difficulties in getting the PEM through.
Kubitschek’s failure to mobilize Congress to approve budget and tax measures was to blame.
Personal discussions with Lopes in Washington had “manifest continuing personal confidence we
[the U.S.] have in him, while pointing to our concern about [the] damage being done by
circumstances beyond his control”. For Briggs, Lopes’ “immediate personal staff still probably
represent our [U.S.] best hope in [the] Brazilian internal and external financial and general
economic situation”. Briggs suggested that “we [U.S.] should do whatever is possible to
strengthen his standing with Kubitschek and thus aid him in stiffening back of latter”.240
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Assistant Secretary Roy Rubottom also applauded Lopes’ statement about the need for sound
economic policies. 241
However, since Lopes had already apprised U.S. officials that the Brazilian government
was going to inevitably need financial assistance in 1959, and in the face of the failure to fulfill
IMF commitments, Briggs considered it necessary to brief him of the significant difficulties that
the Kubitschek administration would face in approaching Washington to request new loans.242
For the U.S. Embassy, “the technique of the carrot (U.S. Treasury aid) and stick (International
Monetary Fund admonitions and requirements) is still applicable” to continuously encourage a
favorable climate for private investment in Brazil. 243 Indeed, the Brazilian government was going
to confront harsh difficulties in accessing new U.S. credit in 1959. The country’s convertible
reserves were estimated to exhaust at the end of February 1959. However, the IMF consultation
about the Brazilian performance under the 1958 standby agreement was scheduled only for
April. 244

Concluding remarks
This chapter analyzed IMF-Brazilian financial negotiations in 1958 for the country’s first
standby arrangement. It also looked into the Fund’s stabilization demands to Brazil, the country’s
responses to them, and the initial consequences of IMF-Brazilian stronger interactions to U.S.Brazilian relations. Here it became clear that Washington used the IMF as its "mantle of
multilateral anonymity" in an attempt to transfer the responsibility of requesting strict
stabilization policies to the Fund. In Washington’s views, Kubitschek's prevailing economic
policy should not continue. Rio de Janeiro had to implement anti-inflation policies to become a
country with a good credit risk so that to encourage the inflow of private capital. However,
getting involved in difficult financial negotiations that requested a stern economic exercise could
harm U.S. bilateral relations with Brazil. Washington then used the IMF apparatus (not its
241
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government agencies, such as the State Department) to attain the objectives of its foreign
economic policy in Brazil, notably when it came to situations that imposed difficulties for the
U.S. acting alone.
Because of IMF-Brazilian constant interactions even when no standby arrangement was in
place, Fund officials initiated discussions with the Brazilian government in 1958 aware of
economic difficulties at stake, which enhanced their leeway to negotiate. Former Finance
Minister José Alkmim resisted signing a standby agreement throughout the whole negotiations
process even though Washington brushed him off time and again. Alkmim was finally compelled
to compromise with an IMF-based program, opening doors to closer interactions between Fund
and Brazilian officials through the IMF’s monitoring and surveillance procedures. U.S. reactions
after the signature of Brazil’s first standby arrangement with the Fund evidence that Washington
did not plan to change its foreign financial assistance policy to Kubitschek’s Brazil regardless of
the Pan-American Operation proposal and growing resentments due to IMF-Brazilian
negotiations.
Opposition to austere policies, particularly in the exchange field, seemed intense even
though the new Finance Minister Lucas Lopes appeared more engaged in meeting IMF
exigencies than Alkmim. There were political, economic, social and bureaucratic difficulties to
cut down public expenditures, to limit the credit supply, and to dismantle the multiple exchange
rates system. Fund officials were deeply disappointed with Rio de Janeiro's standby performance,
particularly with Lopes' statements that he no longer would reform the exchange rate system in
1958. U.S. Embassy officials understood that Kubitschek was responsible for Brazil's failure to
fulfill IMF promises though, inferring that the Brazilian government would encounter severe
difficulties in new loan requests in 1959. The next chapter analyzes the U.S.-Brazilian and IMFBrazilian negotiations for provisions of Eximbank and IMF credits in 1959.
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Chapter three – The Breakdown
The late 1950s and early 1960s is a critical period for Latin America. Politically, U.S.Soviet tensions were shifting to and intensifying in the underdeveloped world. In the first years of
the Cold War, Europe was a pivotal area of struggle between the U.S. and the Soviet Union.
However, in the late 1950s, several factors, such as the emergence of a balance of power in
Europe and the downfall of European colonialism, restricted the room these superpowers had for
maneuvering in the region. As a consequence, Washington and Moscow began competing
fiercely over the support of the Third World.245 The rally picked up in Latin America particularly
after the Cuban Revolution of January 1959. The Revolution interacted dynamically with the
U.S.-Soviet strain, exacerbated internal conflicts of Latin American countries, such as political
instabilities, and heightened the ideological ferment about decolonization and the rise of the
Third World. The deterioration of U.S.-Cuban relations that ensued ultimately transformed Cuba
from a U.S. trade partner to a Soviet ally. The Revolution reverberated throughout Latin
America, deepening anti-U.S. sentiments. Several Latin American leaders, including the
Brazilian President Jânio Quadros (Jan.-Aug. 1961), became increasingly distant from U.S.
policy. 246
Economically, Latin American countries were facing growing difficulties due to a sharp
deterioration in the terms of trade for commodities (their main exportable goods). To narrow the
gap between developed and developing countries, Latin American leaders turned to foreign
capital as a way of obtaining resources for their industrialization process. 247 According to Kedar
(2013, chap. 3), the pursuit of foreign resources at that time led to a critical paradox. In seeking
economic development and independence, Latin American countries became more dependent on
the international financial community, and especially on the IMF. Kedar argues that by signing a
Fund standby agreement in 1958, the Argentinian President Arturo Frondizi (1958-1962) opened
doors to close and long-term interactions between Argentinian and IMF officials. This has set in
motion an internationalization process that later engaged local policymakers and economists in
advocating the liberalization of the Argentinian economy. 248 In fact, in the late 1950s and early
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1960s, many other Latin American countries, such as Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, and Peru, were
undertaking financial negotiations with the Fund and implementing IMF-based stabilization
programs as well. 249 IMF operations were also intensifying in other regions. Article VIII of the
Fund determined that member countries could not maintain discriminatory exchange rates
arrangements, and article XIV established that all monetary restrictions had to end by the early
1950s. Although liberalization did not occur at the pace initially planned as European and Latin
American countries insisted on maintaining exchange restrictions to protect their national
industries, by 1959 European countries restored exchange convertibility massively as their
foreign reserves improved in the period.250
Kubitschek suspended negotiations with the IMF for a standby agreement in June 1959 –
even though U.S.-Brazilian relations had been traditionally marked by friendship – in this context
of political and economic turbulence in the hemisphere. Which were the conditions that led to
this outcome? What were the implications for U.S.-Brazilian bilateral relations? Chapter one
showed that Rio de Janeiro opened negotiations with the Fund in March 1958 due to the change
in the U.S. foreign financial assistance policy throughout the years of 1956 and 1957. Chapter
two investigated how and why the U.S. employed the IMF as its “mantle of multilateral
anonymity”, and how the Fund’s stabilization demands and Brazil’s poor stabilization deepened
U.S.-Brazilian resentments. This chapter addresses U.S.-Brazilian and IMF-Brazilian financial
negotiations in 1959. Here it becomes evident that Washington continued to use the Fund as its
“mantle of multilateral anonymity” until the end of 1959 to advance its foreign economic policy
agenda (mainly to promote free trade and to foster a favorable private investment climate). The
U.S. maintained this harsh position despite escalating Cold War tensions, and even after the
Cuban Revolution. As in 1958, this decision was economically motivated. Ongoing stabilization
programs in Latin American countries and the risk of undermining the IMF as a competent
international organization played a vital role in this regard. In 1959, the Fund became intransigent
on exchange matters. Kubitschek then broke down negotiations, turning it into a political move.
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As U.S.-Brazilian relations deteriorated considerably, Rio de Janeiro sought a more globalist
foreign policy, signing a trade agreement with Moscow in December 1959.
Financial negotiations of 1959 may add to the understanding of the Brazilian national
development in a broader sense. In the second half of the 1950s, Brazil was experiencing a
profound transformation. Social groups urged a redefinition of the traditional agrarian basis. A
vibrant debate on what national development meant and which policies the government should
follow was taking place among government employees, intellectuals and representatives of
business associations and labor unions. According to Ioris (2013, 2017), at that time there was no
consensus as to how to attain long-term economic growth though.251 By assessing the stance of
Brazilian officials in these negotiations, a substantial part of the ongoing debate prevailing in
official circles comes to light. These debates also illustrate the so-called “routine of dependence”
– cyclical interactions between IMF and borrowing countries officials that take place routinely. 252
As with Argentina, the signature of Brazil’s first standby agreement in 1958 intensified the
interactions between Brazilian and IMF officials to the point that in 1959 locals started playing a
double-game by siding with Fund officials in order to make effective IMF demands.
IMF-Brazilian negotiations of 1959 also reveal the roots of the so-called Independent
Foreign Policy (Política Externa Independente, PEI) of Presidents Jânio Quadros (Jan.-Aug.
1961) and João Goulart (1961-1964). The PEI is regarded as a significant shift in the course of
the Brazilian foreign policy. It contemplated two primal goals: to carve out an autonomous role in
foreign affairs, and to promote national economic development. For these purposes, the PEI
argued that Brazil could pursue economic relations with communist countries without suffering
ideological influences, while maintaining its historical links with the West. Understanding what
encouraged a globalist approach in Kubitschek’s foreign policy may shed light on the reasons as
to why his successors, Quadros and Goulart, sought to expand trade and renew diplomatic
relations with the Communist Bloc then.253 Moreover, since some scholars ascertain that the U.S.
government took a harsh stand towards Goulart by conditioning U.S. loans to an IMF agreement
because of the PEI, analyzing the PEI’s foundation may enlighten the economic and political
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difficulties in the late 1950s that contributed to the instabilities in the early 1960s which
ultimately led to the 1964 civil-military coup.254
This chapter has four subsections. Sections one analyzes U.S.-Brazilian and IMFBrazilian financial negotiations in the first half of 1959. Section two describes the breakdown in
negotiations between Rio de Janeiro and the Fund in June 1959. Section three observes the shortterm impacts of Kubitschek’s bold attitude to U.S.-Brazilian and IMF-Brazilian relations. The
last section closes the piece.

3.1 The quest for U.S. loans and a second IMF standby agreement
According to BNDE President Roberto Campos, when Finance Minister Lucas Lopes
arrived in Brazil back from his trip to the U.S. in December 1958, he faced significant difficulties
in convincing Kubitschek to approve a small exchange rate reform. The President feared the
political and social repercussions of abolishing subsidies for preferential imports, including oil
and oil derivatives, newsprint and wheat (CAMPOS, 2004, p. 357-358). However, without the
reform, the IMF was bound to disapprove Brazil’s performance under the 1958 standby
agreement during consultation due in April 1959. Besides, for Lopes and Campos, ongoing
reforms in Europe and Argentina justified an exchange rate reform in Brazil. 255 In the beginning
of 1959, European countries were adhering to article VIII of the IMF (it prohibited discriminatory
exchange rates arrangements) (EICHENGREEN, 2012, chap. 4). Moreover, the Argentinian
President Arturo Frondizi had just signed the country’s first IMF standby agreement. Unlike
Brazil, from the start, the Fund was satisfied with Frondizi’s efforts to fulfill stabilization targets,
including a reform to unify Argentina’s multiple exchange rates system (KEDAR, 2013, chap. 3).
In mid-January 1959, Lopes managed to approve his reform even though Kubitschek
accepted it hesitantly (CAMPOS, 2004, p. 357-358; RIBEIRO, 2002, p. 108). Exchange rates for
imports and exports rose substantially, affecting internal prices (table 3.1 below). According to
Campos, after this reform, Kubitschek became intransigent, not accepting further adjustments
into the exchange rate system – diminishing subsidies for imports of oil and oil derivatives, wheat
and newsprint could be critical as gas and bread composed a significant part of the population’s
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living expenses, and influential groups (such as the press) imported newsprint. 256 Moreover,
according to Lopes, Kubitschek was determined to control internal price increases, as he
perceived this as the major factor influencing the 1960 presidential elections.257 In this sense, still
according to Campos, the primal disadvantage of Lopes’ reform was that, while it still maintained
the differential between exchange rates for imports and exports, Kubitschek grew more adamant
than ever on exchange matters (CAMPOS, 2004, p. 357-358).

Table 3.1 Exchange rates from April 1958 to January 1959 (per 1 US$)
Adjustments in the exchange
system
Official
rates
Private
imports

Buying
Selling
General category
Special category

Consumption and
capital goods
considered essential
for economic
development and
Preferential national security
imports
Oil and oil
derivatives

Exports

Free
market
256

April 1958 (before
the first standby Adjustments January 1959 (after
agreement)
in 1958
Lopes’ reform)
Cr$ 18.36
Cr$ 18.82
Cr$170
Cr$ 380

Cr$ 18.36
Cr$ 18.82
Cr$219.65
Cr$363.89

Cr$ 51.32

Cr$ 80

Cr$100

Cr$ 53.82

Cr$ 80

Cr$100

Newsprint

Cr$ 22

Cr$ 22

Coffee
Cocoa and cocoa
products

Cr$ 50

Cr$ 54

Cr$ 37.05 and Cr$
64.39 (depending
on weight of the
publication)
Cr$60

Cr$ 43.06

Cr$ 43

Cr$70

All other products

Cr$ 67 to Cr$ 90
(symbolic
purchase system)

Cr$ 70 and
Cr$ 92 (two
categories)

Cr$100 (one
category)

Invisible and capital

Cr$ 120

Cr$145
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Since Brazilian foreign reserves would likely exhaust at the end of February 1959, Lopes
could not wait until the IMF consultation in April to obtain foreign loans. In mid-January, he
approached U.S. Embassy officials to say that Brazil acutely needed Eximbank loans. Without
U.S. credit, his small exchange reform of January 1959 could fail. Lopes promised to curtail
public expenditures and investments, and to ask Congress approval for increasing reserve
requirements of commercial banks.258 Embassy officials inferred that Washington would have to
“consider Brazilian appeals for economic assistance in the light of actions Brazil should take to
maintain a favorable private investment climate” in order to “keep our enemies from polluting the
reservoir of traditional Brazilian good will”. However, they were skeptical about Lopes’
stabilization promises despite his just recently approved exchange rate reform. For them,
although Lopes was credible, Kubitschek was a “weak” and “vacillating” President who was
unable to overcome political pressures, and who did not fully support his Finance Minister. On
top of this, they thought that Argentina’s “vigorous” actions on stabilization proved that when a
country facing the same constraints as Brazil really wished, it managed to put forward sound
economic measures. 259 Embassy officials then notified Lopes that the U.S. government was going
to wait for the IMF consultation in April since U.S. loans would probably be contingent to a new
standby agreement with the Fund. However, such was the foreign exchange restraint that Lopes
decided to ask for an IMF official to come to Brazil as soon as possible. 260
IMF Director Gesualdo Costanzo came at the end of January. 261 He was very strict with
Brazilian officials, especially in light of Argentina’s good stabilization performance. Rio de
258
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Janeiro would have to come up with a “very complete and well-integrated program for domestic
monetary stabilization”. In particular, all imports and exports (except for coffee, which could be
partly sold at Cr$ 60 per 1 US$) would have to pass to the free market (table 3.1). Moreover,
drawings would be phased-out (not automatic as in 1958), and conditioned to appropriate
stabilization performance. Lopes was confident about signing a second standby agreement with
the Fund. However, Costanzo and U.S. Embassy officials remained unfaithful to his stabilization
promises. In fact, Lopes himself recognized that Kubitschek “strongly opposed” a comprehensive
reform. According to him, former Finance Minister José Alkmim had convinced Kubitschek that
freeing the exchange rates would “provoke [a] revolution”. Lopes also acknowledged that, there
were “almost no Brazilians who would be favorable […] with the exception of a few
economists”. The Brazilian industrial community particularly opposed an exchange reform as it
would wipe out the protection of the national industry. Moreover, the population would infer that
the government was “delivering Brazil’s destiny to foreigners, i.e., [the so-called]
‘entreguismo’”. Lopes was certain that it would be “very hard” to convince Kubitschek on this
matter as he would “carry the onus of any criticism […] without having favorable results to
show”.262
In light of Costanzo’s strict position, State Department, Treasury and Eximbank officials
analyzed Lopes’ loan request made in January thoroughly. They inferred that Washington was in
a peculiar situation. Providing loans to Brazil would mitigate Kubitschek’s support for
stabilization policies. However, refusing credits would lower Lopes’ prestige to a level that he
would have to leave office without “deliver the goods”. Everyone concerned was “perturbed at
the lack of progress by the Brazilians” though. Director Harry Turkel and other officials of the
Office of Inter-American Regional Economic Affairs then suggested a solution that all those
involved embraced. Unless Washington wished to continue to provide loans to Rio de Janeiro
indefinitely, U.S. funds would have to be granted “pari passu with IMF’s contribution”. Like
other Latin American countries, Brazil should access credits in monthly installments following
the Fund’s assessment. They argued that Washington was not “being any tougher [with Brazil]
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[…] than we have been with others [Latin American countries]”.263 Assistant Secretary for
Economic Affairs Thomas Mann and other high-ranking officials agreed that the U.S.
government should take a “strong” stance in support of the IMF. 264
At the end of January, Secretary of State John Dulles instructed the U.S. Embassy to
notify Kubitschek that a new IMF agreement was mandatory for Rio de Janeiro to access U.S.
credit.265 By then, it had already passed a month since Fidel Castro marched into Havana on
January 1st alongside his guerillas. Although in early 1959 Castro’s intentions behind the Cuban
Revolution were still unclear for the U.S. (and maybe even for himself), there was a general
discontentment with political, economic and social conditions, and the population blamed the
U.S. for their infortunes.266 Despite the Revolution, U.S. economic interests continued to take
precedence over political concerns for Washington’s decision regarding financial assistance to
Rio de Janeiro. Director Maurice Bernbaum of the Office of South American Affairs
acknowledged that the political risks of taking this tough position were tremendous: there would
be offensive gestures from the Soviet Bloc. Moreover, Kubitschek could fall due to difficult
economic conditions, or he could veer towards an anti-U.S. approach, using Washington as a
scapegoat for Brazilian problems, and causing “severe damage” to U.S.-Brazilian relations. Even
so, Bernbaum sustained that the U.S. government would have to face these risks unless it wished
to continue to cover the Brazilian external deficit. Besides, the Uruguayan Ambassador, Julio
Lacarte, had adverted Bernbaum that Latin American leaders undergoing stabilization were
watching the U.S. response to Brazil closely. Being soft with Kubitschek could damage U.S.
bilateral relations with other Latin American countries. 267
The U.S. Embassy also foresaw great political risks. Kubitschek could “take his ‘case’ to
the Brazilian people, […] stirring up anti-U.S. feelings”, if compelled to undertake a stabilization
program as a precondition for “IMF-U.S. balance of payment aid”. However, Embassy officials
263
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did not consider that this was the case. Kubitschek needed financial assistance urgently and no
alternative sources, neither European nor Russian, were in sight. 268 In fact, in late 1958 Finance
Minister Lucas Lopes informed the Embassy that Kubitschek’s and Soviet’s “dreams” of
renewing trade relations had no substance at all: no “specific proposals in those directions have
ever been received and none are now under consideration in the Brazilian Government”.269
Moreover, for Embassy officials, there was “nothing in the personality of Kubitschek himself
which suggests that he would be willing to undertake a fight of this sort, with so little to gain and
so much to lose”. They also believed that an IMF program was economically and politically
feasible in Brazil. Economically, there was no “unfavorable or discriminatory” treatment in
comparison to other Latin American countries. Also, the announcement of the Monetary
Stabilization Plan (PEM) in 1958 had provided the framework through which the government
could “easily and clearly” stress that an IMF-based program was “exclusively in the interest of
Brazil […], without pressure from any foreign source”. Politically, the government had been
adjusting the exchange rates since 1958 without “significant political difficulty”. Along with the
State Department, the Embassy asserted that “piecemeal advances, totaling hundreds of millions
of dollars annually” did not solve Brazil’s basic economic problems. Hence, the IMF should not
surrender to such political threats. 270
After U.S. Ambassador Ellis Briggs (instructed by Dulles) informed Kubitschek of
Washington’s decision, he insisted on discussing directly with the Eximbank. Kubitschek
promised full support to Finance Minister Lucas Lopes and offered to undertake all steps
Argentina was implementing, except for reforming the country’s multiple exchange rates system
– such a line of action would increase prices nationwide, triggering social unrest and unforeseen
consequences. However, Briggs discouraged Kubitschek to approach the Eximbank. 271
Kubitschek’s position was not homogenous within his administration. In a separate meeting,
Lopes went behind the President’s back and played a double-game. He assured U.S. Embassy
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officials that “the U.S. Government was wise to insist that Brazil reach an agreement with the
IMF before approaching the Export-Import Bank”.272 Lopes’ statements illustrate that, in fact,
there was no consensus about which policies the country should implement to achieve long-term
economic growth at that time, as Ioris (2013, 2017) argues. It also elucidates what Kedar (2013)
terms as “routine of dependency” – routine and cyclical interactions between IMF and borrowing
countries officials that create an epistemic community, which ultimately encourage local officials
to promulgate the liberalization of national economies. As we shall see, Lopes’ attitude was not a
single occurrence among Brazilian officials.
In early February, Lopes announced to the press that negotiations with the Fund would
precede talks with Washington.273 IMF officials once again took a hard stance: they were going
to negotiate a new standby agreement with Rio de Janeiro only after the country showed a better
record of stabilization performance.274 U.S. officials also remained firm: an IMF agreement was a
prerequisite for U.S. loans. For Frank Southart, American Executive Director to the IMF, the
Fund Managing Director Per Jacobsson would naturally be “stiff” given that he was sensitive to
Brazil’s unsatisfactory stabilization performance. Southart remembered that Washington would
continue to face difficulties in dealing with the Brazilian economic plight “unless basic corrective
measures were taken now”.275 Eximbank President Samuel Waugh noted that the U.S. attitude
towards Brazil was “hardening very rapidly”, stressing that Kubitschek’s Pan-American
Operation (OPA) announced in mid-1958 – which called for greater U.S. economic assistance to
Latin America’s development – had done “nothing to soften” it. Waugh instructed Southart not to
get too involved in these negotiations so that to allow “the Fund to tell the Brazilians all of the
necessary unpleasant truths concerning what constitute effective programs”. 276 In mid-February,
the U.S. Embassy apprised Bank of Brazil Director Paulo Poock that no “softer” approach would
272
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be taken. Poock reiterated that Kubitschek feared a “military or civilian revolution” as
eliminating import subsidies would increase the cost of living. 277
An IMF mission was scheduled to come to Brazil at the end of March to assess its
accomplishments under the 1958 standby agreement as part of the consultation due in April 1959.
However, such was the hurry to obtain foreign loans that the Brazilian government decided to
send SUMOC Director Casimiro Ribeiro and Poock to Washington D.C. at the beginning of
March to approach the IMF for the third time in 1959. Finance Minister Lucas Lopes cautioned
U.S. Embassy officials about the “rigidity with which President Kubitschek would resist
insistence by the IMF upon a substantial modification of Brazil’s foreign exchange system”. He
had instructed Ribeiro and Poock to say that an exchange reform was politically unfeasible.
Ribeiro particularly feared the influence of Augusto Schmidt, one of Kubitschek’s closest
advisors, on the President. Schmidt openly opposed Lopes because he owned “a number of
businesses firms […] and has been angered by any suggestion of an anti-inflationary policy”.
Ribeiro supposed that Kubitschek “would reluctantly accept a substantial modification of the
system, as long as [it] would not call for a large immediate increase in the exchange rate
applicable to petroleum and wheat”. Regardless of Kubitschek’s position, Lopes had his
exchange reform proposal to present to the Fund.278
In early March, Poock and Ribeiro traveled to Washington D.C. to expound a revised
version of the Monetary Stabilization Plan (PEM) for 1959 to the IMF.279 Most of the budget and
credit ceilings were revised upward to allow a higher monetary expansion in order to avoid
unemployment and unfavorable social repercussions. Moreover, the government would not
comprise with further modifications in the exchange system in that year so that to stave off social
and political unrest. Poock and Ribeiro then showed Lopes’ exchange reform proposal to IMF
officials, underlying that Kubitschek had rejected it. The proposal foresaw most exports and
imports in the free market. Coffee exports would continue to commercialize at Cr$ 60 per 1 US$,
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and preferential imports of oil and oil derivatives, wheat and newsprint unify to Cr$ 100 per 1
US$. From July 1959 onward, preferential rates would rise gradually until full unification in
January 1960 (table 3.1).280
IMF staff officials Jorge Del Canto and Gesualdo Costanzo were particularly concerned
about the credit and exchange policies. Apparently, they eased after Ribeiro clarified that a higher
credit supply was necessary for financing coffee stocks that year. The Brazilian exchange policy
remained the most challenging matter.281 For them, failing to reform the multiple exchange rates
system meant “not only the retention of the existing unrealistic rate structure but also the prospect
that Brazil would continue to go from one exchange crisis to another”. They insisted that “the
longer it [exchange adjustments] were delayed, the larger the necessary adjustment would be and
the greater the political difficulties eventually to be overcome”. Poock and Ribeiro elucidated that
an exchange rate reform was necessary from a technical standpoint. However, Kubitschek was
“firmly opposed to the general level of domestic prices and from a political standpoint be so
unacceptable as to create the dangerous risks of social upheaval”. Hence, “in the view of the
Brazilian authorities these [political matters] were of overriding consideration”. 282 IMF officials
concluded that the PEM’s major weakness was that it “fails to deal with the country’s
fundamental balance of payments disequilibrium”. The year 1959 would be the third consecutive
of “serious” foreign exchange strain “with no end in sight”. The exchange system would continue
to penalize exports and to subsidize imports. The financing of deficits with medium-term external
loans was creating an “impossible” debt service schedule for the upcoming years. For Fund
official, only an exchange rate reform on Lopes’ terms would give some hope for the Brazilian
financial plight.283
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U.S. Embassy officials also remained stiff. The fact that American officials considered an
IMF-backed program economically and politically feasible in Brazil “opens the way, therefore,
for the stern exercise, and the stern exercise will soon begin, as it should”. Washington had
played “the first act of this little play” without “trepidation” by successfully requesting a Fund
agreement on the grounds that Latin American countries would access U.S. credit under such
terms. Hence, the U.S. should “let the IMF huff and puff, breath fire, utter dire threats, and
swashbuckler all through act one”. When the Fund was finally satisfied, then there was no need
to be “more catholic than the Pope” (stricter than the IMF). However, Washington had to be
careful not to see “the second act curtain falling on the corpse of Brazilian-American relations”
so that to avert a “nasty showdown in act two, with us on stage and [the] IMF in the wings”.
Although Brazilians were unlike to attack the U.S. since they were “good at avoiding
showdowns”, U.S. officials had to be prepared to recognize the “breaking point” after “got as
much as we can get”. The breaking point was “when the harming will have to stop. That is when
the art of the theatre will have to begin”. 284 Officials of the Office of South American Affairs of
the State Department concurred that “the best option would be to stay behind the IMF and get the
best terms Washington could so that to avoid a showdown” until reaching “the breaking point”.285
As soon as Ribeiro arrived in Brazil back from Washington D.C., he urged the SUMOC’s
Council to approve an exchange reform. The Brazilian Executive Director to the IMF, Octávio
Paranaguá, insisted for Ambassador Ernani Peixoto to persuade Kubitschek into eliminating
exchange restrictions. Paranaguá regretted that under “a brainless regime such as the existing in
the United States, no one in the administration that would want to or could take the responsibility
of lending more than two hundred million dollars to solve Brazil’s balance of payments problems
in 1959”. 286 Finance Minister Lucas Lopes was going to do everything in his power to convince
Kubitschek on this regard as well. Ribeiro and Poock even confided to the U.S. Embassy that
they hidden information on estimates of exchange earnings for 1959 from Kubitschek on purpose
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in order to prevent him from relieving credit control and incurring larger budgetary deficits
(Ribeiro and Pook played a double-game). 287
At the end of March, the IMF mission headed by Director Gesualdo Costanzo finally
came to Brazil to evaluate whether the country had fulfilled compromises outlined in the 1958
standby agreement. By then, Brazilian foreign reserves were critical. There were US$ 28 million
in dollar balances, small working balances in European currencies and US$ 120 million in gold
(imports totaled US$ 1,210 billion in 1959). Moreover, all credit lines with New York and
European banks were exhausted. On top of this, the Armed Forces kept warning the government
of the “serious social unrest” due to increases in the cost of living. 288 It soon became clear to
Costanzo that Kubitschek would neither reform the multiple exchange rates system nor comply
with the PEM’s fiscal and credit targets for 1959. Kubitschek claimed that he had a political
approach to economic problems. His government used administrative measures to contain
inflation, including by subsiding imports. In another meeting, Lopes lamented that former
Finance Minister José Alkmim and Deputy Horácio Lafer, who “strongly opposed” an exchange
reform, were the dominant forces in Kubitschek’s party, the Social Democratic Party (PSD).
According to him, under such circumstances, reforming the exchange rate system indeed was
politically unfeasible. Lopes confessed to IMF officials his intentions to resign if unable to
conclude a Fund agreement, even if Kubitschek fell due to the lack of foreign currencies. 289 Fund
officials reinforced before the SUMOC that the Brazilian government would have to unify the
multiple exchange rates, as well as to implement a policy of monetary containment in order to
sign a second standby agreement with the IMF in 1959.290
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Table 3.2 Disagreements regarding the Brazilian exchange policy during negotiations for a
second IMF standby agreement in 1959
Lopes' exchange reform proposal
presented to the IMF in early
March

Kubitschek’s position
expressed to the IMF
mission at the end of March

Demands presented
by the IMF mission

Most exports and imports to the free
market. Coffee exports continue at
Cr$60 per 1 US$. Preferential imports
of oil and oil derivatives, wheat and The exchange system remains Brazil should unify
newsprint unify to Cr$ 100 per 1 US$. unchanged (table 3.1)
the exchange rates
Exchange rates for preferential imports
raise gradually until full unification in
1960
Source: Embdes 985, Amembassy to State Department, “Prospective Brazilian Request for Balance of Payments
Assistance”, Mar. 2, 1959, NARA, RG 84, RFSP, CGR 1941-1963, Box 128, Folder 501 Financial Matters. General
January-June 1959; Working Party on Brazil to The Acting Managing Director, “Brazil – Financial Policies for
1959”, Mar. 12, 1959, IMF, WHDR, WHDOIR, WHDAI Country Files, Box 32, File 2.

While in Rio de Janeiro, IMF Director Gesualdo Costanzo also met U.S. Embassy
officials. Costanzo assured them that, in discussions with Brazilians, he had stressed that the
Eximbank would not negotiate a loan before Brazil came to terms with the Fund. Moreover, he
had made it clear that an “exchange reform would be an indispensable prerequisite” for financial
negotiations. 291 Despite his efforts, in Costanzo’s view, Kubitschek “will be prepared to enact the
necessary exchange reform only when the alternative to doing so becomes even more
unpalatable”. The President had an “obviously political” orientation, showing no awareness of
the need for reforming the multiple exchange rates system, and Lopes had little support in and out
of the government. Also, Kubitschek kept upset with Lopes’ frankness with the IMF, wishing
that he had more of negotiating tactics of the former Finance Minister José Alkmim (who
negotiated the 1958 standby agreement with the IMF). Costanzo was certain that only an
exchange crisis that obliged Kubitschek to reduce imports sharply would convince him to enact
the reform. Hence, the IMF staff would recommend that the Executive Board disapprove the
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request for a new standby agreement. 292 Costanzo hoped that Washington, accordingly, would not
lend assistance to Brazil. 293
Aware of IMF recommendations, Kubitschek insisted for U.S. Embassy officials to
understand the country’s political problems. 294 Finance Minister Lucas Lopes and Bank of Brazil
Director Paulo Poock, on the other hand, continued to play a double-game. They ensured
Embassy officials that Washington was right in conditioning new loans to Brazil to a Fund
agreement.295 The climate in the presidential Catete Palace seemed tumultuous due to the impasse
with the IMF. According to SUMOC Director Casimiro Ribeiro, Kubitschek was extremely
impatient, continually seeking a solution for the financial plight. There was always someone
suggesting a remedy, and the President’s financial advisors spent long hours clarifying why such
ideas were not appropriate for solving economic problems. For Ribeiro, discussions were
becoming “so crazy, that I sometimes feel as though I am looking at a Salvador Dali painting”. In
the meantime, Kubitschek kept urging Brazilian officials to persuade U.S. officials into assisting
Brazil. 296 However, his pleas did not soften them. In early April, Christian Herter, who had
replaced John Dulles as Secretary of State, instructed the U.S. Embassy to convince Kubitschek
of the need for a “suitable IMF program” to deal with financial problems. Along with IMF
Director Costanzo, Herter believed that a period of stalemate while Brazilian foreign reserves
decline was the sole effective manner of persuading Kubitschek of the necessity for belttightening and convincing him of the firmness of the U.S. and IMF positions.297
While IMF-Brazilian negotiations were on deadlock, in early April, Brazilian
Ambassador Ernani Peixoto and IMF Executive Director Octávio Paranaguá requested to the
State Department an Eximbank credit to alleviate the Brazilian exchange crisis. They explained
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that the Kubitschek administration wished to postpone negotiations with the Fund until
September, when the country’s quota share in the IMF would increase from US$ 150 to US$ 280
million (a larger quota would enable larger withdrawals). Until then, U.S. assistance would be
utterly necessary as discussions with international financial organizations, particularly the IMF,
were not in sight. Peixoto and Paranaguá affirmed that economic difficulties were temporary, not
structural as the IMF insisted. It derived from low coffee prices in the world market and the
burden of foreign debts from previous years. Moreover, contrary to what IMF officials thought,
the Brazilian government’s budget and credit policies were in line with the 1958 standby
agreement. The government also intended to unify all multiple exchange rates except for coffee
rates. However, depreciating preferential import rates altogether as the IMF demanded was
unwise. Lopes’ small exchange rate reform of January 1959 had caused wide repercussion in the
economy. Further adjustments could culminate in unpredictable social and political
consequences. Besides, the differential between exchange rates for imports and exports yielded
important resources that safeguarded the implementation of stabilization policies. For instance,
exchange profits financed coffee stocks without the need of issuing fiat paper money. 298
After hearing Brazilian officials’ financial pleas, officials of the Bureau of Inter-American
Affairs of the State Department and others concerned reached a consensus. They “strongly”
believed that Rio de Janeiro would have to work out a “thorough stabilization program” with the
IMF. Economic matters continued to override. Expansionary budget and credit policies were the
real causes of internal price increases, not exchange unification, as Kubitschek persisted.
Postponing the implementation of anti-inflation policies would prolong deficits. In particular, an
“extensive exchange reform” to “increase foreign exchange earnings by promoting exports” was
“clearly necessary”. The IMF had suggested such a course of action, with which the Finance
Minister Lucas Lopes agreed. Hence, Brazil would have to undergo belt-tightening sooner better
than later, even though Kubitschek would “apply all pressures […] to get the United States to
depart from this position”.299 Eximbank President Samuel Waugh and other high-ranking
officials of the Bank were firmer than ever: the Brazilian government should declare a default on
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debt service in the absence of an IMF agreement. For them, any sign of weakness from
Washington could undercut the U.S. stand with other Latin American countries which were
following IMF-based programs. 300 Assistant Secretary Roy Rubottom then conveyed to
Brazilians that U.S. agencies had “a strong feeling” about an IMF agreement being “an essential
prerequisite to discussions looking to financial assistance from this Government”.301
In mid-April, Kubitschek sent Teodoro Quartim Barbosa, Director-Superintendent of the
São Paulo Commercial and Industrial Bank (Banco do Comércio e Indústria de São Paulo), to
assist Ambassador Ernani Peixoto in financial negotiations. 302 Barbosa would try to obtain loans
from U.S. commercial banks against Brazilian coffee stocks.303 For U.S. Ambassador Ellis
Briggs, this was an “end run” effort to obtain U.S. assistance without approving an exchange
reform. 304 Lopes was certain that Quartim’s mission meant that Kubitschek found him and other
officials, such as BNDE President Roberto Campos, “poor bargainers” because they concurred
with U.S. and IMF views.305 SUMOC Director Garrido Torres also believed that, because
Kubitschek did not understand Brazilian economic problems, he nurtured resentments against
Lopes, Campos, and economists working with them as they consented with IMF views. For this
reason, their position within the Kubitschek administration was critical. 306
According to the Brazilian official João Pinheiro, there was a massive public campaign in
place to expel Lopes and Campos. Business and industrial sectors were “playing a leading role”
in it, having Kubitschek’s assessor, Augusto Schmidt, as a prominent leader. These groups were
determined to replace Lopes and Campos “with people of their own choice” since stabilization
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policies were “inimical to their business interests”. Moreover, the Brazilian people saw the IMF
as a “creature of the United States Government” and blamed it for pushing “unwise” measures.307
The national press also reported what appeared to be the prevailing idea of economic sectors that
Brazil should “abandon” the IMF. 308 Journalist Tad Szulc of the New York Times had learned
from Kubitschek’s press secretary and, later, informed U.S. officials that the President intended
to replace Lopes “by someone like ex-[Finance] Ministers [José] Alkmim or [deputy Horácio]
Lafer” if no foreign loans were forthcoming. Kubitschek would not “commit political suicide” by
enacting an exchange rate reform since he had already run “tremendous political risks” in
resisting pressures from financial, business and labor groups for a loose credit policy. In the
absence of U.S. loans, he “would still not be beaten: he would carry his case to Brazilian public
opinion in a press, radio and TV conference”. 309 Lopes acknowledged that this great political
resistance would heighten at the announcement, in June, of an austere coffee financing policy for
the 1959-1960 harvest.310 Despite rising political opposition, Pinheiro, playing a double-game,
assured that U.S. officials should not approve funds before an IMF agreement. 311
In late April, Brazilian officials learned that Teodoro Barbosa’s mission to the U.S. had
failed. New York bankers gave up on conceding credits to Brazil after IMF officials said that it
would jeopardize financial negotiations. 312 Upon Kubitschek’s orders, Lopes began elaborating a
new exchange rate reform proposal that got as close as possible to IMF requirements. However,
financial negotiations would not be easy. Kubitschek was “vehemently determined to refuse to
take certain exchange reform measures which he considers would cause political chaos”.
Edmundo Barbosa da Silva of the Ministry of Foreign Relations cautioned the U.S. Embassy that
the President “under no circumstances bow under pressure, but would choose another course and
would only go down fighting”. Kubitschek reserved himself the right to decide whether
prescribed policies were politically feasible in Brazil regardless of their acceptability by other
307
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countries. 313 At that time, European countries were eliminating their exchange restrictions, and
Latin American countries, such as Argentina, were implementing IMF-based programs.
In mid-May, Assistant Secretary for Economic Affairs Thomas Mann visited Brazil.
Kubitschek tried to persuade him into assisting his government. He alerted that a “revolution or
civil war might well ensue” without U.S. financial assistance. The increase in internal prices due
to adjustments in the exchange system in January 1959 had already caused social tension. A
comprehensive exchange reform could lead to uncontrollable social and political upheaval. A
truck strike demanding lower oil and oil derivatives import rates would be the first consequence.
Nationalists (stimulated by communists) were using inflation to attack the U.S. government and
his administration. Failure to assist Brazil would further strengthen nationalists. Kubitschek
insisted that Mann guide U.S. assistance without strict policies that could lead to social turmoil
and deteriorate U.S.-Brazilian relations. Despite his efforts, Mann’s response remained the same.
Washington could not assist Brazil as easily as any other country. The whole world wanted loans.
Giving Rio de Janeiro a special treatment would trigger an avalanche of loan requests. Besides,
an essential part of the U.S. policy was to assist IMF experts in promoting economic stability
worldwide.314
After Mann’s visit, for the first time in 1959, political matters came into the scene for the
analysis of financial assistance to Brazil. U.S. officials reported to President Eisenhower the
critical state of U.S.-Brazilian relations. Nationalists (guided by communists) were pressuring for
a more restrictive approach to foreign private capital, demanding a more “independent foreign
policy, renewed contacts with the Soviets and departure from Brazil’s traditional reliance upon
and close collaboration with the U.S.”. These matters would come about during the presidential
elections of 1960.315 Officials of the Bureau of Inter-American Affairs of the State Department
inferred that U.S. assistance to Brazil at that point was only justifiable on political grounds.
Economically, Kubitschek’s argument that exchange adjustments would raise the cost of living
was not valid – expansionary credit and budget policies were the real causes of inflation.
313
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Surrendering to his request meant either accepting claims that further prices increase would lead
to his overthrow, or that he would react with “extreme violence if pressed too hard is too great,
and the possible consequences too severe, too risk”. Washington also had to analyze what would
be the consequences of a softer approach to Kubitschek for U.S. relations with his political
successor and for bilateral relations with Latin American countries undergoing stabilization.316
State Department officials then decided “not [to] intervene [in order] to attempt to influence the
Fund in its decision, at least until we believe that a definite impasse has been reached”. Latin
American countries had to deem the IMF an “independent, objective, expert international
organization” that acted regardless of U.S. political influences. 317
The Brazilian government’s “new and major” exchange reform proposal was ready for
submission to the IMF in mid-May. Kubitschek had agreed with it despite fearing political and
social repercussions.318 Apparently, he did not listen to his financial advisors anymore, who
insisted that long-term benefits would outweigh short-term price increases resulting from an
exchange reform. Kubitschek hoped that the U.S. and the Fund would not be strict as overcoming
the hurdle of approving a thorough exchange reform was impossible for him. BNDE President
Roberto Campos and Brazilian Ambassador Ernani Peixoto urged U.S. Embassy officials to ask
for the IMF to be more reasonable this time. However, U.S. officials regretted that proposals
were “intentions” rather than “commitments”, inferring that Fund Executive Directors were likely
to refuse the Brazilian program.319
SUMOC Director Casimiro Ribeiro and Bank of Brazil Director Paulo Poock presented
the Brazilian proposal to the IMF at the end of May 1959. According to Ribeiro, Finance
Minister Lucas Lopes insisted for them to reach an agreement with the Fund at all costs. His
financial team was “the last stronghold of rationality” within the Brazilian government, and this
exchange reform proposal was the furthest he could go with Kubitschek. Lopes was distraught
because Kubitschek wanted to use the Fund as a “scapegoat, from the political standpoint”.320
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The Brazilian program foresaw a policy of monetary containment: cuts in public expenditures,
higher fares of federal-owned enterprises, ceilings upon the Bank of Brazil’s credit operations
with the private and public sectors, and an austere coffee financing policy. In the exchange field,
all imports and exports would pass to the free market, except for coffee and cocoa and cocoa
derivatives. However, exchange rates of preferential imports would rise gradually during a
transitional period. Until 1961 (the end of Kubitschek’s term), imports of oil and oil derivatives,
wheat, newsprint, Petrobrás’ and government’s imports would receive subsidies. For the time
being, preferential exchange rates would remain at US$ 100 per 1 US$ - except for oil and oil
derivatives (these rates would immediately rise to US$ 130 per 1 US$). In addition, the general
category of the auction market would be extinct whereas the special category would remain (table
3.1).321
IMF staff officials delivered their conclusions about the Brazilian program proposal on
June 1, 1959. At that time, Ribeiro and Poock were in a problematic situation. On the day before,
Lopes had suffered a heart attack and was incommunicable; whereas Kubitschek wanted to fight
(LOPES, 1991, p. 253).322 The Fund concluded that Brazil was undergoing a severe crisis with
social, political and economic consequences due to rising internal prices and persistent external
deficits. Rio de Janeiro’s ability to correct this situation was crucial to avoiding economic
retrogression and securing long-term development. To establish “a sound and enduring process of
economic development”, the Brazilian government would have to reform the multiple exchange
rates system in order to end its artificiality (it discouraged exports and encouraged imports). Fund
officials considered that the Brazilian program proposal corresponded relatively well on internal
financial targets. However, the exchange rate reform proposal fell short from expectations.
Preferential imports and the special category of the auction market (not only the general) would
have to end immediately. 323
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Table 3.3 Brazil’s exchange reform proposal of May 1959 and the IMF position
Brazilian proposal

IMF position

All imports and exports to the free market
Coffee and cocoa and cocoa derivatives would
continue with fixed rates
Preferential imports and the
The exchange rates of preferential imports would special category of the auction
market should end immediately
rise gradually until 1961
The general category of the auction market would
extinct; the special, remain
Source: Staff members of working party on Brazil to Managing Director, “Brazilian Government Program”, Jun. 1,
1959, IMF, Central Files, Country Files, Brazil, Box 6, Folder C/Brazil/420 Stabilization Program 1958-1960;
“Outline of Brazilian Government Program”, Jun. 1, 1959, IMF, Central Files, Country Files, Brazil, Box 5, Folder
C/Brazil/420 Exchange Controls and Restrictions 1956-1959.

U.S. Embassy officials expected a “strong emotional reaction” from Kubitschek, urging
the State Department to obtain the “fullest possible information [on] this matter [the] soonest”.
Otherwise, Washington would be “seriously handicapped in dealing with a politico-economic
situation which lies at [the] very heart of Brazilian-U.S. relations”.324 State Department officials
promptly initiated discussions about financial assistance to Brazil. Economic interests continued
to be pivotal for their decision. If Kubitschek chose not to resume negotiations with the Fund, the
Eximbank could phase-out its loans. However, the Eximbank was “extremely reluctant” to assist
the Brazilian government without an IMF agreement and would possibly try to force it to default.
Although a default could make Brazilians realize the severity of their economic situation, this
was a “pretty strong medicine” politically and could damage the confidence of investors.
Therefore, Washington should condition assistance to an IMF agreement to set the Fund in
between Brazil and the U.S. in policing stabilization performance. 325 State Department officials
remembered that the IMF had an “extremely useful function of prescribing sometimes painful,
but desirable, remedies in connection with balance of payments problems when we [U.S.] would
not feel free to do so”. It was “much more difficult politically for one government to prescribe to
another one what it should do in the delicate area of financial policy than it is for an international
agency of recognized competence in the field”. Not requesting a Fund agreement to Rio de
324
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Janeiro “would invite invidious comparisons from other countries which we have held to this
requirement and would also court pressures from still others for like easier treatment”. 326
The American Executive Director to the IMF, Frank Southard, officials from the State and
Treasury Departments, and the Eximbank soon reached a consensus that the Kubitschek
administration would have to resume negotiations with the Fund. Washington would be in a weak
position to enforce policies without IMF pressures. Hence, the U.S. government should maintain
the “status quo temporarily, i.e., until 1961, at a price which we can afford to pay and in ways
that will neither undermine stabilization efforts on which we are embarked in other countries nor
open the door to unbridled demands from other countries”. A minimum program to reschedule
foreign payments would be the single concession to Brazil. 327 The State Department then
informed these conclusions to the U.S. Embassy. 328 U.S. officials’ decision to maintain a tough
stance on Rio de Janeiro suggests that Brazil mattered less than other countries.

3.2 The breakdown in negotiations
On June 2, Director Paulo Poock of the Bank of Brazil informed Kubitschek that on the
day before the IMF had disapproved the Brazilian program proposal.329 BNDE President Roberto
Campos insisted for Kubitschek to depreciate the exchange rates – the Fund condemned the
continuance of certain exchange restrictions under the proposed program. However, according to
Campos, the President was extremely irritated, constantly mumbling the words “I cannot stand
these people anymore”. Kubitschek, says Campos, also met BNDE Director Celso Furtado, who
spoke about the Fund’s preponderance and interference in domestic affairs, urging Brazil to
reaffirm its sovereignty (CAMPOS, 2004, p. 359-360). Kubitschek gathered with bankers,
economists, Congress members, and diplomats to acknowledge their opinion as well. On June 3,
he instructed SUMOC Director Casimiro Ribeiro and Poock (the Brazilian negotiators to the
IMF) “to discontinue further conversations [with the Fund] and return to Rio”. 330 A few days
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later, Kubitschek held an official meeting (for which Campos was not invited) with Furtado,
Ribeiro, his advisor Augusto Schmidt, and other officials to discuss future steps regarding the
IMF. Both Ribeiro and Furtado felt that Kubitschek was going to sever relations with the Fund
regardless of issues brought up during discussions. Ribeiro sustained that there had been
technical disagreements and supported that disrupting relations with the IMF would preclude
attempts to obtain U.S. loans. According to Ribeiro, all presents urged Kubitschek to publicly
break up with the IMF so that to stave off its interference in Latin American affairs. 331
Kubitschek officially announced his decision during a lunch with Brazilian Senators at the
Laranjeiras Palace on June 9. Following the suggestions of Brazilian officials, he reaffirmed
Brazil’s sovereignty, claiming that the Fund had demanded policies upon which only the country
could decide. 332 Kubitschek elucidated that disagreements rested on technical grounds. Brazil
could not bear further increases in the cost of living as a result of depreciated exchange rates.
Moreover, given the difficulties with the Fund, the Brazilian international political economy
would change substantially. Economic and financial matters would be transferred from technical
to political grounds. Rio de Janeiro would negotiate financial aid directly with the U.S.
government, and Brazilian officials hinted that they would seek USSR trade.333 A few days later,
the U.S. intelligence found out through the Brazilian Chamber of Commerce that the Soviet trade
delegation in London had offered to purchase Brazilian coffee worth US$ 100 million. U.S.
officials considered that this offer was “probably designed to exploit the Brazilian international
financial crisis” as such amount of coffee was over the Soviet rate of consumption. 334
Recent studies show that the USSR had been attempting to reestablish trade and
diplomatic relations with Brazil throughout Kubitschek’s presidential term. According to
Caterina (2018), until June 1959, Kubitschek had been cautioning not to approach the USSR
mostly for two main reasons: the internal resistance coming from conservative forces (mainly
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high-raking military officials and the Catholic Church) that opposed resumption of relations with
the Soviet Bloc, and because the President had been nurturing hopes for a greater U.S. economic
cooperation through the Pan-American Operation (which asked for U.S. participation in Latin
American development).335 Evidence gathered here then suggests that only after the impasse with
the IMF, the Kubitschek administration indicated intentions to pursue a trade agreement with
Moscow. Washington’s resistance to assist Brazil and the IMF intransigence regarding exchange
matters apparently were catalysts for this decision.
On June 12, Deputy Horácio Lafer read an official note to Congress on Kubitschek’s
behalf. He reiterated that the IMF had suggested measures that would impact the cost of living
negatively. There would be a social catastrophe if transportation and bread prices increased.
Moreover, a policy of credit squeeze would depress national production. These measures did not
suit the Brazilian context. Lafer declared that Kubitschek would bear the financial burden as long
as financial negotiations did not infringe the mutual respect shared between Brazil and the
IMF.336 Deputies declared war against the U.S. under claims that the Fund was a U.S. creature
whose purpose was to impair the Brazilian economic development. The Majority leader,
Armando Falcão, read a letter signed by most deputies expressing their support for Kubitschek,
who had acted in the interest of the nation. Opposition in Congress was minimal. 337 After Lafer’s
announcement, IMF officials came public to argue they had not tried to influence the course of
the national economy. Their sole task had been to assist Brazil in attaining monetary stability. 338
Kubitschek officially communicated the U.S. Embassy that “the Brazilian mission to [the]
IMF will be ended” given its persistence on an exchange rate reform deemed politically
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impossible. He also mentioned that people in Brazil equated the Fund with the U.S.339 Given that
Kubitschek had set up a Technical Committee to discuss IMF requirements, the Embassy was
faithful that that he had not closed all doors to the Fund though. According to BNDE President
Roberto Campos, the President, in fact, seemed calmer and open to alternatives even though he
was more adamant than ever on exchange policies.340 Assistant Secretary Roy Rubottom, on the
other hand, was astonished to learn that Kubitschek had publicized IMF matters. He expected
Brazil to discuss with the U.S. quietly and emphasized to Brazilian officials the necessity of
distinguishing the IMF from the U.S. Moreover, following the decision that U.S. officials had
reached in early June (at the time when the Fund refused the Brazilian program proposal),
Robottom insisted that the Eximbank would only discuss financial issues with Brazil alongside
the Fund.341 U.S. Embassy officials publicly reiterated that financial assistance would not be
granted: Washington would only assist in negotiations to refinance Brazil’s foreign
commitments.342
As U.S. Embassy officials thought, by mid-June, Kubitschek indeed seemed more prone
to resume negotiations with the IMF. He promised to the Embassy that he would do whatever
possible to work out a solution for the impasse with the Fund within his limits of
accommodation. 343 The national press also publicized that the banker Whalter Moreira Salles,
who was going to replace Ernani Peixoto as Brazilian Ambassador to the U.S., was going to head
a mission to recommence discussions with the Fund and to get in good terms with Washington.344
Salles also appeared prone to get this matter over with. He cautioned U.S. Embassy officials that
the remaining of the Kubitschek administration was critical to U.S.-Brazilian relations: the
possibility of Kubitschek moving closer to communism was a distinct threat. In Salles’ views
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reaching an agreement with the Fund was the ultimate solution for Brazilian problem. 345 In fact,
Kubitschek did not “disrupt relations” with the IMF as most authors assume given that he
intended to resume negotiations promptly after the breakup. 346 The act was a symbolic breakup,
even though he, indeed, broke down negotiations. It seems that Kubitschek turned technical
disagreements with the Fund into a political act, as some authors sustain.347 According to Maran
(1992), he aimed at conquering support to run for a second mandate in the 1965 presidential
elections – at that time reelection was prohibited under the 1946 Constitution. The symbolism of
his attitude is even more evident as he made a public discourse about the breakup that rose
nationwide appeal after manifesting his wishes to resume negotiations with the IMF to U.S.
officials.
On June 17, Kubitschek addressed, at the presidential Catete Palace, industrialists,
students, Congress members, Luís Carlos Prestes, leader of the Brazilian Communist Party
(Partido Comunista Brasileiro, PCB), and two thousand protesters holding signs in favor of trade
and diplomatic relations with the USSR and China. During the speech, he did not mention
intentions to reopen discussions with the Fund and placed disagreements on technical grounds.
Also, he sustained that Brazil could not remain a commodity export country vulnerable to foreign
importers and called Latin American countries to fight for freedom. Kubitschek closed his speech
stating that Brazil’s “friends are those who comprehend that here, for us, to do the housekeeping
is to enhance our richness, is to grow our economic power”.348 The leftist press, City Council
members, and labor leaders congratulated him. The Majority leader in Congress declared the
support of 171 deputies. 349 Thousands of letters to Kubitschek arrived on a daily basis. Mayors of
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many cities, workers, public employees, artists and other groups praised his patriotic,
nationalistic and brave act.350 Finance Minister Lucas Lopes, BNDE President Roberto Campos,
and other Brazilian officials, on the other hand, condemned his gesture. For them, Kubitschek
envisaged political gains (CAMPOS, 2004, p. 362; LOPES, 1991, p. 251-252).351
State Department officials remained firm regardless of Kubitschek’s speech: Washington
would not alter its foreign financial assistance policy toward Brazil. To minimize repercussions
of this stringent position, the U.S. would assist the country in negotiations to reschedule its debt
service.352 According to Rabe (1988), the deterioration of U.S.-Cuban relations throughout 1959,
which followed the Cuban Revolution of January, encouraged U.S. officials to pay closer
attention to Latin American financial needs (particularly because the Revolution stirred up Latin
American people, who urged for economic development and social justice). However, despite
increasing Cold War tensions in the hemisphere, the U.S. government remained stiff, not
assisting the Brazilian government.

3.3 The aftermath
Kubitschek’s act echoed throughout Latin America. The New York Times reported that “a
rebellion” against the IMF was shaping up. Matters involved went “to the heart of the
relationship between economic crisis and political instability in the hemisphere”. Washington
was to blame for “intervening in the internal affairs of Latin American countries” by “demanding
adherence to IMF demands”.353 The Brazilian press claimed that Latin American countries were
not satisfied with IMF operations. Peru had temporarily suspended negations to withdraw from
the Fund. The Chilean press asserted that Latin American leftist political forces were pleased
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with the breakup. The “Movement pro-Argentinian Oil” praised Kubitschek’s act.354 Since antiU.S. forces in Argentina were urging the Brazilian President to continue the rebellion against
elements infringing the Latin American sovereignty, the U.S. Embassy in Buenos Aires asked the
U.S. Embassy in Rio de Janeiro how it could show that Brazil was like an ill patient who consults
the doctor and then refuses to take the prescribed medicine on the basis that the latter was
trespassing his/her private life.355 The Embassy in Colombia cautioned the State Department that
the “consequences for [an] excellent recovery program to date” could be severe if the U.S.
appeared to be yielding to Brazilian demands, particularly since excessive political pressures
continued to menace stabilization in that country. 356 IMF officials persisted that the Fund was an
international organization, not a U.S. agency. 357 However, in fact, Washington used the IMF as
its mantle of multilateral anonymity to put forward its foreign economic policy agenda.
Former Secretary of State John Dulles described the Latin American picture as “boiling in
many places” to the National Security Council. He found the significance of “Kubitschek’s
breach” with the IMF remarkable for this process. The Argentinian President, Arturo Frondizi,
was facing fierce communist opposition and could fall because he was fighting inflation.
Nevertheless, Dulles persisted that Washington should not change its foreign financial assistance
policy toward Brazil. If the U.S. loaned money without an IMF agreement, “the result could be
very serious in its long-range consequences for U.S. policy throughout Latin America”. 358 In late
June, upon the request of U.S. Senator William Fulbright, the State Department released a report
about Brazil’s financial plight, outlining its recurrent attempts and failures to curb inflation in the
postwar period. Fulbright stressed that Brazil had failed more than any country in fulfilling its
promises before the Fund. Along with Dulles, he sustained that the U.S. should not lend
assistance without an IMF-based program that foresaw exchange policies. Moreover, Assistant
Secretary Roy Rubottom declared that IMF-Brazilian negotiations were a major problem for
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Washington.359 In fact, Kubitschek’s resistance to adhere to IMF demands could put a U.S.
regional interest at risk. As the breakup reverberated throughout Latin America, it could preclude
ongoing stabilization programs in the region.
U.S. Embassy officials feared that Kubitschek “will consider it [the State Department’s
report] a direct slap at him”. 360 Rubottom’s and Fulbright’s statements could trigger “a final straw
driving Kubitschek to open conflict with [the] U.S. Govt”, thus inflaming public opinion and
aggravating anti-U.S. emotions. 361 Such claims, indeed, brought anger to Kubitschek and
elements around him, including communists. 362 The Embassy was trying to alleviate these
effects.363 The new U.S. Ambassador to Brazil, John Moors Cabot, was attempting to redress the
U.S. image in Brazil given the growing anti-U.S. sentiment and opposition to U.S. private capital
after the break down in IMF-Brazilian negotiations.364 However, Kubitschek continued to rage.
He declared to U.S. Embassy officials that he would place his financial needs and economic
problems on political grounds to make “the United States willing or unwilling to extend financial
aid without politically onerous conditions”. 365 Augusto Marzagão, Private Secretary to the
presidential candidate Jânio Quadros, was afraid that the IMF situation could lead Kubitschek to
an extreme move. He could leave the presidency to Vice-President João Goulart, which could
lead to a military coup. According to Marzagão, Kubitschek intended to pull Brazil out of the
Fund and to assemble a Latin American front against it.366 Cabot cautioned the State Department
that the ensuing weeks would bring “increasingly difficult and delicate problems in our relations
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with Brazil”.367 A few days later, the national press announced that Kubitschek already had a plan
to guide a trade mission to Moscow.368
Officials of the Office of South American Affairs acknowledged to U.S. agencies that
“attempts to approach the problem with the Brazilians on an economic basis have failed”. Now,
“little” was the chance that IMF-Brazilian negotiations would resume. Kubitschek would most
likely influence the choice of his successor in the 1960 presidential elections and “be willing to
destroy the climate of Brazil-United States relations in order either to force credits from us or to
shift the blame for Brazil’s economic difficulties to this country”. Between providing or refusing
loans, U.S. officials suggested a third course of action that included insistence for an IMF
agreement.369
Proving loans with no strings attached would deepen Brazil’s fiscal burden. The next
president would inherit the economic crisis, thus worsening and perpetuating U.S.-Brazilian
resentments and diminishing the chances of policy change. Moreover, surrendering to
Kubitschek’s “pistol-to-our-head tactics” would result in “extremely serious” consequences to
U.S. relations with Latin American countries undergoing stabilization. On the other hand, if the
U.S. refused loans, Kubitschek would use the IMF as a scapegoat for economic problems. This
attitude would exacerbate anti-U.S. sentiments, encouraging Brazil to approach the Soviets and to
assume a neutralist position in foreign affairs. Both options were harmful to U.S. long-term
interests. Kubitschek’s prestige (he had nationwide support for the breakup) could not control the
1960 elections so that the next president would not follow an anti-U.S. path. Hence, U.S. officials
suggested that Washington kept insisting on an IMF agreement.370 In recognition of the “delicate
political overtones to financial problems facing Brazil at this time”, the Secretary of State
Christian Herter decided to make the first (small) concession to Brazil based on political matters.
Aside from rescheduling the Brazilian debt service, the Eximbank would assist in negotiations to
refinance debts with other creditors, such as European and New York bankers. 371 Even so, U.S.
direct financial assistance would not be forthcoming.
367
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On June 30, the Brazilian Foreign Minister Francisco Negrão de Lima informed Herter
that the newly-nominated Ambassador Whalter Salles would finally open discussions with the
U.S. to find a solution for problems with the IMF. Lima asked for his close attention as IMF
matters reached U.S.-Brazilian relations. Herter replied that U.S. officials would follow these
issues with great interest.372 Kubitschek also promised U.S. officials to seek a public occasion to
dispel the anti-U.S. trend in Brazil and assured that Salles would come to terms with the Fund (in
fact, Kubitschek did not “break up relations” with the IMF).373 However, U.S.-Brazilian
discussions would not be easy. Expansionary monetary policies (Kubitschek had abandoned the
Monetary Stabilization Plan – former President of the Bank of Brazil, Sebastião Almeida had
replaced Lucas Lopes in the Ministry of Finance) were deepening the financial burden. 374 For
U.S. Embassy officials, a more loosen credit policy and higher compensations for the financing
coffee of stocks were “striking evidence” that Kubitschek wanted to maintain the political
support of business and major agricultural groups (mainly coffee growers). 375 On top of this, the
Brazilian government was facing severe difficulties to finance deficits with no foreseeable
creditors to provide long-term low-interest loans. 376
Salles urged U.S. officials to support negotiations for obtaining US$ 50 million with the
Federal Reserve Bank of New York. Rio de Janeiro would only be able to finance its deficits with
short-term loans and gold as collateral. 377 Initially, State Department officials decided not to
“take responsibility for Brazilian efforts [to] meet financing problems apart from rescheduling
debts”.378 Salles insisted for them to reconsider this decision, otherwise the public perception of
372
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Washington’s willingness to assist Brazil would shift negatively. Moreover, Kubitschek would
certainly be able to resume negotiations with the Fund if there was “cooling off period” in U.S.Brazilian relations, during which this credit would ease the financial strain. 379 Salles’ remarks
encouraged State Department officials to make a second (small) concession to Rio de Janeiro
based on political matters. They asked the Federal Reserve Bank to approve Salles’ loan request,
hoping to “improve climate for such [balance of payments loans] discussions and support our
political objectives of maintaining close and friendly relations with Brazil”. 380 The Bank,
accordingly, opened a line of credit against Brazilian gold. 381
At that time (early July), State Department officials were analyzing whether to continue to
condition U.S. loans to an IMF agreement since the Kubitschek administration’s most likely poor
stabilization performance would depreciate the character of the Fund. 382 However, apparently, in
U.S. officials’ eyes, Brazil no longer deserved the special attention it used to receive in the years
before World War II.383 Assistant Secretary Roy Rubottom remembered that Latin American
countries were keenly interested in U.S. moves toward Brazil. “Serious repercussions would
certainly ensue” if elements opposing IMF-backed programs in those countries noticed that
Washington would assist Rio de Janeiro. Under these circumstances, State Department and
Embassy officials agreed that Brazil would have to sign an IMF agreement so that not to harm
U.S.-Latin American relations. Moreover, in order not to impugn the Fund’s authority, the
Brazilian government could determine a stabilization program within its political and economic
limits.384 The Embassy then informed Brazilian officials that the Fund would be flexible towards
credit and fiscal policies but would probably remain rigid in exchange matters. 385 Kubitschek was
incensed. He “would not accept the IMF program because [it was] politically impossible and that
his position on this score had wide popular support”. Kubitschek claimed that the “Brazilian
379
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people believed [that the] IMF [was] simply [a] mouth-piece of [the] U.S. Government and its
tough conditions have consequently awakened [a] wave of strong resentment against [the] U.S.”.
U.S. Ambassador John Cabot just observed that the “IMF was not as inflexible as he seemed to
think”.386
Rubottom was extremely irritated. There was no point in establishing a “cooling off
period”, as Salles had suggested, when Kubitschek was the only one heated up. For him, such a
period was just a way of postponing substantive action. Salles would have to resume discussions
with the IMF as soon as possible. 387 Cabot, on the other hand, sustained that the Brazilian people
needed “time to forget about his [Kubitschek’s] blast against the IMF” and inferred that “IMF
stabilization measures are about as popular as the plague” in Latin America. 388 In mid-August,
accordingly, Salles assured U.S. officials that Rio de Janeiro continued prone to resume
negotiations with the IMF. 389 Brazilian officials had been working on a new stabilization program
proposal to present to the Fund. 390 However, State Department officials remained skeptical.
Various policy statements of senior officials kept evidencing that “Kubitschek and his most
influential advisers believe that the United States cannot run the risk of withholding support from
Brazil”. 391
Apparently, Brazilian officials nurtured a different perception about the country’s
essentiality for the U.S. policy in Latin American as that of U.S. officials. José Sette Câmara, the
head of Kubitschek’s staff, publicly stressed that either the U.S. “faces the problem now, aiding
us with basic measures […], or it will have to do it later, under pressure from the always growing
danger of Soviet expansion”. Brazilian Embassy officials also manifested that the U.S. should
recognize “its obligation to supply it [foreign assistance]”, otherwise “assistance will be sought
from Russia with Brazil accepting the risks”. State Department officials were certain that
Kubitschek believed that “in a showdown the United States would have to aid Brazil, in amounts
386
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and on terms of the latter’s choosing, and without regard to a stabilization agreement with the
IMF”. 392 On top of this, criticism continued to rise upon the IMF’s and U.S.’ attitudes. For
SUMOC Director Herculano Fonseca, the argument that balance of payments problems always
stemmed from excessive imports was not suitable for Latin America. The deterioration of terms
of trade (drop in commodities prices) was the real problem. Unless Washington wished to receive
mounting financial assistance requests, the IMF had to revise its policy. 393 In late August,
Ambassador Walter Salles confirmed what U.S. officials already suspected: an IMF agreement
was unlike due to the Brazilian political situation. 394
Furthermore, some statements were leading U.S. Embassy officials “to suspect [that the]
GOB [government of Brazil] may be considering some new step affecting United States
interests”. Foreign Minister Horácio Lafer expressed his concern to U.S. Ambassador John Cabot
that a “growing resentment in Brazil fancied United States obstruction [of] Brazilian coffee
exports to [the] Soviet Union”, advising that it was not Washington’s call to prevent Rio de
Janeiro from engaging in regular trade with the Soviets. Lafer also publicly announced that the
Ministry of Foreign Relations was studying commerce with Russia, and Ambassador Edmundo
Penha Barbosa da Silva already had information about this plan. For Embassy officials, there was
little doubt that the Kubitschek administration was considering trade relations with the USSR.
The matter was whether diplomatic relations were also in consideration. 395
Despite U.S. officials’ concerns, Kubitschek lived up to his promises. In October,
Brazilian officials approached the IMF to withdraw from Brazil’s first tranche of US$ 48 million.
A month before, the Fund had reviewed the quota share of member countries. The revision came
from Washington’s decision to increase the IMF’s resources and to elaborate other assistance
programs, as the existing was “either inadequate or not designed” to cope with Latin America’s
persistent balance of payments deficits. Brazil’s quota was then revised upward from US$ 150 to
US$ 280 million. Since the country had paid part of its debt to the IMF throughout 1959 and
given its larger quota, Brazil could withdraw a higher first tranche without the need of a
392
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stabilization program (compliance with an IMF-based program was mandatory from the third
tranche onward).396 However, the IMF staff disapproved the Brazilian government’s request. The
country was not making efforts related to domestic credit, fiscal policy and exchange rate system
and was using short-term loans extensively to finance its deficits, deepening the debt burden.
Fund officials advised Brazilian officials to seek financial assistance from other sources. 397
Assessor Augusto Schmidt threatened U.S. Ambassador John Cabot that, unless
Washington “accept the responsibility for developing the economy of Latin America […] on the
terms postulated by Brazil, the attraction of a Soviet-type economic organization would become
irresistible to Latin American countries”. Secretary of State Christian Herter was astonished by
Schmidt’s claims and advised Cabot to avoid him “in so far as possible”.398 In early December,
Bank of Brazil Director Paulo Poock informed the U.S. Embassy that Kubitschek was not even
considering initiating discussions with the IMF or Washington anymore. The government was
“living on a day-to-day basis and not giving any thought at all to the future”.399 A few days later,
the national press announced that Ambassador Edmundo Barbosa would head the Brazilian
Commercial Mission to Moscow, under the instructions of Foreign Relations Minister Horácio
Lafer. The Kubitschek administration had just signed a commercial agreement with Russia for
exporting coffee and cocoa and cocoa derivatives in exchange for oil and oil derivatives and
equipment for the oil industry. 400 According to Caterina (2018), Kubitschek was careful not to
renew diplomatic relations with the Soviets at that time mostly due to intense internal opposition
coming from the military. In light of the critical state of U.S.-Brazilian relations, U.S.
Ambassador John Cabot made a plea for Assistant Secretary Roy Rubottom to assist Brazil.
However, Rubottom rejected his suggestions (STREETER, 1994).
According to Rabe (1988, chap. 8), in 1960, the Eisenhower administration shifted its
foreign policy towards Latin American considerably. U.S. officials were alarmed by the
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revolutionary ferment that the Cuban Revolution brought about. Latin American people kept
asking for economic and social progress, and saw Fidel Castro as a hope for change. At the
beginning of the year, Eisenhower took a tour throughout the region and was stunned by the
poverty and terrible living conditions. After the trip, says Rabe, he recognized that the U.S.
foreign policy, which had been focused on fostering free trade and encouraging private
investments, had failed. In mid-1960, he launched the Social Progress Trust Fund to assist social
infrastructure projects as a way of battling communism. However, contrary to Rabe’s arguments,
evidence gathered here show that the U.S. position towards Kubitschek’s Brazil remained stiff
until the end of his term in 1961, even though the state of U.S.-Brazilian relations was critical.
In September 1960, Cabot cautioned the State Department that the U.S.-Brazilian
relations "are now, or will shortly be, at a crossroads”. Rio de Janeiro had possibly opted to
follow an independent foreign policy, which meant “the breakdown of the inter-American
system” (HILTON, 1981, p. 623). According to Streeter (1994), Brazilians showed a massive
preference for a more independent foreign policy in public opinion polls. By 1961, more than half
of the people surveyed declared a preference for a neutral stand in the Cold War, and about threequarters favored relations with Russia and China. Against this background, in October 1960,
Cabot advised Secretary of State Christian Herter that the “time has come [to] demonstrate [that
the] U.S. Government [is] prepared [to] provide reasonable help to Brazil”. It was “especially
important to provide such relief […] as a means of helping [the recently-elected President] Jânio
Quadros [to] establish his governmental program in [a] atmosphere containing [a] minimum
element of desperation”. The U.S. government should not “put him in [the] position of finding
necessary to beg for U.S. help immediately upon assuming office”. 401 Embassy official Howard
Cottam recognized that “the mantle of multilateral anonymity does not hold in this case, because
[the] GOB [Government of Brazil] has already presented us to its public as the unseen bogey man
in any IMF action”.402
However, the State Department believed that “long-term refunding at this time” implied
technical and policy problems. Furthermore, to assist Kubitschek could be “hazardous”. Quadros
would complain that “such action shifts obligations forward to Kubitschek advantage and
401
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Quadros detriment rather than aiding country”. U.S. officials then deliberated that the American
policy “could be again reviewed after Quadros inauguration in light [of the] new Government’s
programs and policies”, refusing Ambassador Cabot’s pleas for the U.S. to assist Kubitschek’s
Brazil. 403 Assistant Secretary for Economic Affairs Thomas Mann queried the “pros and cons on
the questions of whether, during the Kubitschek regime, we could have done more for Brazil
without undermining the IMF”. However, what mattered was “to get off to a new and imaginative
start with the Quadros regime”. For him, it was important “to exchange ideas and have a meeting
of the minds on what we can do and what Brazil can do to get our relations back to the track”.404
In fact, to weaken the IMF by proving direct loans to Brazil could put a U.S. global economic
interest at stake. The Fund was a key element of the U.S. foreign economic policy to foster free
trade not only in Brazil and Latin America but in other regions as well, such as Europe.
By the time when he finished his term in 1961, Kubitschek had left an ambiguous legacy
to Brazil’s economic development. On the one hand, several goals of his economic development
program, the Targets Plan, were accomplished, providing a key basis for the expansion of the
country’s industrialization in the decades to come. On the other hand, his government left Brazil
in severe economic and financial strains, including a growing inflation rate, high-interest shortterm foreign liabilities, and increasing deficits in the balance of payments – elements that would
contribute to the destabilization of the Brazilian democracy in the early 1960s. 405
In early 1961, President Jânio Quadros requested a U.S. loan to deal with Brazil’s fragile
financial situation. The John F. Kennedy (1961-1963) administration based its decision on
political grounds. Brazil’s support was crucial to the success of the recently-launched Alliance
for Progress, a major U.S. economic assistance program for Latin America. Moreover, Quadros
had compromised to move away from his Independent Foreign Policy (PEI), which defended the
right to self-determination and sustained that Brazil could approach the Soviets while preserving
close relations with the West (Quadros opposed intervention against Cuba and expanded trade
and renewed diplomatic relations with the USSR). Based on these political considerations, the
U.S. government asked the IMF to relax its demands. Washington provided substantial economic
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assistant to Quadros and granted loans even after Rio de Janeiro presented a poor stabilization
performance under an IMF-supported program with which Quadros had agreed. In August,
Quadros suddenly resigned, leaving the presidency to Vice-President João Goulart. Washington
did not welcome Goulart, who was linked to the labor movement. As Goulart moved closer to the
PEI’s guidelines, even threatening (as Kubitschek had done in 1958) to turn to the Soviets in the
absence of U.S. loans, Washington hardened its stance, conditioning credits to an IMF
agreement. The failure to reach an agreement with the Fund prevented Brazil from obtaining
foreign resources. The economic and social crisis that ensued led to the 1964 civil-military coup,
ousting Goulart from power.406 Although some authors assert that in the 1950s and 1960s the
U.S. employed economic assistance to change the political orientation of Brazilian governments,
evidence gathered here shows that Eisenhower had a much more economic approach to the U.S.
foreign policy in Latin America than Kennedy. 407

Concluding remarks
This chapter analyzed U.S.-Brazilian and IMF-Brazilian financial negotiations in 1959. It
also looked into the Fund’s stabilization demands to the Brazilian government, the country’s
responses to it and how financial discussions impacted upon U.S.-Brazilian relations in the
period. In 1959, Washington continued to employ the IMF as its mantle of multilateral
anonymity. The Fund was an essential element in the U.S. foreign economic policy to encourage
free trade, and to create a favorable climate for foreign private investments and enterprises,
particularly by eliminating exchange restrictions to guarantee the free flow of the dollar in the
world. The U.S. government maintained a tough stance on Rio de Janeiro by demanding
adherence to a second IMF standby agreement even though Cold War tensions were building up
in Latin America, and even if U.S-Brazilian resentments were widening. U.S. economic interests
were ahead of political concerns. Moreover, giving in to Kubitschek’s pressures could harm U.S.
bilateral relations with other Latin American countries which were undergoing stabilization, as
well as jeopardize the implementation of IMF-based programs throughout the region. Granting
direct financial assistance to Brazil also could undermine the IMF as a competent international
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agency in the global financial system, putting a U.S. global economic interest at stake. By
maintaining this stringent policy, U.S.-Brazilian relations deteriorated considerably.
In 1959 (as in 1958), Kubitschek approached the IMF hesitantly and after intense pressure
from Washington. Financial negotiations were not easy. Kubitschek feared that further internal
price increases above the levels that the small exchange reform of January had already raised
would trigger social unrest and unforeseen consequences. However, the IMF was adamant. In
that year, European countries massively eliminated exchange restrictions and Latin American
countries, including Argentina, were living up to their promises before the Fund. The Brazilian
government would then have to approve a comprehensive exchange reform as well. Although
Kubitschek resisted, his views diverged from those of some important Brazilian officials. Finance
Minister Lucas Lopes, BNDE President Roberto Campos, and other officials kept playing a
double-game, joining ranks with IMF officials. Their attitude shows that there was not a
consensus as to what course the country should follow to attain economic development. It also
elucidates the “routine of dependence” – Brazilian officials, in fact, promulgated IMF economic
principles.
In June 1959, the IMF and Rio de Janeiro reached an impasse. Kubitschek then demanded
the return of the Brazilian negotiators to Brazil. Kubitschek did not sever ties with the IMF given
that he manifested intentions to conclude financial negotiations soon afterward – Brazilian
officials even approached the IMF again to withdraw from the Fund. Hence, the Brazilian
President made of the breakup a political act, conquering nationwide support. During the second
half of 1959, U.S.-Brazilian resentments furthered. Washington maintained a hardline stance on
the Kubitschek administration by not lending assistance even though Brazilian officials hinted to
approach the Soviets, and despite escalating U.S.-Soviet strain following the Cuban Revolution.
In December 1959, Kubitschek reestablished trade relations with Russia, embracing a more
globalist foreign policy. Washington did not assist Kubitschek until the end of his term in 1961.
The Brazilian President then left an ambiguous legacy for the country’s national development.
On the one hand, he furthered Brazil’s industrial basis. On the other hand, he left the country in
serious financial and economic strain, which contributed to the destabilization of the Brazilian
democracy in the early 1960s.
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CONCLUSION
To understand the conditions that made Juscelino Kubitschek’s Brazil to sever
negotiations with the IMF in June 1959 – in the midst of discussions for a standby agreement –
we must look into U.S.-Brazilian relations in the late 1950s. The Kubitschek administration only
sought financial assistance from the Fund in 1958 because Washington conditioned U.S. loans to
a standby agreement with the IMF. Since a direct U.S. demand for Brazil to implement a harsh
stabilization program would damage U.S.-Brazilian relations, Washington decided to put this
responsibility on an international financial organization. Hence, the Dwight Eisenhower
administration chose to employ the IMF as a mantle of multilateral anonymity, hiding
Washington’s own agenda. This harsh U.S. position was economically motivated. Washington
employed American and the Fund financial assistance in order to change Brazil’s domestic
economic policies, creating a favorable environment for foreign private capital in the country. In
other words, the U.S. government decided to use a multilateral organization – in this case, the
International Monetary Fund –, and not its own governmental institutions (the State Department),
to advance an economic agenda in Brazil. The estrangements between Kubitschek’s Brazil and
the IMF evolved as the Fund’s stabilization demands increased, especially when it came to
exchange rate reform, and as the country did not live up to economic policy targets agreed with
the Fund. Consequently, U.S.-Brazilian resentments deepened, encouraging the Kubitschek
administration to pursue a globalist foreign policy, which included overtures to the Soviet Bloc.
This tough U.S. position remained constant throughout the years of 1958-1959, even though
Moscow’s offensives in the hemisphere increased substantially.
The Eisenhower administration did not assume this hardline position with Brazil since the
beginning of the Kubitschek government though. The U.S. policy for foreign financial assistance
towards Brazil changed during the years of 1956-1958. In 1956, Kubitschek reached out to the
U.S. government for requesting economic cooperation in support of his five-year, state-led
economic development program – the Targets Plan (Plano de Metas). At that time, the U.S.
foreign economic policy focused on employing U.S. financial assistance to incentive free market
initiatives in the hemisphere, protecting and exporting U.S. private capital to Latin America.
Because the Kubitschek administration made a commitment with Washington to set up a
favorable environment to attract foreign private capital – which essentially included a pledge to
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control price increases through an Anti-Inflation Program –, the State Department decided to
support Kubitschek’s Targets Plan. According to U.S. officials, to deny financial aid at that
moment could lead to a deterioration of cordial relations with Brazil at the outset of the
Kubitschek government, opening doors to USSR offensives. Hence, it was decided that the U.S.
would make financial concessions to Rio de Janeiro in order to maintain friendly relations with
Brazil, driving away any prospects of approximation between the Kubitschek administration and
the Soviets. However, financial assistance would be given while Brazil sought to stabilize its
economy. In 1956 and 1957, the country failed to meet the Anti-Inflation Plan’s budget and credit
ceilings – most likely due to internal difficulties. In early 1958, U.S. officials changed its
previous approach, deciding to condition new U.S. loans to Brazil to an IMF standby agreement.
Their decision rested on economic grounds. Brazil had reached an extremely serious economic
situation due to rising inflation and deepening external deficits. U.S. officials’ conclusions then
was that to put off the implementation of anti-inflation policies in the Brazil would only end up
harming U.S.-Brazilian relations in the long-term. Even though Brazilian officials resisted
vehemently, and despite the fact that President Kubitschek threatened to reestablish relations with
the Soviet Bloc if Washington did not change its position, U.S. officials remained firm.
In fact, the Eisenhower administration used the Fund as its mantle of multilateral
anonymity. In the 1950s, the U.S. employed IMF loans to pressure countries to support a U.S.
economic foreign agenda. It was particularly important to eliminate exchange restrictions which
limited access to the free international flow of the dollar. As a multilateral institution focused on
making sure that its members opened their foreign accounts, the Fund was an efficient
mechanism for this purpose. Brazil started negotiations with the IMF in March 1958, aiming at
signing its first standby agreement. Negotiations were difficult, especially regarding the country’s
exchange policy. IMF officials demanded that Brazil unified its multiple exchange rates system.
However, Brazilian officials were hesitant to do it since the format of the exchange system was
considered crucial for the economy and the industrialization process. The Brazilian government
approached the U.S. many times trying to negotiate a financial assistance package directly with
Washington. Nevertheless, the U.S. government’s position remained stable regardless of
Kubitschek’s Pan-American Operation (which called for greater U.S. financial assistance to Latin
America), and growing U.S.-Brazilian resentments. Rio de Janeiro was finally compelled to
relinquish to a stabilization program that, by no means, was solely devised by Brazilian
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authorities, opening doors to closer interaction between local and IMF officials. The country’s
stabilization performance under the standby agreement was poor despite the so-called Monetary
Stabilization Plan (PEM). There were political, economic, social and bureaucratic difficulties in
complying with budget, credit and exchange policies. Given Brazil’s failure, U.S. officials
foresaw severe difficulties for the country to obtain further U.S. loans in 1959.
In 1959, the Brazilian government was again obliged to approach the Fund after severe
pressure from Washington. Kubitschek was adamant on exchange matters. Further increases in
internal prices due to higher exchange rates for preferential imports could cause intense social
unrest. However, the Fund was intransigent as well. In that year, European countries restored
exchange convertibility, and some Latin American countries, such as Argentina, were
successfully implementing IMF-based programs. Rio de Janeiro would then have to undergo a
comprehensive exchange reform. Kubitschek resisted, whereas some Brazilian officials played a
double-game as they concurred with IMF and U.S. views. In June, Kubitschek and the IMF
reached an impasse. The President broke down negotiations with the Fund mostly due to
technical disagreements, making of it a political act. The U.S. continued to use the IMF as its
mantle of multilateral anonymity throughout 1959 despite increasing Soviet overtures to Latin
America – particularly after the Cuban Revolution –, and even though U.S.-Brazilian relations
were deteriorating considerably. In fact, U.S. economic interests were ahead of political concerns
related to Cold War tensions. Surrendering to Kubitschek’s pressures could cause severe
consequences to U.S. relations with other Latin American countries which were following IMF
requirements and impair Fund-backed programs throughout the region. It could also weaken the
IMF position in the global financial system, menacing a U.S. global interest. As Washington
remained firm, U.S.-Brazilian relations reached a low, and Kubitschek sought a globalist foreign
policy. In December 1959, Brazil sent a trade delegation to the Soviet Union, opening doors for
an increase in commercial affairs and the reestablishment of diplomatic relations. Even still,
Washington did not assist Kubitschek until the end of his presidential term in 1961.
The conclusions presented bring several contributions to the literature. First, the primary
condition that led to the breakdown in IMF-Brazilian relations was the change in the U.S. foreign
financial assistance policy towards Kubitschek’s Brazil that occurred in 1956, 1957 and early
1958. Put it simply, contrary to what most scholarly work has stated so far, the Kubitschek
administration only reached out to the Fund after intense pressure from Washington – it did not
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seek the IMF deliberately because its support was fundamental for the country to obtain foreign
credits at a time of increasing financial difficulties. 408 Had it not been for this change, Kubitschek
would not have opened financial negotiations with the IMF in the first place. Second, in contrast
to what most authors indicate (such as Daré, 2004; Malan, 2007; and Young, 2014), Kubitschek
did not “sever relations” with the Fund in June 1959. Instead, the Brazilian President broke down
negotiations, making of it a political act. Kubitschek sought to resume financial negotiations
promptly after the breakup by sending the Brazilian Amassador Whalter Salles on a mission to
the U.S. in an attempt to get in good terms with the Fund and Washington. Later on in 1959, the
Brazilian government approached the IMF again. Kubitschek then turned technical disagreements
with the IMF into a political act. This attitude became particularly evident when he announced
his decision of not approaching the Fund anymore in a public speech on June 17 (which raised
nationwide appeal), even though he had manifested intentions of concluding negotiations with the
Fund to U.S. officials.
This study also showed that a Cold War framework – taking the context of the Cold War
to analyze Washington’s resistance to giving loans to Brazil in the postwar era – does not explain
why the U.S. government tenaciously forced Kubitschek’s Brazil to come to terms with the IMF
in 1958 and 1959. Although some studies sustain that the Eisenhower administration became
more flexible about financially assisting Latin America in the face of growing U.S.-Soviet
tension in the late 1950s and early 1960s (particularly after the 1959 Cuban Revolution), the
evidence gathered here showed that this was not the case with the Kubitschek administration.409
Washington did not change its foreign financial assistance policy toward Brazil despite
increasing Soviet menaces to the hemisphere, and even if resentments in U.S. bilateral relations
with the country were getting stronger. In fact, we must investigate U.S. economic interests, U.S.
influence over the Fund and how Washington employed the IMF to advance its foreign economic
policy agenda in Brazil at that time to understand why the U.S. government took this hard stance
on the Kubitschek administration.
Moreover, Brazil’s case scrutinized here indicates that we must look into IMF-Brazilian
negotiations in the late 1950s (something that the literate usually neglects) to understand the
408
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deterioration in postwar U.S.-Brazilian relations and why Kubitschek’s foreign policy team
strengthened its globalist perspective. 410 Understanding what led Kubitschek to diversify the
country’s international ties, including by signing a trade agreement with the Soviet Bloc, also
brings to light the roots of the Independent Foreign Policy (PEI) – considered a significant
change in the history of Brazil’s foreign policy. This research argued that the foundations of the
PEI are found in the deterioration of the U.S.-Brazilian relations during Kubitschek’s years.
These findings may also shed light on the socio-economic instabilities in the early 1960s (which
led to the 1964 civil-military coup) as a result of Washington’s hard position towards the
Brazilian President João Goulart, also conditioning U.S. loans to an IMF agreement. Lastly, the
process of bilateral deterioration enlightens the divergent positions among IMF, U.S., and
Brazilian officials, adding to the argument that there was not a consensus as to what economic
policies Brazil should implement to attain economic growth and development in the postwar
period.
Furthermore,

IMF-Kubitschek

negotiations

illustrate the so-called

“routine of

dependence” (routine and cyclical interactions between local and IMF officials which give rise to
an epistemic community), considered a key component of the global financial system of the postWorld War II period.411 This fact became particularly evident when, in 1959, several Brazilian
officials played a double-game, siding with IMF officials’ positions. In this sense, Brazil’s case
helps us better grasp the nature of the U.S. influence over the IMF at a crucial period of the Cold
War and to develop a more nuanced understanding of U.S.-Latin American and IMF-Latin
American relations at that time. In fact, in the late 1950s and early 1960s, Washington hesitated
to provide financial assistance to other Latin American countries as well, and the Fund was
carrying out negotiations throughout the region. In sum, the conclusions presented here
contribute not only to the scholarship on IMF-Brazilian relations in the second half of the 1950s,
but for broader issues as well, including the history of the Brazilian foreign policy, postwar U.S.Latin American relations and IMF-Latin American relations, Latin American development, and
creditor-debtor relations in the postwar global financial system.
Despite the matters this study shed light on, a broad range of areas of research are still
open and need in-depth analysis though. First, even though it became evident here that
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Washington employed the IMF as its mantle of multilateral anonymity, it is still necessary to
investigate the relations between U.S. and IMF officials and how the U.S. effectively exerted its
influence over the Fund in the period. Second, further analysis as to how internal economic and
political groups influenced the Brazilian policymaking about the course of the national economic
policy is also necessary. Third, since this research showed that U.S. economic interests took
precedence over political matters related to the Cold War, further research is needed to
understand how and to which extent Cold War threats and U.S. economic interests shaped IMFLatin American and U.S.-Latin American relations at that time. Last, there is an acute need to
understand to what extent IMF stabilization demands coincided and/or contrasted with concepts
of development under discussion in the U.S. and the IMF (and also possibly in the Soviet Union),
and between and within Latin American countries in the period.
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